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Previous research on assessing the performance of college and 

university presidents reveals little about the procedures used or the 

consequences of those reviews, beyond that most presidents are evaluated 

annually by the governing board. Much of the literature is based on anecdotal 

evidence and claims that reviews are often poorly conducted and harmful to 

presidents. Though the practiee is widespread, and potentially destructive, 

little is known about presidents' experiences with performance reviews. 

This study posed three research questions: 1) What are the processes 

used to evaluate the performance of academic presidents?; 2) What are the 

outcomes of these reviews, according to presidents and board chairs?; and 3) 



What are the relationships between how assessments are conducted and the 

outcomes reported? A national survey was conducted, using questionnaires 

developed by the researcher; respondents included 1,348 college and 

university presidents (64% response rate) and 535 governing board chairs 

(33% response rate). 

Findings revealed that most presidential assessments were 

confidential, limited in participation to trustees, completed in about one 

month, included a self-assessment statement and face to face meetings with 

members of the board, and resulted in an increase in compensation. This 

described an informal review process and was similar to the process 

recommended for most corporate CEOs. 

Contrary to the claims of critics, most presidents were satisfied with the 

way their review was conducted and found it to be useful; very few presidents 

or board chairs reported any negative impact for presidents from reviews. 

Bivariate analyses revealed that the most useful reviews for presidents 

were those that: provided the president with more adequate performance 

feedback from the board; were conducted less than once a year; and were used 

to set goals, clarify criteria for good performance, and evaluate performance 

against agreed upon goals. Presidents were most satisfied with reviews which 

were used to set goals and clarify criteria for good performance, and allowed 

greater participation of presidents in the review process. Significant 

relationships were also found between: presidents seeking critical 

performance feedback and both higher performance ratings and greater 



improvement in performance; and presidents seeking positive performance 

feedback and lower performance ra tings. 

Based on the research and d ata, the study suggests that: presidential 

assessments should have as the primary purpose improving the presiden t's 

performance; presidents should be actively involved in developing the 

process and conducting the review, including a self-assessment statement; 

reviews should be used to plan future goals and agree upon the criteria for 

evaluating future performance; previously agreed upon goals should be used 

as criteria; presidents should routinely receive performance feedback from the 

board; boards should consider less frequent, more thorough reviews; and 

presidents should actively seek critical performance feedback, but avoid 

asking for positive feedback. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The concern about fo rmal evalua tion is that by institutionalizing we 

may detract from what ought to be done in order to meet the 

evalua tion system's expectations .. . In the area of higher education, 

presidential evaluation has been predica ted on a governance model 

that is more a myth than a reality; on decision m aking tha t is more 

political than rational; and on criteria or objectives tha t are often in the 

eye of the beholder rather than observable for objective assessm ent. 

(Kauffman, 1978, p. 63 in Munitz, 1980, p . 379) 

Evaluating Presidents 

The evaluation of college presidents has been identified as an 

important topic for over twenty-five years. In 1969 Yale President Kingman 

Brewster endorsed the periodic evaluation of presidents in a speech and the 

Yale Corporation acted upon his suggestion (Brewster, 1970). Then, as now, 

there is little empirical research regarding evaluation practices, though 

reports and recommendations based on anecdotal information abound. It 

remains unclear what constitutes good practice, what value evaluation of 

college presidents may have, and what the future will bring. 
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While it is unclear exactly what is being done by whom, it is apparent 

that the practice of evaluating college presidents has increased. In the mid

seventies, Surwill and Heywood (1976) estimated that twenty-five percent of 

institutions evaluated their presidents. Surveys of colleges and universities 

by the College and University Personnel Association (CUPA, 1991, p. 6, and 

1996, p. 74) showed that the practice of evaluating presidents increased from 

55% in 1984 to 81 % in 1995. 

Like so many other efforts to demonstrate to the public that higher 

educa tion is accountable and performing up to expectations, presidential 

evaluation has taken hold. "Current interest in appraising administrative 

performance grows out of the demand by government, the general public and 

every sector of the academic community for more accountability" (Seldin, 

1988, p. xi). 

Governing boards are now experiencing the same kind of pressure to 

demonstrate accountability as did corporate boards in the late 1980s and early 

1990s (Chait, 1995). Trustees are advised to uphold the public trust by 

monitoring institutional and CEO performance. In an examination of the 

implication for higher education of "the new activism of corporate boards," 

Chait observes: 

Casual, informal annual appraisals by an inner circle of the board or 

the chair alone no longer will suffice. The pressure on boards to be 

accountable, the genuine desire to enhance the president's 

performance, and a concern to protect both parties will lead to greater 
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use of methodical evaluations based upon explicit performance 

objectives. (p. 19) 

Calls for presidential evaluation come from all corners. From the 

American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU, 1988) to 

the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB) 

(Ingram, 1993a, 1993b), from Kauffman (1980) to N ason (1 984), p residential 

evaluation is regarded as a valuable effort to improve presidential 

performance and fulfill board responsibilities. Boards of trus tees are 

encouraged to do it; presidents are advised to ask for it. It is even referred to 

as "the board's second most crucial duty" (Michaels, 1990), ranked just below 

the board's responsibility for the mission of an organization. 

Most academic presidents are evaluated on an annual basis by the 

board of trustees, a board committee, or the board chair, according to a recent 

survey by the College and University Personnel Association (CUPA, 1996, p . 

74-75). Yet beyond the matter of how often evaluations are done and who has 

the responsibility for carrying out the review, there is a dearth of empirical 

data. 

The literature on the evaluation of academic presidents encourages 

boards to undertake this key responsibility and stresses the importance of 

using reviews for improving presidential performance (Nason, 1984; 

Kauffman, 1993; Kerr, 1984; Seldin, 1988). In fact, they say, no other reason is 

as important: "The primary reason to evaluate administrative performance 
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systematically is to improve it" (Seldin, 1988, p. 10). Yet whether presidential 

assessments improve performance has not been systematically examined. 

Though it has become a common practice, the evaluation of college 

and university presidents remains controversial because the s takes are so 

high. Rather than improve the president's performance, some fea r 

assessment will damage it. Fisher (1988, p. 27) says that "a poorly conducted 

presidential review can compromise an otherwise effective presidency" and 

that "[m]ost presidential assessments are poorly conducted." Seldin (1988, p . 

197) voices a similar concern, "Well done, it can be beneficial; poorly done it 

can damage both president and institution." Since the consequences of 

presidential assessment may be grave (Fisher and Quehl, 1984; Nason, 198
4
), 

information that supports good practice could be of great significance for 

higher education. 

Performance Appraisal 

The options for system design, relating performance appraisal to other 

personnel functions, and the role of feedback in improving performance 

have been the subject of extensive study in the private, public, and nonprofit 

sectors during the last half of the twentieth century. Much may be learned 

from the wealth of experience evaluating employees and chief executive 

officers in public, private, and nonprofit organizations that could inform the 

practice of presidential assessment. 
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The literature on performance appraisal suggests that f d 
ee back on 

performance plays an essential role in improving performan ,, 
ce. Perhaps the 

best way to summarize the positive outcomes of appraisal is t 
o say that a well-

done appraisal has the potential of increasing both individual and 

organizational performance (Mohrman, Resnick-West, & Lawl 
1 er, 989, p. 4). 

Performance feedback is part of a learning cycle that involves setf 
mg goals, 

sensing one's position in relation to those goals, and adjusting 
O 

, b . 
ne s ehav1or 

to stay on track (Ashford and Tsui, 1991). For managers this self 
1 

. 
' -regu atmg 

behavior is an increasingly important ability as one rises in an or . . 
c gan1zation 

(Ashford and Tsui, 1991). Compared with other employees execut· , 
' IVes work 

is more complex and ambiguous, performance evaluation more sub· . 
Jective, 

and stakeholders' interests more diverse. No where is this more 

characteristic of the leader's role than in America's colleges and universities, a 

class of organizations dubbed "organized anarchies," by Cohen and March 

(1974). 

In this environment, formal mechanisms are not enough to "control" 

managers. As one would expect, leaders must be responsible for their own 

behavior: 

Such traditional control mechanisms as job descriptions, standard 

operating procedures, and formal performance appraisal systems may 

only loosely control managers. Because organizational systems cannot 

be used to completely regulate managers, those who run organizations 

are dependent upon managers' self-regulatory activities in order to 
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achieve control and coordinated action. (Ashford and Tsui, 1991, p. 

252) 

While systematic performance appraisal may have as its primary 

purpose improving performance, the active feedback seeking behavior of the 

individual may also play an important role. Ashford and Tsui (1 991) found 

that managers who actively seek feedback on performance, especially negative 

feedback, know more accurately how their constituents will rate them and are 

rated as more effective by constituents than those who do not. This is 

consistent with a study of college and university presidents which found that 

constituents gave higher ratings to new presidents, who characteristically 

encourage open communication and criticism, and to those presidents who 

had been in office longer who maintained these habits of engagement. 

Presidents who did not maintain open communication lines and who 

insulated themselves from their constituents, lost constituent support 

(Birnbaum, 1992; Fujita, 1990). 

Whether feedback is actively sought, volunteered, or provided by a 

systematic review process, the ability to use the information to improve 

performance may involve the same steps: "standard setting, discrepancy 

detecting, and discrepancy reducing" (Ashford and Tsui, 1991, p. 253) . This is 

the essence of control theory (Carver and Scheier, 1981) and an underlying 

principle of performance appraisal. It is also consistent with experiential 

learning theory which emphasizes both dissonance and reflection (Hutchings 

and Wutzdorff, 1988): "Related to dissonance, and a key to turning both 
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dissonance and involvement into learning, is reflection, the ability to step 

back and ponder one's own experience, to abstract from it some meaning or 

knowledge relevant to other experiences. The capacity for refl ection is what 

transforms experience into learning" (p. 15). 

This suggests that presidents who complete self-assessm ents, seek 

negative performance feedback, and report changes in behavior as a result of 

reviews should receive higher performance ratings, see more value in 

presidential assessment, and be more satisfied with the process. In this light, 

the role the president plays in the appraisal process takes on added 

importance. 

Statement of Problem 

This research is exploratory and will seek to answer three primary 

questions: 

Question One - How are the presidents of colleges and universities 

evaluated? 

Question Two - What are the outcomes of the assessment process, 

according to both presidents and board chairs? 
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Question Three - What relationships are there, if any, between how 

presidential assessments are conducted and the outcomes presidents 

and board chairs report, particularly in regard to satisfaction, 

usefulness, performance rating, and improvem ent in the p resident's 

performance? 

These three primary research questions were investigated through 

questionnaires developed by the researcher and administered to college 

presidents and board chairs, in a survey of selected American higher 

education institutions. Questions for the survey were grounded in the 

literature on academic presidents, presidential assessment, performance 

appraisal, and human resource management. The literature also provided 

the basis for the data analysis performed to examine relationships, if any, 

between and among process and outcome variables. 

Question One, "How are the presidents of colleges and universities 

evaluated?" sought to describe in detail the survey respondents and the 

characteristics of the assessment processes they used. Since the focus was on 

obtaining a thorough description, rather than a comparison of reported data 

by respondent role, the president was used as the primary source of 

information on the assessment process. 

Question One explored the following areas: institutional characteristics· 
I 

personal data for respondents; policies and guidelines for conducting 

presidential assessments; the role of the president; and the relationship 
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between the president and the board. See Appendix A for the complete 

q u es ti onnaires. 

Question Two, "What are the outcomes of the assessment process, 

according to both presidents and board chairs?" sought to identify the 

reported impact of, or changes resulting from, the review from the 

perspective of the two respondents' roles. In particular, attention was given 

to reported changes in the president's performance and his or her 

performance rating following the review, and whether the changes were for 

the better or for the worse. This included, for example, the president's overall 

performance rating and the level of various constituents' support. Overall 

satisfaction with the experience and suggestions for improving presidential 

assessment practices were also requested. 

Questions One and Two sought to flesh out what is already known 

about as well as extend our understanding of presidential assessment policies 

and practices. Typically, the literature on presidential assessment has focused 

on the distinction made between formal and informal practices (Beaudoin 
, 

1986; Hubert, 1986; Kauffman, 1993; Nason, 1984) though the terms 

"informal" and "formal" have not always been defined. As an exploratory 

study, this research sought to clarify the distinction between formal and 

informal presidential assessments and more accurately report the variety of 

practices in use. 

According to Nason (1984), informal evaluations tend to be frequent or 

on-going, limit participation to members of the board, and are confidential. 
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Formal evaluations tend to be periodic (three to five years), have systematic 

pa rticipation of representatives of constituent groups, and are more public. 

These often cited charac teristics provided the basis for the development of 

m an y of the questionnaire items regarding the frequency, participation, 

confidentiality, purposes, and responsibili ty for conducting presidential 

assessm ents. 

Several subsidiary research questions were p osed to answer Qu estion 

Three, ''What relationships are there, if any, between how presidential 

assessm ents are conducted and the outcomes presidents and board chairs 

report?" These subsidiary research ques tions (3A-3D) highlight important 

assessment outcomes: the utility of reviews for presidents, presidents' 

satisfaction with the review process, the president's overall performance 

rating, and improvement in presidential performance. 

Question Three explores relationships between these outcome 

variables (dependent variables) and several variables regarding assessment 

policies and practices (independent variables). Related research helped 

identify appropriate assessment process variables to include in the analysis: 

frequency of reviews, goals, goal setting, personal participation, 

confidentiality, negative feedback seeking behavior, positive feedback seeking 

behavior, and adequate feedback. Bivariate analysis was used to examine the 

relationships between the independent and dependent variables. 

The outcome and process variables in questions 3A-3D are identified 

here, briefly, and described in detail in Chapter Three. 
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Research Question 3A 

Is there a rela tionship between the usefulness of reviews for presidents, 

(utility), and: 

3A.1 the frequency of reviews?; 

3A.2 setting specific objectives, clarifying criteria, and reviewing 

performance against previously agreed upon goals?; or 

3A.3 receiving adequate feedback from the board? 

Research Question 3B 

Is there a relationship between the president's satisfaction with the 

performance appraisal and: 

3B.1 setting specific objectives and clarifying criteria for good 

performance?; 

3B.2 the president's participation in developing the review process 

and conducting the review?; or 

3B.3 the confidentiality of the review process? 
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Research Oues tion 3C 

Is there a relationship between the president's overall performance 

rating and the president's positive or negative feedback seeking 

behavior, as reported by the board chair? 

Research Question 3D 

Is there a relationship between improvement in the president's 

performance, as reported by the board chair, and either: 

3D.1 the president's negative feedback seeking behavior?; or 

3D.2 the adequacy of feedback the president reportedly receives from 

the governing board? 

Previous research by Greller (1978) and Ashford and Tsui (1991) was 

particularly important for identifying these variables, as was the literature on 

presidential assessment (see Chapter Two). 

For example, special attention was given to the president's role in the 

appraisal process, for at least two reasons: 1) self-assessment was emphasized 

in the literature on performance reviews for executives, including reviews of 

academic presidents; and 2) the literature on performance appraisal suggests 

that ownership (personal participation) enhances the utility and satisfaction 

of performance reviews. In questions 3A and 3B, measures of ownership, 
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goals, goal setting, utility, and satisfaction were based on research by Greller 

0978). Confidentiality (see question 3B) was suggested by many authors on 

presidential assessment as a key factor for successful reviews. 

In questions 3C and 3D, the dependent variables were the board chair's 

rating of presidential performance and improvement in performance since 

the last review. These variables were examined in relation to several 

independent variables, suggested by the literature on performance appraisal: 

1) the president's positive and negative feedback-seeking behavior (Ashford 

and Tsui, 1991); and 2) the adequacy of performance feedback provided by the 

board. The review of the literature in Chapter Two provides details. 

Significance of Study 

Research in this area will be of interest both to presidents and to 

trustees, the volunteers who serve on the governing boards of America's 

colleges and universities. Trustees generally conduct the assessment of the 

president, yet are not always knowledgeable about human resource 

management or even higher education governance. Presidents deserve to 

have this controverial procedure well managed and sensitively handled. 

Information about the elements of a presidential review, the diversity 

of practices, and associated outcomes may allow trustees and other policy 

makers to make better decisions about the kind of assessment most 

appropriate for their institutions. The study will describe a typical process for 
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conducting a presidential assessment and identify practices associated with 

greater presidential satisfaction, more useful reviews for presidents, higher 

performance ratings, or greater improvement in performance. 

Presidents play a key role in educating boards, and empirical 

information about assessment practices will provide them with an 

authoritative resource. Knowing how to use the assessment process to 

improve their own performance could benefit presidents as well as the 

institutions they serve. 

A more thorough understanding of presidential assessment may also 

prove useful in the evaluation of the chief executives of other nonprofit 

organizations and for-profit corporations. Though higher education 

institutions have unique characteristics, the evaluation of leaders in other 

professional settings may follow some of the same principles. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study was exploratory in many respects. It was based upon prior 

research which did not clearly define formal and informal evaluation and did 

not explore the details of other approaches to presidential assessment. As an 

exploratory study, it served to identify the variety of presidential assessment 

practices in higher education. 

Furthermore, the survey data are not in the form of documented, 

observed behavior. The survey relied upon self-reported data from 
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presidents and board chairs, based upon their personal experiences with 

presidential evaluation. The data are their perceptions of, and reactions to, 

presidential evaluation. As such, the data lacks the reliability of multiple 

sources of information on performance and performance appraisal. 

The methodology created other limitations. The subjects for the study 

were limited to presidents and chairs whose institutions were active or 

former members of the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and 

Colleges (AGB), or had used AGB's services (e.g. conferences, meetings, or 

literature). The ways in which the subjects differed from the total population 

of American colleges and universities, and response rates, are detailed in 

Chapter Three. 

In addition, since the study included only current presidents, those 

former presidents whose assessment contributed in some way to their 

departure were unrepresented. This omitted a group that may have been 

least satisfied with the process for their own presidential assessment. 

Furthermore, while it was possible to ask each president in the study to 

report on his or her own experience, it was not feasible to ask chairs of 

multicampus system boards to provide detailed reports on the assessment of 

the system head and each president. The questionnaire for chairs of 

multicampus system boards was more general and policy oriented. 

Consequently, more detailed information is available for single-campus 

institutions than for systems. 
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This study was not intended to determine what form of presidential 

assessment would be right or wrong for any particular institution. However 

a greater understanding of presidential assessment may help leaders of 

colleges and universities make these decisions for themselves. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purposes of this study the terms "evaluate," "assess," 

"appraise," and "review" are used interchangeably. In referring to 

presidential evaluation, no difference is implied when it is called 

performance appraisal, performance review, or any of the other terms 

commonly found in the literature. A variety of terms was used to avoid 

repetition in words which appear with frequency in the text. 

The two roles, "president" and "board chair," are used to describe the 

persons evaluated and the persons generally responsible for carrying out the 

evaluation, though in practice their titles may vary. While imperfect, these 

terms seem better suited to the situation than "employee" and "supervisor" 

or any other alternatives. 

Organization 

Chapter One provides background on presidential evaluation and 

performance appraisal, introduces the problem, explains its significance, and 
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briefly describes the methodology used in this study. Chap ter Two provides 

an overview of the literature on performance evaluation, with special 

attention to chief executive officers, and comprehensively reviews the 

literature on presidential evaluation in higher education. Chapter Three 

details the methodology used for data collection and data analysis in the 

study. Chapter Four reports the results and findings in two parts. The first 

part describes assessment practices in higher education (Research Questions 

One and Two). The second part examines the relationships, if any, between 

assessment variables (Research Question Three). Finally, Chapter Five offers 

interpretations of the data, insights into the problem, and suggestions for 

further research. The survey instruments are included in Appendix A. 

Sponsorship of the Study 

This study was sponsored by the Association of Governing Boards of 

Universities and Colleges (AGB). AGB's interest and support has been of 

great assistance and contributed to the quality of the questions asked as well as 

the willingness of presidents and board chairs to respond. Special thanks are 

extended to Richard T. Ingram, President and Barbara E. Taylor, former Vice 

President for Programs and Research for their gracious help. However, the 

interpretations of the data and the recommendations made reflect the 

author's views alone, and are not necessarily shared by AGB or its staff. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This Ii tera ture review provides a brief overview of the historical trends 

that led to the growth of performance appraisal in work organizations and an 

analysis of the principles of performance appraisal, the current practices for 

performance appraisal of chief executive officers in corporations and 

nonprofit organizations, and the state of the art for presidential assessment in 

higher education. Attention is given to the issues of employee role and type 

of organization to highlight the unique challenges of assessing the 

performance of college and university presidents. 

Personnel Evaluation 

~neral History and Trends 

The field of human resource management has grown significantly in 

the last half of the twentieth century for a variety of reasons: increased global 

competition, growth in the size of large corporations, increased governmental 

regulation, and a more educated and diverse work force, among many factors 

(Anderson, 1993; Beer, Lawrence, Mills, Spector & Walton, 1984; Molander & 

Winterton, 1994). Workers are not just labor to be used, but have become 

assets to be developed. "One consequence of the fight for survival and success 
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is the now widespread realization within organizations that people are their 

most important asset" (Anderson, 1993, P· xi) . 

Evidence of the changes in value attributed to the personnel function 

is the addition in 1981 of a required course in human resource management 

a t the Harvard Business School, the first required course added in nearly 

twenty years (Beer et al., 1984, p. ix). The emergence and naming of the field 

was indicative of the changing role of people in the work place: 

The abandonment of the term 'personnel management' in favour [sic] 

of 'human resource management' was designed to emphasize a new, 

harder-headed look at the handling of people at work. Employees were 

just as much a resource as any other asset and needed to be carefully 

acquired, used and maintained. (Molander & Winterton, 1994, p . 8) 

Human resource management is a system that includes many 

functions: "labor relations, compensation, staffing (recruitment, replacement, 

and promotion), performance appraisal, training, organizational 

development, equal employment opportunity, and health and safety" (Beer et 

al., 1984, p. 3). While these functions are interrelated and interdependent, the 

focus here is on performance appraisal, regarded by some as the central part of 

human resource management (Anderson, 1993, p . 5). 

Performance appraisal has become a common practice in the business 

world. A study done in 1983 by the Bureau of National Affairs estimated that 

91 % of its sample of American business organizations had performance 

appraisal systems. Similar results were found in surveys of businesses in the 
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United Kingdom (Anderson, 1993, p. 6). Several trends have been noted: 

more employee involvement, more openness with employees, more 

objective-based and less trait-based systems, multiple criteria and sources of 

information for evaluations, more involvement of managers, broader 

inclusion of all categories of employees, and integration of performance 

appraisal with systems for rewarding and developing personnel (Anderson, 

1993). 

Pur oses and Outcomes for Performance A raisal 

Several purposes were given for performance appraisal, variously 

described as: administrative, informative, and motivational (McGregor, 1960) 

and evaluative and developmental (Schwab, 1973). In Schwab's scheme, 

evaluative purposes included making decisions on personnel actions such as 

retention, promotion, transfer, and compensation. Developmental purposes 

focused on improving performance, including setting performance goals, 

monitoring performance, identifying individual needs, planning professional 

development activities, and reconciling personal and organizational needs. 

Motivation was often cited as a key developmental goal; Anderson 

emphasized that managers must know what motivates their employees and 

be able to use the appraisal process "in releasing the potential of the 

employee" (Anderson, 1993, p. 13-14). 
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Similar to Schwab's categorization of evaluative and developmental 

purposes, Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler referred to "organizational" 

and "individual" purposes for assessment (1989, pp. 5-11). Their scheme 

emphasized the potential for conflict between competing purposes. 

Organizations need information to plan and control their use of human 

resources, such as evaluating employee potential, identifying training needs, 

and motivating performance. Individuals' purposes are equally complex; 

they want to learn from feedback on their performance and maximize 

potential rewards for performance. These purposes can create conflicts within 

the individual and between employees and the organization. Employees, for 

example, may try to avoid negative feedback and the consequences of poor 

performance ratings, thereby impeding the organization's need for honest 

disclosure of performance to inform personnel actions. This potential for 

conflict in purposes has figured in the work of other researchers (Meyer, Kay, 

& French, 1965) as well. 

In addition to the stated purposes of performance appraisal, there are 

the potential positive and negative outcomes to consider. Assuming the 

process is conscientiously and thoughtfully carried out, benefits may accrue at 

three levels, for the employee, the appraiser, and the organization, according 

to Anderson (1993, pp. 18-21): For the employee, clarification of expectations, 

feedback on performance, knowledge of strengths and weaknesses, input to 

superiors about the job, clarification of objectives and priorities, and 

discussion of prospects; for the appraiser, clarification of staff performance, 
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clarification of own objectives, motivation of employees, employee 

development, and refinement of assigned duties; and for the organization, 

improvement in the areas of communication, motivation, shared objectives, 

and organizational performance. 

Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler (1989, pp. 3-5) cited similar 

positive results but cautioned that the possible negative effects are of equal 

concern: employees may resign, sue, or suffer loss of self-esteem and 

motivation; time and money may be wasted; relationships may be damaged; 

and "false and misleading data may be created" (1989, p. 4). The unintended 

consequences can be so damaging that Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler 

recommended performance appraisal be avoided if it cannot be done well. 

In practice, then, the several purposes for appraisal may conflict. The 

greatest concern centered on the interference of evaluative activities with 

developmental goals; these affect the person evaluated as well as the 

supervisor and organization. For the employee, a process that may result in 

negative personnel actions is unlikely to be open and honest, thus hampering 

developmental goals (Mohrman, Resnick-West, & Lawler, 1989, pp. 8-9). 

Assessment may also threaten the ego and self-esteem of the person 

evaluated. Though research found that as many as eighty percent of 

employees evaluated their own performance as above average, (Mohrman, 

Resnick-West, and Lawler, 1989, p . 10), self-evaluations may vary in either 

direction (too high or too low) reflecting the self-esteem of the individual 

(Ashford, 1989). Negative feedback or a less favorable than expected 
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evaluation may make the person evaluated react defensively and hamper 

development discussions. 

It can also be difficult for the evaluator. The disclosure of weaknesses 

may damage rewards for the employee, weaken the employee's motivation, 

worsen relations between the supervisor and employee, and be unpleasant 

for the evaluator to deliver. The supervisor may find the conflicting roles of 

judge and confidant difficult, if not impossible, to combine. 

Meyer, Kay and French (1965) recommended that evaluative and 

developmental performance appraisal meetings be held on separate 

occasions, to avoid as much as possible the problem for managers of "split 

roles," that is, playing the parts of both helper and judge. Many experts, 

(including Beer et al., 1984, p. 85) advised that salary decisions be made at a 

time other than the occasion for performance appraisal, to dampen the 

conflict. "While it may be logical for performance appraisal and salary 

decisions to be linked, there should be a separation in time and in procedure 

between appraisal systems and salary review systems" (Anderson, 1993, p.l4
). 

Expert opinion is not, however, unanimous. In their research, Lawler, 

Mohrman, and Resnick found that it was unrealistic to keep the discussion of 

pay and promotion out of a discussion on performance appraisal. 

Furthermore, they found that more satisfying discussions occurred when 

these matters were included (1984, p. 34). Since experts disagreed, it is unclear 

how performance appraisal can be linked most effectively to the reward 
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structure in an organization to meet both administrative and developmental 

goals. 

This controversy over the purposes of performance appraisal and the 

best way to maximize the development goals is of particular salience to the 

evaluation of college presidents. Nason (1984) had two clear 

recommendations in approaching presidential assessment: assessment 

should be for improving performance and the purposes for the assessment 

should determine the process for assessment. Purpose, or the "why" of 

assessment, is essential in deciding how, what, when, and, who. Determining 

whether this conflict between developmental and administrative purposes 

applies to presidential assessment or what factors are associated with positive 

development outcomes would provide the empirical evidence needed to 

inform decisions about assessment practices. 

Appraisal Methods 

At its most basic, performance appraisal is "the process of identifying, 

measuring and developing human performance in organizations" (Schneier 

& Beatty, 1982, p. 4). Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler (1989, p. 12) 

discussed the tools and methods of assessment in terms of the "performance 

cycle," by which they meant "defining performance, measuring performance 
, 

and feeding back the results of measurement." It is not an easy task and 

several difficulties quickly become evident, particularly specifying the 
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"requirements for job success" and the subjective nature of the judgments 

regarding performance (Beer et al., 1984, p. 80). 

Cascio (1982, pp. 42-52) looked at performance data in two categories, 

objective measures and subjective measures. Objective measures used 

quantitative production and personnel indicators such as sales volume in 

dollars, waste in dollars, and number of absences. Relevant measures were 

identified in relation to the job. Subjective measures were based on human 

judgment about employee behavior using ratings that may be either relative 

or absolute. Relative measures included rankings, paired comparisons, or 

forced distributions, and looked at individual performance in comparison 

with others. Absolute ratings looked at each individual alone using essays, 

critical incidents, checklists, and rating scales. 

Similarly, Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler (1989, p . 50-89) 

identified four categories of approaches: 

1. performer-oriented (traits, skills); 

2. behavior-oriented (critical incidents, behaviorally anchored rating 

scales, mixed-choice scales, forced-choice scales); 

3. results-oriented (management by objectives, work planning and 

review, summary performance rating); and 

4. comparison-oriented (ranking, forced distribution, paired 

comparisons). 

As others have stressed, Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler recommended 

that the choice of methods match the purposes served. Recognizing that 
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multiple purposes are common, multiple measures were suggested. For 

example, critical incidents support feedback and training purposes, but are 

relatively weak for decisions on rewards. Results-oriented measures are well 

suited for the purposes of job definition, feedback, and career planning, but 

are not as well suited as comparisons or forced choice measures for human 

resource planning (p. 89). 

Cascio (1982) also pointed out the short-comings of various approaches. 

Quantitative production measures, for example, fail to capture the influence 

of factors beyond an individual's control, look at results without regard to 

process, and ignore many significant managerial responsibilities. Developing 

and conducting evaluations using subjective measures also suffer a variety of 

problems: the expense in developing rating scales or instruments, difficulty of 

comparing employees using qualitative data, unreliability of raters, time and 

stress in conducting evaluations, and costly training needed for evaluators. 

Despite the problems, Cascio reported that most researchers and managers 

rely on subjective measures of performance (p. 43). 

Many factors make it difficult to develop an appraisal system that 

captures the important parts of an employee's performance, especially at the 

managerial level: the difficulty of defining effectiveness for employees other 

than clerical and technical; the importance of nonquantifyable characteristics, 

such as shared culture and values; and the difficulty in defining requirements 

for job success (Beer et al., 1984)). Often the process, how things are done, is as 

important as results, for managerial employees. 
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Much of the literature on performance appraisal appeared to be geared 

toward managerial or lower level employees in corporate settings. However, 

the context and the role of the employee are relevant to determining 

appraisal methods: 

Performance appraisal takes place in organizations, which are mad e up 

of many features and systems. Performance appraisal is also part of an 

ongoing relationship between the individual and the organization. It 

is impossible to wall appraisal off from other things that happen to 

individuals or from other features of the organization ... Similarly, the 

way jobs are structured can have a major impact on the choice of 

appraisal methods. For example, the work of the corporate president is 

very different from that of a machinist, and so it is hard to argue that 

the same methods would be appropriate for both. (Mohrman, Resnick

West, & Lawler, 1989, p . 12-13) 

The issue of role is emphasized here because the treatment of 

instrumentation for performance appraisal in the literature raised special 

problems when applied to executives or presidents. When it comes to th~ 

evaluation of employees at the top, self-assessments became a common 

feature, in addition to the evaluation of performance by a supervisor or 

board. The next section, on the evaluation of chief executive officers (CEOs), 

reveals that CEOs are not evaluated in the same manner as other employees. 

CEOs are alone at the top; their performance is considered in regard to 

organizational goals, which they may be largely responsible for setting, and 
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measured by the progress they themselves report. Recognizing the 

importance of self-assessment for CEOs, special attention is given to this here. 

Self-Assessment 

In a comprehensive review of the literature on self-assessment in 

organizations, Ashford (1989) identified three tasks individuals must perform 

and three problems in performing those tasks: 

They must establish environment-specific standards on which they 

should judge their performance; they must learn which feedback cues 

among the many available they should attend to; and they must 

correctly interpret those cues. Individuals have three problems in 

successfully completing these tasks. First, they must complete them in 

an organizational environment that often provides only random and 

conflictual cues. These cues must be decoded accurately. Second, they 

must resolve the tension within them between wanting assessment 

information for its instrumental value while also wanting to protect 

their egos and self-esteem. Finally, they must reconcile their needs to 

maintain a self-presentation as a self-confident performer. The tension 

exists because such self-presentations often do not allow one to show 

an interest in how one is performing. (p. 133) 

Self-assessment takes place in complex organizational settings and involves 

many factors: selectively attending to information, interpreting information, 
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seeking information, projecting a confident self-image, and defending one's 

ego. These may come into play as part of the appraisal interview, the written 

self-assessment, or the casual accumulation of feedback on a daily basis. 

Ashford pointed to two theoretical perspectives for understanding the 

significance of self-assessment in individual behavior, control theory 

and symbolic interactionism (Ashford, 1989, p. 141). Both explain the role of 

feedback in shaping behavior. 

Control theory (Carver & Scheier, 1981; Campion & Lord, 1982) 

describes behavior as a self-correcting negative feedback loop. It involves 

setting standards or goals, obtaining feedback on discrepancies between actual 

and desired outcomes, and changing behavior to reduce the discrepancies 

between the two (Ashford, 1989, p. 142). Ashford suggested that work 

organizations impose two additional constraints: the need for individuals to 

assess the congruence between both individual and organizational goals and 

the individual's and others' views of their own performance. 

Symbolic interactionism refers to the role of the interpretation of 

events and the environment for the development of a self-concept. Seeing 

yourself as others see you is a basic tenet of a useful self-theory (Ashford, 1989
, 

p . 143). While control theory suggests how individuals regulate their own 

behavior, symbolic interactionism explains how people develop a sense of 

self. Ashford (p. 144-5) suggested that both are relevant to the process of self

assessment in work organizations: 
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Symbolic interactionism and control theory provide the basis upon 

which to discuss how individuals regulate their behavior. Control 

theory articulates the structure of self-regulation and highlights the 

importance of standards (goals) and discrepancies. Symbolic 

interactionism leads us to highlight the importance of seeing ourselves 

as others see us, of developing accurate appraisals and of the role our 

interpretations play in the process. 

As mentioned, problems with information, ego, and self-presentation 

can thwart the self-assessment process. These problems may be even greater, 

the higher up in an organization one goes. Longenecker and Gioia found 

several myths about managers that relate to feedback and self-assessment, 

namely that managers are expected to be autonomous and self-directing, and 

know what to do and how well they are doing it, without outside input (1991, 

p . 88). Longenecker and Gioia regard these as myths because they found that 

managers want and need more feedback than they get. Formal feedback is 

especially important for leaders; they have more ambiguous roles and often 

find themselves surrounded by people who share their views (Longenecker & 

Gioia, 1988; Ashford, 1989). 

Emphasizing the importance for leaders of an accurate self-view, Bass 

observed: 

Probably the most effective aspect of management and leadership 

development is the provision of feedback to promote greater accuracy 

between self-reports and those received from others. More studies that 
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demonstrate the increasing congruence and subsequent outcomes 

generated from the provision of such feedback should be conducted." 

(Bass, 1990, pp. 889-890) 

Ashford provided a succinct summary of the problems CEOs face in 

self-assessm ent: 

When the CEO tries to determine whether he or she has chosen the 

best strategy for the firm, he or she faces an information problem 

consisting of random, or sometimes systematically, biased cues, an ego 

defense problem in that he or she chose the strategy and may not 

comfortably accept criticism, and a self-presentation problem in that 

seeking other's opinions may especially be inconsistent with our 

images of how a strong, capable leader acts. (Ashford, 1989, p. 165) 

Negative feedback. 

Negative feedback plays an important role in self-correcting behavior 

and in developing a useful self-theory, yet it is often avoided by both 

individuals and their supervisors in performance appraisals. And when 

supervisors do criticize the performance of subordinates, it does not always 

have the desired effects. Kay, Meyer, and French (1965) found that when 

supervisors offered criticism of subordinates, it was threatening to the 

einployee and had negative implications for performance: "A manager's 

atteinpt to assist a subordinate by pointing up improvement needs were likely 
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to be perceived by the subordinate as threatening to his self-esteem and to 

result in defensive behavior. The greater the threat, the less favorable the 

a ttitude toward the appraisal system and the less the subsequent constructive 

improvement in job performance realized" (p. 311). 

Self-regulation has been used on an organizational level to describe 

the "cybernetic institution" (Birnbaum, 1988). Cybernetic organizations 

respond to structural and social controls that serve as "organizational 

thermostats" (p. 182), keeping activities within acceptable bounds, neither too 

hot nor too cold. Organizations selectively attend and respond to negative 

feedback. It is based on a view of organizations as essentially healthy, if not 

rational, organisms with self-regulating features that correct organizational 

functioning. 

Negative feedback plays a key role in identifying institutional needs 

and priorities. Negative feedback loops alert leaders to problems and serve to 

keep the organization on track. Birnbaum (1989, 1992) used this model to 

describe how colleges and universities, and their presidents, work. 

In this regard, Ashford (1989, p. 160) poses an essential question for 

further research: "How do we provide individuals with feedback that is 

negative, indicating that they are off track in their goal-related efforts, in such 

a way as to avoid reducing their efficacy expectations and thereby their 

effort?" 
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The role of negative feedback seeking. 

Though not a solution to the supervisor's problem of providing 

constructive criticism, Ashford and Tsui (1991) found that asking for negative 

feedback can provide important performance information. In a s tudy 

involving 387 managers, they found that employees who tended to seek 

negative feedback on performance also tended to receive higher effectiveness 

ratings and more accurately project ratings of their performance by others. 

Conversely, Ashford and Tsui found that the tendency to seek positive 

feedback was negatively associated with supervisors' and constituents' ratings 

of managers' overall effectiveness. 

In their analysis, Ashford and Tsui pointed out that positive feedback is 

more likely to be provided spontaneously than is negative feedback, hence 

seeking negative feedback is more likely to yield novel information. Though 

college and university presidents may feel there is no shortage of critics, they 

may share the feelings of other managers that little performance feedback is 

provided by those to whom they report (Longenecker & Gioia, 1988, 199l). 

Negative feedback may provide managers with needed information for 

a more accurate self-theory and more effective self-regulation. Seeing oneself 

as others do may also enable managers to be more influential in changing 

constituents' goals or expectations (Ashford & Tsui, 1991, P· 271). Perhaps the 

question should be how to encourage employees to be more reflective about 
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their own performance, rather than how to provide constructive criticism 

more effectively. 

Evaluation of Chief Executives 

Myths about Appraising CEOs' Performance 

In studies of managerial performance appraisal, Longenecker and Gioia 

0988, 1991) found that executives want and need feedback on their 

performance but that, paradoxically, those higher up the organizational 

ladder were least likely to receive performance appraisals: 

Our study suggests that executives may need appraisal more than other 

members of the organization for a number of reasons: the 

sophisticated and more ambiguous nature of their jobs, the fact that 

their responsibilities tend to change often, the serious organizational 

consequences of ineffective performance on their part, and their 

typically high need for achievement, recognition, and career 

progress ... It is somewhat disturbing that the quality of appraisal goes 

down as a manager rises in the organization. Executives attribute this 

pattern to a "myth" that higher-level people should be self-directive 

and that, therefore, executive appraisals should be more or less 

unnecessary (1988, p. 46). 
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Their work was based upon interviews with executives and managers 

from large, private-sector, service and manufacturing organizations. Though 

their research was originally intended to collect data on how the executives 

conducted appraisals of others, the focus changed when it became clear that 

the executives wanted to talk about their own, often frustrating, appraisal 

experiences (1988, p . 41). Longenecker and Gioia reported that appraisal 

systems were used in over ninety percent of US organizations but that less 

than twenty percent were done effectively, and perhaps even fewer in the case 

of executives (1988, pp. 41-42). 

Longenecker and Gioia recommended that executives receive ongoing 

feedback, at least monthly, as well as formal annual appraisals. Their 

description of the qualities of good appraisals was hardly formulaic. They 

should: be frequent, honest, specific, formal, unambiguous, and based on 

trust; overcome political trappings; include planning features like a review of 

"job description," "specific accountabilities," and "jurisdiction and authority"; 

and invite feedback regarding the performance of superiors. 

Longenecker and Gioia pointed out many benefits of performance 

appraisal, including improved performance and motivation (1988, p. 42). 

Executive appraisals also serve as an example for subordinates more 

meaningfully than an official sanction of policy with a letter from the 

president (1988, p. 46). 

In a subsequent article, Longenecker and Gioia (1992) identified and 

debunked several "myths," among them the beliefs that performance 
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appraisal for executives is unwanted, unneeded, undignified, too time 

consuming, hinders autonomy and creativity, is simply measured by results, 

and is otherwise unmeasurable. Their suggestions included: avoiding rating 

forms, including written self-evaluations, using agreed upon long and short 

term goals, relating performance to rewards, providing specific feedback, and 

including d evelopment plans in the discussion (1992, p . 27). In no uncertain 

terms, they recommended that executives be included in an organization's 

performance appraisal plans (1988, p . 41). 

CEO Evaluation: A Key Board Responsibility 

The call for CEO evaluation comes not just from CEOs, themselves, but 

from those who want to strengthen and improve corporate governance 

(Aggarwal & Aggarwal, 1985; Alderfer, 1986; Firstenberg & Malkiel, 1994; 

Lorsch, 1995; National Association of Corporate Directors, 1994; Pound, 1995; 

Harvard Business Review Perspectives, 1995; Vennat, 1995; Working Group 

on Corporate Governance, 1991): 

Evaluating the CEO annually is central to effective monitoring for 

several reasons. Fundamentally, it is a major step toward empowering 

the board because it delivers a clear message to both the CEO and 

directors that the former is accountable to the latter. It also provides 

outside directors with an impetus to engage in an open and frank 

discussion about the CEO's and the company's performances at least 
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once a year. ... Finally, an evaluation benefits the CEO personally by 

directly communicating the director's concerns and suggestions for 

improvement, as well as praise. (Lorsch, 1995, pp. 113-114) 

The National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) similarly 

embraces the evaluation of chief executive officers (NACD, 1994). NACD 

presents itself as the only nonprofit association in the US concerned with the 

needs of corporate directors and has over 1,500 members; it might be 

considered one of the loudest, if not the official, voice of corporate boards. 

NACD's blue ribbon commission issued recommendations on this topic, as 

part of a study of evaluation practices for CEOs, boards, and directors: 

[F]ormal performance reviews are necessary--especially for the CEO, 

who has broad job duties, a large span of control, and a high degree of 

discretion in decision making. We believe that CEO evaluations make 

sense not only for the inexperienced CEO or for the CEO whose 

company is experiencing difficulties, but for all CEOs (NACD, 1994, p . 

1). 

According to the commission, the benefits of CEO performance 

appraisal include: clarifying expectations for and providing feedback on 

performance; informing the board and CEO about strengths, weaknesses, and 

problems; providing a basis for compensation decisions; fostering board-CEO 

relations; and demonstrably fulfilling the board's responsibility to monitor 

and evaluate the CEO (pp. 1-2). 
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Evaluations should be based on clear, agreed upon goals, including a 

detailed position description, annual objectives, and long-term business 

plans. Qualitative and quantitative factors might include "integrity," 

"vision," "leadership," "ability to meet corporate performance objectives," 

"succession planning," "shareholder relations," "stakeholder relations," and 

"CEO-board relations" (pp. 3-4). 

Two factors peculiar to corporate boards were also addressed: the 

common practice of a joint position of CEO-chairman of the board and the 

inclusion of inside directors (the company's employees) on the board. Both of 

these practices have been criticized by advocates of corporate governance 

reform who recommend separating the CEO and chair positions and 

eliminating all employees from the board, other than the CEO (Firstenberg & 

Malkiel, 1994). For CEO evaluations, NACD recommended that the joint 

CEO-chair roles be separately defined, the process be headed by someone other 

than the CEO-chair, outside directors conduct the review, and review 

committees exclude inside directors. 

Though approximately seventy-five to eighty percent of US 

corporations are headed by a CEO-chair (Berenbeim, 1995, p . 35; Lorsch, 1995, 

p.107), nonprofit organizations generally escape this problem. The inclusion 

of insiders on nonprofit boards, however, does occasionally occur. In higher 

education, for example, faculty serve on nine percent of the boards of public 

four-year single-campus colleges and students ("insiders," though not 

employees) serve on forty percent of those boards (Ingram, 1993b, p . 385). 
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Some have suggested that it is a conflict of interest for employees and 

students to serve on the boards of their own college or university (Ingram, 

1993a, p . 310-311), let alone participate in evaluating the president. 

Common Practices 

In regard to the process for assessing the CEO, NACD recommended 

that evaluations reflect the corporate culture. The process could be either 

formal or informal, written or oral, or a combination. Some companies, they 

reported, have found an outside facilitator useful. From a legal stand point, 

the commission recommended that a well-documented process may reduce 

liability but suggests caution regarding the legal implications of 

"documentation of the details or personal aspects of any individual 

evaluation" (p. ix). A strong recommendation was that the process must be 

confidential (p. 4). 

NACD suggested that the following might typically occur, on an 

annual basis: the board assigns responsibility to a director or committee; the 

CEO completes a self-assessment; the board's representatives review the self

assessment and prepare their own evaluation of the CEO; a meeting is held 

with the CEO and the board's representatives to discuss the review; and a 

second meeting is held, with the CEO and all outside directors, to discuss the 

review and plan further steps. 
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Similar "essential" elements were outlined by Lorsch (1995) in an 

article on board empowerment. The trend is for outside directors to evaluate 

corporate CEOs annually, confidentially, and face-to-face, using established 

individual and corporate goals, and the CEO's own self-assessment. 

An international perspective was added by a study of CEO evaluation 

practices in six countries (Canada, Denmark, Germany, Sweden, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States), sponsored by The Conference Board 

(Berenbeim, 1995). This study, too, found that accountability pressures led to 

more active boards and that assessing the CEO was part of fulfilling this role 

(p. 6). 

While board structures and laws varied, several generalizations and 

recommendations were made about assessment practices: most boards 

evaluated the CEO, few had detailed written procedures, evaluations were 

commonly linked to annual compensation reviews, participation was 

typically limited to outside directors, consultants were rarely used and mostly 

for comparative salary data, and in cases where the CEO and chairman roles 

were filled by one person, CEO performance should be assessed separately. 

The CEO's participation in the process was considered an important 

aspect: "To be credible, any evaluation (including the CEO's) must take into 

account the employee's view of goals, priorities, and tasks that he or she has 

been assigned. The potential for disagreement between boards and CEOs on 

these matters is considerable" (p. 34). 
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It was suggested that the selection process play a key role in setting 

performance goals. Boards should make the expectations for job performance 

clear from the start and CEOs should ensure that there is tacit agreement on 

goals on an ongoing basis, "if only until the next meeting" (p. 10). 

NACD and The Conference Board generally agreed in their reports and 

recommendations on the state of the art. Boards recognize CEO assessment as 

a key responsibility and outside directors, along with the CEO, review CEO 

performance on an annual basis. It is a confidential matter, usually without 

benefit of written procedures. 

A controversial aspect of assessment, in corporations and elsewhere, is 

the matter of participation. U.S. and international experts alike have 

described assessment as a joint board-CEO responsibility and cooperative 

venture. Almost universally, they recommended that participation in the 

process be limited to outside directors (Berenbeim, 1995; Lorsch, 1995; 

National Association of Corporate Directors, 1994; Vennat, 1995; Working 

Group on Corporate Governance). A noteworthy exception, however, was 

Aggarwal and Aggarwal (1985) who painted an ugly picture of board/CEO 

relations. They recommended that boards overcome their dependence on the 

CEO or "his loyalists" for information on performance and that they: solicit 

annual anonymous letters evaluating the CEO from the top ten or so direct 

subordinates; appoint technical experts to the board, for independent 

assessments of management decisions; monitor expenses paid for consultants 

used for management proposals; and appoint a formal control group of 
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managers, reporting directly to the board, with special board protection from 

reprisal. While this was an extreme position, it voiced the concern boards 

may have about their reliance on the CEO. 

An empowered board does have the potential to exacerbate relations 

between the board and CEO, but most see this trend as a positive change that 

can improve relations. Since CEO assessment is part of this governance 

trend, doing it well could be essential. In an article profiling the experiences 

of several corporate leaders, a Harvard Business Review Perspective offered 

this insight: 

The age of the empowered board of directors is here. Virtually all 

major public corporations now acknowledge that they have no choice 

but to make their managements more accountable .... Most directors and 

managers seem to agree that the objective is to make the board a more 

effective watchdog without undermining management's ability to run 

the business. They also say boards need to figure out how to distance 

themselves more from their CEOs without turning a constructive 

relationship into an adversarial one. (1995, p. 153). 

One of the fundamental questions they posed was "how should boards 

evaluate management, especially the CEO?" (1995, p. 153). 
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&valuation of Chief Executives in Other Nonprofit Organizations 

As might be expected, there is no definitive resource on evaluating 

chief executives in nonprofit organizations. For comparison with practices in 

colleges and universities, several sources were consulted: the United Way of 

America, the National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS), the 

Foundation Center, and Nonprofit World. These provided examples of how 

things are done in large voluntary organizations and private schools, as well 

as recommendations from authoritative sources. 

Brian O'Connell (1985) wrote a guide for boards, published by The 

Foundation Center, The Board Member's Book: Making a Difference in 

.Y.oluntary Organizations. The book, over two hundred pages long, devoted 

only one page to the evaluation of the chief executive officer. In his brief 

treatment of the topic, O 'Connell made several suggestions: the CEO should 

not be given a contract (boards must be free to remove the CEO); evaluations 

should be conducted annually; at least one hour of the board meeting should 

be designated for this purpose, annually; and criteria should include the job 

description, board / CEO relations, accomplishment of organizational goals, 

and volunteer matters. The suggestion that contracts are inappropriate in the 

independent sector is not supported by other sources; it is difficult to 

Understand why the independent sector, more than the for-profit sector, 

needs unlimited authority to remove the CEO. Furthermore, one hour 

hardly seems adequate for the purpose of evaluating the CEO, board/CEO 
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relations, and more. One would hope this is not indicative of the attention 

this procedure commands in the independent sector. 

In contrast, NAIS has written a thoughtful publica tion d evoted to this 

topic, "Evaluating the Performance of Trustees and School Heads" (Johnson, 

1986). It acknowledged the variety of practices among its m ember institutions 

and provided diverse examples without prescribing methods. Johnson 

identified improving the performance of the school head as the primary 

purpose of evaluation. Procedural suggestions included: annual or biannual 

evaluations, a self-assessment by the head, involvement of the full board, the 

use of short questionnaires or open essay instruments for trustee input, and 

solicitation of faculty and staff input. The process should include a meeting 

between the head and full board to discuss the self-assessment, a closed board 

session to discuss the head's performance, and a meeting between the chair 

and head to review the evaluation results, all within a matter of days. The 

examples ranged from a very informal periodic discussion between the chair 

and head to a more formal process involving a canvass of all school 

employees by a board committee, followed by a written report and chair /head 

meeting. Although intended for use by primary and secondary schools, this 

could be a useful resource for private colleges. 

United Way of America did not have a standardized procedure, 

nationwide, but provided its state chapters with extensive guidelines and 

examples to develop their own evaluation procedures. Some states specified 

that evaluations will be done, by whom, the time frame, and other details; 
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others had no written policies. The national office provided a copy of the 

June 1991 manual, developed by United Way of Pennsylvania, as exemplary 

of practices in its chapters, as well as a copy of the handouts from the May 

1991 Volunteer Leaders Conference on "Chief Professional Officer 

Performance Evaluation: A Volunteer /Professional Partnership" 

(unpublished materials, United Way of America, Alexandria, VA). 

The Pennsylvania chapter's manual clearly identified the purposes, 

procedures, and criteria for evaluating the CEO. The purposes included: 

setting goals, providing feedback, recognizing and rewarding good 

performance, and strengthening the relationship between the CEO and the 

board. Performance criteria were evaluated on a five-point scale, in the form 

of a checklist, and included: the relationship with the board, management 

skills, mission, fiscal management, personal and professional attributes, 

community and public relations, and leadership of staff. The evaluation also 

included several general short-answer questions regarding accomplishments, 

recommendations for the CEO, and priorities. 

Volunteers played a central role, as illustrated by The Volunteer 

Leaders Conference. The conference handouts provided examples of job 

descriptions, performance criteria, performance objectives, and a self

appraisal form, as well as basic information about collecting evaluation data, 

developing performance objectives and conducting an evaluation meeting. 

This central volunteer role has no parallel in colleges and universities. 
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In two articles for Nonprofit World, Mark Michaels (1989, 1990) 

outlined procedures for board self-assessment as well as for assessment of the 

chief executive. Michaels' recommendations followed a management-by

objectives approach and identified planning as the primary purpose. 

Procedures relied heavily on generating concrete goals; explicit, quantitative 

performance standards; and behavioral benchmarks for performan ce. 

Unfortunately, the important points Michaels raised about an integrative 

approach to evaluation in "Board Self-Assessment" (1989), linking the 

performance of the board, CEO, and institution, were not included in "CEO 

Evaluation: The Board's Second Most Crucial Duty" (1990). This weakness 

was also found among authors who wrote about this topic in regard to higher 

education. 

Michaels recommended that the board: rely on concrete criteria, such as 

a work plan, job description, and performance standards; participate as a 

whole in the evaluation of the CEO; begin the process with a self-evaluation 

by the CEO; and keep the process goal oriented and non-adversarial. The 

reliance on concrete goals, quantifiable standards, and MBO approaches may 

be particularly problematic for colleges and universities and other nonprofit 

organizations, which resist this bottom-line approach. 

It seems fitting to allow John Nason, a noted authority on higher 

education, to have the last word here on CEO evaluations in nonprofit 

organizations. In Board Assessment of the Chief Executive: A Responsibilitx 

Essential to Good Governance, published by the National Center for 
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Nonprofit Boards, Nason discussed evaluation purposes, criteria, types, 

guidelines, and procedures (Nason, 1990). 

Nason suggested that organizations develop procedures to fit their 

unique characteristics and was prescriptive only in recommending three 

essentials: "l. do it; 2. do it in a humane and sensitive way; and 3. make it a 

constructive, regular exercise for the chief executive, for the board, and for the 

organization" (p. 12). In most respects, Nason reflected the same concerns for 

nonprofit organizations as did his earlier book on higher education 

institutions, reviewed in the next section (Nason, 1984). 

While Nason hesitated to prescribe a single approach, he seemed to 

condemn formal procedures, in any setting (1990, p. 6): 

A few nonprofit organizations employ this approach, chiefly in higher 

education. Usually an outside consultant is retained to conduct the 

elaborate and time-consuming process and to present findings to the 

board. This method has the alleged advantage of involving all 

interested parties, and places the assessment of the chief executive in 

the context of the total governance of the institution. It usually carries 

a high cost in time and human emotions, and is therefore 

inappropriate for most nonprofit organizations. 
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Presidential Assessment 

The Higher Education Environment 

Based on a speech given in 1969, Kingman Brewster, President of Yale, 

has been credited over and over again with predicting, if not accelerating, the 

rapid increase in the practice of evaluating college presidents. In his speech, 

(Brewster, 1970) he suggested that boards should evaluate their presidents 

periodically to make a determination on reappointment. "The fact that the 

Yale Corporation acted on Brewster's proposal in 1971 lent a certain 

respectability to the new procedure," (Hubert, 1986, p . 36). 

Unique characteristics of higher education institutions make 

evaluation of the chief executive an especially difficult process. Several 

factors contribute to this: ambiguous goals, multiple constituencies, shared 

governance, interdependence of the president and the governing board, the 

limited power of presidents, and the growth of influence by internal and 

external players (Cohen & March, 1986; Kauffman, 1980; Nason, 1984). With 

no clear bottom line, multiple stakeholders, and overlapping lines of 

authority, it's hard to define, let alone evaluate, a job well done. Though a 

difficult task, it is a common practice; most boards evaluate their president 

every year (CUPA, 1996, p. 74). 

The current climate for higher education has contributed to the 

increased interest in evaluating college presidents. Fisher, a former college 
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president, observed : "Twenty-seven years after Brewster's article, according to 

national panels, commissions, and scholars, presidential leadership in 

colleges and universities is at its nadir" (Fisher, 1996, p. 58). According to 

Fisher, there is a strong public perception that there is a vacuum of leadership 

in higher education and strong decisive leadership is needed. 

Managing in the '80s and '90s is more difficult and makes the 

presidency less appealing than in the post W.W.II period of growth and 

expansion. Tougher times and limited resources have focused attention on 

evaluating higher education, including the performance of the president. 

And times are going to get even tougher for presidents, according to Clark 

Kerr (Kerr, Gade & Kawaoka, 1994, p. 33): "The greater the problems, the 

greater the testing of governance mechanisms, and the more likely it is that 

'presidents make a difference.' Everybody behaves more or less alike at a 

cocktail party (the 1980s), but not on the firing lines (the 1990s)." 

Reports from national educational organizations and governmental 

agencies and advisory groups proliferated in the eighties, claiming that 

primary, secondary, and higher education were failing the American public 

and that corrective action must be taken. Millett (1987, p . 194) identified 

several reports, "A Nation at Risk (1983), America's Competitive Challenge 

0983), Academic Preparation for College (1983), Involvement in Learning 

0984), To Reclaim a Legacy (1984) and Integrity in the College Curriculum 

0985)," and concluded that colleges and universities had failed to provide the 
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quality of undergraduate education needed to maintain America's 

competitive edge. 

Whether real or imagined, there is a climate of crisis and a critical view 

of American colleges and universities. In the name of accountability, the 

public has demanded that the performance of students, faculty and 

administrators be subject to evaluation. Boards, too, are feeling the heat. A 

new interest in "empowered boards," spurred perhaps by corporate failures 

and executive excesses in the 1980s, has encouraged trustees to reexamine 

their role in governance. 

In general, evaluation of members of the work force became more 

common starting in the 1960s. The extension of this practice to chief 

executives was a natural progression and served as an example of good 

practice. Student activism and consumerism in the 1960s extended 

evaluation practices to faculty through student course evaluations. This, in 

turn, made the evaluation of college presidents more likely (Kauffman, 1980; 

Seldin, 1988; Tucker & Mautz, 1979). 

The literature on presidential assessment has focused on the 

distinction made between formal and informal practices (Beaudoin, 1986; 

Hubert, 1986; Kauffman, 1993; Nason, 1984). The terms "informal" and 

"formal" have not always been defined, however, which has been especially 

problematic in interpreting past research. According to Nason (1984), 

informal evaluations tend to be frequent or on-going, have participation 

limited to members of the board, and are confidential. Formal evaluations 
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tend to be periodic (three to five years), have systematic participation of 

representatives of constituent groups, and are more public. Much attention 

has focused on the supposed costs and benefits of formal evaluation. 

Seldin (1988, p. 191) described the trend to formally evaluate presidents 

as "a fresh wind .. . blowing in presidential corridors .... Casual, piecemeal, and 

limited-vision judgments by board members behind closed doors are being 

exchanged for a more public, systematic search for genuine evidence of a 

candidate's qualifications." Seldin said that institutions benefited from 

evaluating their presidents and that formal procedures improved the process. 

Munitz (1980) acknowledged the controversy over formal evaluation 
I 

but found that "a majority of those studying administrative circumstances at 

our colleges and universities - particularly those at public institutions -

believe that there are many situations that require, or at least could strongly 

benefit from, a more formal approach to assessment" (p. 381-2). Munitz 

found formal evaluation better for clarifying goals, building support among 

constituents, and educating the board about the complex role of the president. 

He went so far as to suggest that it will result in longer presidential terms, 

smoother transitions in presidential succession, and improved governance. 

Others saw this "fresh wind" of formal evaluation as so much hot air. 

While Seldin lauded the introduction of evidence from constituents, others 

pointed to this as the major fault in evaluation trends. The limitations of 

formal assessment in terms of meaningful feedback to improve presidential 

performance have been noted by Fisher and Quehl (1984), Kauffman (1980), 
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and Shaw (1988). Their position was tha t the public nature of more formal 

assessm ents, especially where open meeting laws apply, inhibits open 

discussion and politicizes the process. 

Critics of presidential evaluation (Fisher, 1988, 1996; Fisher & Koch, 

1996; Fisher & Quehl, 1984; Shaw, 1988) also w arned that formal presidential 

evaluation undermines the power and authority of the president. The public 

nature of evaluation, especially in public institutions, and the inclusion in 

the process of constituents, such as faculty, staff, and students, make 

evaluation of the president a damaging process, in their view. They saw the 

costs outweighing the benefits, unless the process was private and 

confidential. 

Hubert (1984, p. 160) found strong negative reactions to formal 

evaluation in higher education, on a gut level as well as in regard to the 

resources it demands: "For many presidents and trustees .. . 'formal evaluation' 

appeared to conjure up some kind of archetypal evil in their collective 

unconscious. To others it meant a commitment of time, energy and courage 

that they could not make." A great deal of suspicion existed among those 

responsible for evaluating presidents and among presidents, themselves. 

Opposing opinions and claims have been offered on such issues as 

whether formal evaluation strengthens or weakens constituent support, 

strengthens or weakens the influence of the president, lengthens or shortens 

presidential tenure, and evades or embodies the board's responsibility. A 

systematic examination of how assessments are conducted and the outcomes 
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reported may provide the empirical evidence needed to challenge or support 

these claims. 

Perhaps one of the most interesting trends observed was the surge in 

popularity of formal evaluation in the late seventies and the apparent retreat 

to less formal approaches in the late eighties and early nineties (Hubert, 1986; 

Kauffman, 1993). The belief by many that evaluation practices are becoming 

more formal (Nason, 1984; Seldin, 1988) may be wrong, or at least over-rated. 

From the seventies to the nineties, the University of Florida system went 

from no presidential evaluations, to formal evaluations with full constituent 

participation and public disclosure of results, to informal meetings between 

president and chancellor with no disclosure of written records (personal 

communication, Emoryette McDonald, Florida Board of Regents, July 1991). 

The experiences of institutions such as SUNY, University of Florida, and 

California State University, which adopted more formal evaluation 

procedures, then returned to less formal practices, provided evidence of a 

reversal of the supposed trend toward formal evaluations (Hubert, 1986; 

Kauffman, 1993). 

One reason for this change may be the limitations of formal assessment 

in terms of providing meaningful feedback to improve presidential 

performance (Fisher & Quehl, 1984; Kauffman, 1980; Shaw, 1988). The public 

nature of more formal assessments, especially where open meeting laws 

apply, may inhibit open discussion. 
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Type of institution, as may be expected, has influenced the choice of 

evaluation techniques. Two-year and four-year, public and private 

institutions, seem to prefer different approaches. Public institutions, which 

mus t respond to public demands for accountability, have favored more 

formal procedures, including broad, systematic constituent participation and 

more public disclosure of the process and results . Private institutions, which 

are generally smaller and more autonomous, have preferred more casual 

approaches (Nason, 1984; Hubert, 1986). Ongoing, informal communication 

between the chair and president, an ideal which Nason (1984) advocates, is 

more likely in smaller, private institutions. 

The one facet of evaluation on which most authors concurred was that 

practices must reflect the characteristics of the institutions and persons 

involved. Kauffman (1993) advised, "Assessment procedures should be 

tailored to your institution or system. The history, political culture, and 

expectations, will differ from state to state and institution to institution." No 

magic formula will meet the needs of all situations, and, as needs change, so 

too should an institution's evaluation practices. 

Those who seek a model will have to start with an examination of 

their own institutional needs and expectations. With few exceptions (Fisher 

and Koch, 1996; Sheikholeslami, 1985; Johnson & Associates, 1977) which 

offer a standardized or workbook approach to the evaluation of presidents, 

most suggest that practices will vary widely in terms of such variables as 
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participation, timing, purposes, confidentiality, procedures, and use of 

information . 

Even when an ideal model was conceptualized, as in Nason's guide to 

presidential assessment, practical problems intruded. Nason suggested that a 

close cooperative working relationship between board chair and president, 

founded on trust and mutual respect, supported by on-going feedback and 

frequent communication was the best approach to presidential assessment 

(Nason, 1984). In essence, making a separate occasion for assessment 

superfluous was the best way to ensure good presidential assessment. Were 

this more commonly the case, there wouldn't be so much interest in 

presidential assessment practices. 

Em t2irical Research 

ittl l 

their pre idente or on whether this effort is valllable. As one author on 

presid -ntial ass ssm nt noted, "For a procedure so critical to the condttct of 

an ins titution , there is a d earth of literature and virtually no significant 

, 1 ; p . 8) . ·1 :,.it d s tudies (Na o n , l 84; 

t rw1ll & H ywo d, 1976; lJPA 1991,, 1994, 1996; Ingram , 1993a, 1993b 

suggest some trends. However, more has been written about the nature of 

the olleg presid ncy and about the process of s I cting colle e p r s id nts 

than about their evaluation. 
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Evidence of the paucity of research has been the frequent references to 

the few published studies on presidential evalua tion. The Association of 

Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB) published the m ost 

extensive text on the subject, Presidential Assessment: A Guide to the 

Periodic Review of the Performance of Chief Executives (Nason, 1984). 

Nason found that there has never been "an accurate census of the 3300 

postsecondary institutions on this subject," (p. 2). Included in the text w as 

Nason's own survey of evaluation practices. The subjects included 900 boards 

belonging to AGB, representing over 1300 institutions; the 318 respondents 

included 202 private and 116 public institutions, a 24.5 percent rate of 

response. Trends were noted but caution advised regarding the 

generalizability of results. The date of the survey was not given but would be 

on or before 1980, when the first edition was published. 

Nason found that although public and private institutions were just as 

likely to conduct evaluations of presidents (about eighty-six percent), private 

institutions were much more likely to use informal procedures (fifty-five 

percent) and public institutions formal procedures (forty-nine percent). See 

Table B-1 in Appendix B for more details. 

Nason found that evaluation practices varied widely on several 

variables: criteria, frequency, participation, procedures, confidentiality, and 

purposes. Nason conceptually arrayed assessment practices along a 

continuum of informal to formal, and found many characteristics fell on one 

or the other extreme. Informal evaluations were characterized as frequent or 
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continuous, private and confidential, casual, based primarily on first-hand 

knowledge of the president, and confined to few participants outside of the 

board. Formal evaluations tended to be scheduled at regular intervals, 

involve the systematic collection of data from representatives of 

constituencies, and were highly structured and more public events. These 

distinctions were commonly noted by other authors. 

Nason's book on presidential assessment was as close to a guide as 

higher education has come. Even so, it must be pointed out that the data 

were collected more than fifteen years ago and were based on a response rate 

of less than twenty-five percent. While it has served as the best guide for 

evaluation practices, it is less than ideal today. 

Another frequently cited study involved a survey of 321 institutions by 

Surwill and Heywood (1976) for the American Association of State Colleges 

and Universities (AASCU). This study, which involved public four-year 

institutions, found that only fourteen percent evaluated their presidents 

formally and that eleven percent did so informally. Surwill and Heywood 

found that many institutions which did not evaluate their presidents 

intended to do so within a few years and they projected an increase from 

twenty-five to forty-five percent. This low percentage of institutions which 

evaluated the president (twenty-five percent), may be considered a 

benchmark for trends in the public sector. 

Surwill and Heywood's study provided a starting point for further 

research, but evidenced several limitations. The authors never defined the 
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terms informal and formal, did not account for variations in practices and 

offered little analysis. As they stated, themselves, "This study clearly 

substantiates the fact that evaluation of administrators in higher education is 

a woefully neglected area and at its best the state of the art is very primitive," 

(p. 12). 

A more recent study involved presidential evaluations in the state of 

California. Hubert (1986) conducted a survey of the policies for presidential 

assessment for all (236) public and private, two-year and four-year, accredited, 

nonprofit institutions. Results of the survey were based on data received 

from 187 institutions, a response rate of seventy-nine percent. The survey 

Was supplemented by in-depth interviews with selected presidents. 

Hubert sorted practices into three categories: casual, informal and 

formal. The distinctions between informal and formal were much like those 

used by Nason (1984). Hubert's characterization of casual assessment sounded 

much like no assessment at all: "(P]residents and trustees feel that regular 

board meetings and other informal contacts are sufficient to measure 

performance of the president," (p. 113). 

Hubert also analyzed evaluations by format (instrumentation), using 

four categories: rating scales, ad hoc committee, management by objectives, 

and growth contracts. In addition to sixty-nine independent institutions, 

public institutions belonged to three systems: University of California (UC), 

California State University (CSU) and the Community Colleges of California 

(CCC). 
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University of California and California State University had system

wide policies, used ad hoc committees, and conducted formal reviews. The 

independent colleges favored casual reviews but also favored ad hoc 

committees, an apparent contradiction since Huber t considers a casual review 

to be more like no review at all. 

The community colleges did not have a system-wide policy. About 

half, (forty-one percent) used rating scales based on a model provided by an 

association of community college trustees. The other half (forty-three 

percent), used an M.B.O. approach. Interes tingly, procedures were described 

as informal for seventy-five percent of the community colleges. This 

reflected that rating scales were used just among trustees and that the M.B.O. 

style of review was limited to the board and president. See Tables B-2 and B-
3 

in Appendix B for additional details. 

Two other dissertations on presidential evaluation were noteworthy, 

both involving formal assessment approaches. Beaudoin (1986) did a case 

study of one private institution which implemented a formal evaluation of a 

new president. The study included an extensive literature review and 

interviews with thirty-nine educational experts, including presidents, former 

presidents, trustees, and consultants. All identities were masked to assure 

confidentiality. 

Beaudoin concluded that there was no evidence to support that formal 

evaluations have produced valuable results. "Despite the controversy 

surrounding formal presidential assessment, no empirical verification exists 
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that presidential performance reviews enhance student learning or ensure 

better leadership for a campus," (p. 29). 

Sheikholeslami (1985) developed a formal process and questionnaire 

for evaluating academic presidents, a proscriptive approach that allowed for 

some customizing. On the assumption that formal evaluation was "desirable 

and constructive" (p. 10), the author used a survey of experts to pilot tes t and 

refine a rating scale instrument for presidential assessment. The instrument 

was intended to be used by multiple constituencies, and criteria as well as 

raters may be weighted. Limitations of the study included that the s tudy did 

not take into account other approaches or the "readiness" of some 

institutions for this formal assessment approach. 

Surveys conducted by CUPA (1991, p. 6), showed that from 1984 to 1991 

the practice of conducting presidential evaluations increased from fifty-five 

to seventy-eight percent of the institutions responding. CUPA's most recent 

study (conducted in 1995 and published in 1996), reported a slight increase, to 

eighty-one percent. Of those institutions which responded, seventy-seven 

percent of those which conducted reviews did so annually. The 

responsibility, in descending order, was most likely that of: a committee of 

the board (29.2%), the entire governing board (28.7%), other (18.9%), the board 

chair (13.7%), or a special review committee (8.3%), (1996, pp. 74-75). 

CUPA's data were based on 916 respondents to a survey of 

approximately 3,400 institutions of higher education, which was as close to a 
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census as could be found, to date (CUPA, 1996, p . ix). The survey covered a 

broad range of issues related to CEO compensation and benefits. 

The survey question regarding assessment was phrased, "Is the chief 

executive provided a formal performance review?" (CUPA, 1994, p. 138). For 

those responding affirmatively, two follow-up questions ascertained the 

frequency of and person or body responsible for the review. The survey did 

not ask about informal evaluations, define "formal performance review," or 

distinguish between various types of evaluation practices. This presented 

some limitations on the interpretation of data. 

Information on presidential evaluation practices was collected by the 

Association of Governing Boards in a 1991 survey of its member institutions 

regarding board characteristics, policies and practices (Ingram, 1993a, 1993b). 

The survey asked, "With regard to performance assessment, is the chief 

executive formally and comprehensively reviewed as a matter of established, 

written board policy?" 

Although surveys were returned by 874 institutions, only 685 

responded to this question. Of those which responded, fifty-eight percent of 

the public and forty-eight percent of the private institutions reported that 

their presidents were formally reviewed. The average for this group, fifty-one 

percent, was considerably lower than that reported by CUPA for the same year 

(78%). It would appear sensible to expect AGB's population to have a higher 

percentage of institutions reporting that they evaluate their presidents, since 

these institutions have a commitment to board governance, evidenced by 
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their AGB membership; the opposite was found. The difference in the 

wording of the ques tions, then, takes on greater importance. To respond 

affirmatively to the AGB survey ques tion, the presidential evaluation must 

have been the result of written board policy. This could have eliminated 

institutions which evaluated their presidents but lacked a written board 

directive or did not consider the evaluation formal. The frequency of 

presidential assessments was also investigated. See Table B-4 and B-5 in 

Appendix B for details . 

Presidential terms and contracts. 

Concern about leadership in higher education has raised the issue of 

length of presidential terms. Seldin (1988, p. 193) reported that tenure in 

office declined from an average of eleven years in 1960 to seven years in 1988, 

a finding supported by others (Kerr, 1984; Ingram 1993a, 1993b). Whether 

longer terms are better is controversial. Kerr cautioned that presidents can 

only be expected to be effective about eighty percent of their term, since 

arrival and departure periods are disruptive (1984, p. 63). However, 

Birnbaum (1992) noted a tendency for presidents to lose faculty support over 

time. 

It has been suggested that the proliferation of term contracts and the 

concomitant increase in presidential evaluations may be related to shorter 

presidential terms (Beaudoin, 1986, p. 50). However, as Nason noted, "It is 
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not clear whether the recent trend towards term appointments for presidents 

has been the cause or the consequence of more formal assessments," (1984, p . 

4). While it seems more likely that trends in term appointments, shorter 

terms, and evaluations were the result of larger constraints, it still begs the 

question of whether term contracts and evaluation procedures have 

encouraged presidents to leave. 

Wood (1985, p . 19) saw shorter presidential terms as reflective of 

management trends, nationwide and cited high turnover in the private sector 

as evidence: "In The New Republic, an article on 'America's Management 

Crisis' pointed out that the tenure of chief executive officers now averages 

just five years, and Business Week concluded that 'turnover at the top is 

hitting levels without precedent in recent history."' It appeared that colleges 

and universities were not alone in facing the high turnover and short tenure 

of their chief executive officers. 

Trends in contracts for college and university presidents revealed that 

from 1984 to 1991 the percentage of contractual agreements was fairly stable, 

increasing from seventy-five to seventy-seven percent (CUPA, 1991, p. 6). 

Contracts became more formal, though: formal contracts and letters of 

agreement increased, oral agreements remained the same, and board 

resolutions declined to near zero. 

In 1995, seventy-six percent of chief executives reported contractual 

agreements with their institutions (CUPA, 1996, p. 72). Most presidents had a 

formal written contract (62%) or letter of agreement (29%) or a combination of 
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written and/ or oral agreements (5%). Contract length was specified in eighty 

percent of agreements (p. 73) and, in declining order of frequency, were for 

terms of: three years (37%), one year (25%), five years (16%), two years (11 %), 

four years (8%), or six or more years (4%), (all figures rounded). 

A 1991 survey by AGB (Ingram, 1993a, p. 378, 1993b, p. 393) similarly 

showed that more than half of the presidents (64%) had written contracts. 

The figure was higher for four-year public sector presidents (68%) and two

year public sector presidents (96%), than for private four-year presidents (61 %) 

and private two-year presidents (61 %). 

Purposes. 

The literature on performance evaluation - for employees generally, 

for administrators in educational organizations, and for college presidents -

has identified a host of different purposes for evaluating performance. Most 

commonly, evaluation is said to document performance, provide a basis for 

personnel actions, and improve performance (Joint Committee, 1988; 

Lombardi, 1988; Seldin, 1988). 

In regard to the college president, the purposes for evaluating tend to 

focus less on personnel actions like promotion, compensation, and retention, 

than on performance improvement (AASCU and AAU, 1988; Kauffman, 

1980; Nason, 1984; Seldin, 1988). "Ideally, the prime purpose of presidential 

evaluation (and all administrative evaluations) should be to foster improved 
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institutional as well as individual performance," (AASCU and AAU, 1988, p. 

1). Kauffman concluded that evalua tion should: a ttract an d retain th e best 

presidents; improve productivity and sa tisfaction; and quickly "weed out" the 

bad ones, in a process regarded as legitimate (1980, p.94). Perhaps the bigges t 

failing of research in this area is the lack of evidence tha t presidential 

evaluation does in fact lead to improvement in either presidential or 

institutional performance. 

According to Farmer, purposes can be grouped into three broad 

categories: formative, summative, and institutional (1979, pp. 10-11). 

Formative purposes focus on improvement of an individual's performance. 

Evaluations provide feedback intended to correct areas of weakness. 

Summative purposes include decisions on personnel actions such as 

promotion, salary, and reappointment. Institutional evaluation purposes go 

beyond individual performance to administrative functioning, and may look 

at relations between the institution and its environment (Hubert, 1986, p. 49). 

Nason (1984, pp. 9-12) identified four primary (1-4) and four secondary 

(5-8) reasons for engaging in evaluation, which include formative, 

summative, and institutional purposes: 1. meeting the board's 

responsibilities, 2. strengthening and improving the president, 3. improving 

governance, 4. revising institutional goals, 5. clarifying the president's role for 

trustees and constituents, 6. informing decisions on retention, 7. serving as an 

example for others, and 8. setting salary. Seldin (1988, pp. 197-198) also 
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divided the reasons for presidential evaluation into primary and secondary 

purposes, echoing many of N ason's points. 

Fisher was more narrow and pro tective: "Successful presidential 

evaluation should accomplish two things: first, fulfill the board's 

responsibility to evaluate the president, and second, increase the legitimacy of 

the president's authority" (1996, p. 57). Fisher's focus on presidential 

authority emphasized his assertion that including constituents (particularly 

faculty) in the process undermines the president's ability to lead. 

The reasons for evaluating a president can be thorny and political, 

despite the lofty purposes already mentioned. Caution was advised in 

situations where the real goal was dismissing the president or raising 

objections to a particular action, especially in response to a crisis. Nason 

0984, p . 62) noted that the board generally has the power to replace the 

president, without an "inquisition," and that it was inappropriate to make 

constituent reaction to a particular event the basis for evaluation of the 

president's overall performance. 

Many aspects of evaluation hinge on its purposes. Purposes have an 

impact on the process used and on who participates in the process. As an 

AASCU / AAUA publication advised, "Presidential evaluations, whether 

formal or informal, should be conducted only after their purposes and 

potential use are clearly proscribed, in advance, by the governing board," 

(1988, p . 7). 
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Confidentiality. 

Confidentiality may be the most significant issue for presidential 

evaluation. Though taken for granted in evaluations of corporate CEOs 

(Berenbeim, 1995; NACD, 1994), confidentiality remains controversial in 

performance appraisals for academic presidents. Several authors have 

lamented the damage wrought by formal assessments and pointed to the 

public nature of the process as the problem (Kerr, 1984; Fisher and Koch, 1996; 

Fisher and Quehl, 1984; Kauffman, 1993; Shaw, 1988). Critics have generally 

suggested that if evaluations cannot be done well, including the assurance of 

confidentiality, they should not be done at all. 

For public institutions, open meeting laws may compel formal 

evaluations to be done publicly. Some institutions have gone to great lengths 

to avoid the requirement, by never discussing the evaluation. Shaw told of a 

board that went so far as to hire a consultant to conduct the evaluation, who 

then met with board members individually (1988, p. 21). 

In the state of Montana, a suit was brought against a university for 

refusing to permit the press to attend a presidential review meeting of the 

board of regents. In Missoulian v. Board of Regents of Higher Education, 657 

P 2d 962 (1984), the Supreme Court of Montana held that "the demands of 

individual privacy of the university presidents and other university 

personnel in confidential job performance evaluation sessions of the Board of 
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Regents clearly exceeds the merits of public disclosure," (at 973). Sessions 

could remain confidential. 

In their testimony, educational administrators in the Missoulian case 

were quite adamant regarding the need for confidentiality. The 

Commissioner of Higher Education and Chair of the Board of Regents said 

evaluations of presidents would probably be abolished if they had to be public 

(at 972). Confidentiality was considered essential for effective reviews, 

without which evaluations would have a detrimental impact. It appears that 

this case stands as a precedent, at least in this region, since no subsequent 

cases were found. 

Confidentially refers not only to the extent to which the process is 

public or private (for example, meetings, conversations, and documents) but 

also the extent to which evaluation results are disclosed to the president. 

Common sense suggests that the president be fully informed of the 

assessment of his or her performance. Seldin (1988, p. 207) suggested that, 

"Fairness requires that the president receive, or have access to, all evaluative 

information except that which by prior agreement is to remain confidential. 

The latter category should be as close to zero as possible." 

Timing. 

There is no consensus on the appropriate frequency with which 

evaluations should be conducted. As many authors observed, presidential 
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evaluation has to reflect the unique characteristics and needs of the 

institutions; there is no one way to do things (Munitz, 1980; Nason, 1984; and 

Seldin, 1988) . Nonetheless, most institutions appear to conduct presidential 

assessments annually (CUPA, 1996; Ingram, 1993a and 1993b); increasing from 

fifty-five percent in 1984 to seventy-seven percent in 1995 (CUPA, 1996, P· 8). 

Timing also refers to the time it takes to complete an evaluation. On 

this topic, at least, there was greater agreement--as quickly as possible: 

A few institutions have experimented with procedures stretching over 

a year and even longer, but the trend is toward limiting the period of 

investigation to two to four months. A longer time tends to make 

everyone upset and uncertain ... The shorter and more quickly over, the 

better for all concerned. (Nason, 1984, p. 61) 

Participation in the process. 

As with other aspects of evaluation, there were a variety of 

perspectives on who should participate in the evaluation of the president. In 

most cases, the responsibility for evaluating the president lies with the board 

of trustees, in whole or in part (CUPA, 1996, p. 75). The controversy has 

centered on whether the board has either invited representatives of 

constituent groups to participate or delegated to them a primary role. Faculty 

have often been the focus of this controversy. 
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College and university trustees may feel they need information from 

b eyond the boardroom to fairly evaluate presidential performance. Even 

more so than their corporate counterparts, they are dependent upon the 

professional expertise of their presidents. This partnership h as been described 

as a paradox: "Technically the board is the president's employer, yet trustees 

usually acknowledge the president as the board's de facto leader" (Chait, 

Holland and Taylor, 1991, p. 114). 

Wood (1985) found it ironic that the board depended, largely, on 

information provided by the president to evaluate the president's 

performance: "How can trustees arrive at an independent judgment about the 

president's competence in the performance of duties when the president, as 

the board's agent on campus, is the trustees' official source of information on 

all institutional matters?" (p. 20). 

In a study involving ten private institutions which used informal 

evaluation procedures, Wood found that most trustees (75%) felt that sources 

of information other than the president were needed. Most of them, she 

found, relied on the local and student newspapers as well as the "rumor mill" 

(p. 22). Since informal evaluations do not involve systematic and public 

involvement of constituents, perhaps these observations should be expected. 

In higher education, theories of organization and leadership highlight 

shared governance, emphasizing the participation of faculty in management 

decisions (Bensimon, Neumann, and Birnbaum, 1989). Faculty, the 

professional core of the institution, maintain considerable authority over the 
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curriculum and academic affairs, while the board and administration manage 

and lead the insti tution. Shared governance reflects that faculty are more 

than just employees; through their departments and campus senates they 

make essential decisions on who will be educated, what w ill be taught, and 

how it will be taught. 

The inclusion of constituents is a key difference between fo rmal and 

informal evaluation procedures. While presidents are said to serve at the 

pleasure of the board (Kauffman, 1980), formal evaluation procedures 

introduce others into the process. In particular, whether or not faculty are 

included may greatly influence presidential evaluations. 

Past studies revealed that the expectations of the evaluator influenced 

performance ratings and that the relative importance of criteria depended 

upon the evaluator's role. Fujita (1990, p. 4) found that trustees, 

administrators, and faculty used many of the same dimensions to evaluate 

presidents but that the weight given to those dimensions and the overall 

performance ratings varied. Trustees and administrators overwhelmingly 

rated their presidents as good (87% and 88%, respectively) while only fifty-one 

percent of the faculty did so. Including faculty could influence the criteria 

used as well as the outcomes of presidential evaluation. 

The decision of who shall evaluate the president also has political 

ramifications. Some (Fisher, 1988, 1996; Fisher & Quehl, 1984; Tucker & 

Mautz, 1979) have suggested that presidential evaluations should be the 

prerogative of the board, alone; any constituent participation would foul the 
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process and undermine the authori ty of the president. As Fisher (1988, p. 28) 

put it: 

The major problem with most methods of presidential review used 

today is that they all, formal or informal, directly (and often publicly) 

involve members of the presiden t's primary leadership constituency 

(faculty, students, staff) in the review process. By doing so they, albeit 

unintentionally, diminish the sta tus of the presidential office and the 

leadership ability and potential of the president. 

Similarly, Tucker and Mautz (1979, p. 256) concluded that no president is 

going to win a "popularity contest" among his or her constituents and 

questioned the qualifications of constituents or subordinates to participate in 

the evaluation of the president. 

To moderate the potential role of constituents in a formal review, 

Fisher and Koch (1996) suggested using a professional outside consultant. 

They recommend that boards conduct an annual evaluation of the president, 

limited to a prospective and retrospective review of the president's written 

statement of goals and objectives, complimented every five years by a more 

formal review, conducted by a consultant (pp. 318-19). In their view, in a 

formal review the consultant provided a buffer between the faculty, 

president, and board, by selecting who to interview and ensuring the 

confidentiality of meetings and reports. In the guide "Evaluating College and 

University Presidents," (AASCU and AAUA, 1988) two associations of public 
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colleges and universities also recommended the use of consultants, 

particularly current or former presidents of other institutions. 

McKerrow and Dennis (1989) suggested that critics of formal evaluation 

Were primarily presidents and former presidents who objected to the 

inclusion of faculty not because of the potential threat to presidential 

leadership, but to the potential threat to autocratic presidential power. They 

argued that, "In order to secure serious consideration of all concerns, groups 

most affected by presidential action must be involved in presidential 

evaluation and in more than an informal way" (p. 11). Seldin concurred 

0988, p. 201). Others added that constituent information should be collected 

in a private manner, but no anonymous information accepted (AASCU and 

AAUA, 1988). 

Even if constituent participation were advocated, opinions differed 

about the reasons for doing so and information to be collected. Kauffman 

(1980) suggested that interest groups can be a valuable source of information 

for institutional priorities but cautioned, "We are talking about gathering 

perceptions that can be instructive for the president. Gathering such 

perceptions is not to be confused with evaluation of presidential 

performance," (p. 103). 

Institutional characteristics may influence participation decisions. For 

example, faculty may play a primary role in the evaluation of the president in 

a large research university. In the University of California system (policy of 

the Academic Senate, 1985 and 1987, unpublished materials) policy directed 
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that, every five years, the Academic Senate for the University of California, 

through an evaluation committee, review the head of each campus (the 

Chancellor) and report to the head of the system (the President). The 

information was to be shared with the Chancellor and the President, but th e 

Academic Senate was to be informed of the effectiveness of the procedure, 

only. The process was supposed to be confidential and all Sena te copies of the 

report destroyed. 

It is difficult to estimate the percentage of institutions which have 

included constituents in the evaluation of the president. The distinctions 

between formal and informal evaluations in the research have not been well 

defined or made clear whether "formal" means a systematic and broad search 

for information on performance (Nason, 1984) or that the process has been 

established by a board bylaw (Ingram, 1993a, 1993b). In addition, data on the 

frequency with which consultants have been used are not available. 

Criteria for evaluation. 

What should be included in the criteria for the evaluation of college 

presidents? There was no shortage of advice or recommendations on this 

subject (AASCU 1988· Beaudoin, 1986; Munitz, 1980; Nason, 1984· Seldi·n 

I I 

I I 

l988). Most focused on several specific areas and, although grouped in 

various ways, they were very similar. Nason (1984, pp. 37-38) developed six 

categories, based on a survey: academic management and leadership, 
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administrative management and leadership, budget and finance, fund 

raising, external relations, and personal characteristics. Munitz (1980, pp. 389-

391) listed nineteen points grouped in four categories: planning and 

administration, decision making and problem solving, tone of presidential 

office, and external relations. Seldin's (1988, p. 206) survey yielded a list of 

twenty-one points, grouped in three areas: administration and management, 

leadership, and personal qualities. 

This is not to say that there was consensus, however. AASCU 

eschewed the idea of a checklist and advocated using the job description as 

Well as "the institution's mission, goals, characteristics, traditions, and any 

mutually acknowledged objectives and/or priorities" (AASCU, 1988, pp. 3-4). 

Others have suggested that creating a job description be a preliminary step in 

any presidential search; that way, expectations would be clarified at the start 

and could be applied at the time of evaluation. 

The idea of a cookbook approach to evaluation criteria may seem 

Insensitive to the complexities of the office or cause concern over the ability 

to capture those attributes of leadership which distinguish great presidents: 

Indispensable and intangible human qualities are difficult, if not 

impossible, to measure, yet they may offer far more insights into the 

leadership of an institution. Although formal evaluation may assess 

competency in administration and managerial responsibilities, there is 

the danger it may substitute management for leadership, efficiency for 

effectiveness, or technique for substance. (Beaudoin, 1986, p. 26.) 
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Kauffman also expressed concern over the criteria for evaluation. 

"Because I believe that colleges and universities, as organizations, have 

multiple and ambiguous criteria for success, the presidents of such 

organizations also inherit that complexity and ambiguity when it comes to 

judging or assessing their own success," (1 980, p . 93). The complexity of the 

president's role and the competing interes ts of various constituencies 

contribute to the problem of establishing meaningful, agreed upon criteria. 

In evaluating higher education, Cohen and March (1988) questioned 

the wisdom of specifying any criteria in advance. They suggested that it 

inhibits creativity and is unresponsive to changing values. "The prior 

specification of criteria and the prior specification of evaluation procedures 

that depend on criteria are common presumptions in contemporary 

policymaking. They are presumptions that inhibit the serendipitous 

discovery of new criteria," (p. 228). While this position may appear extreme, 

it points out that priorities may, appropriately, change over time. 

Does the difficulty in specifying criteria suggest that the job is 

impossible? After reviewing the criteria suggested by educational leaders 

such as Kauffman, Bok, Patrick and Caruthers, and others, Seldin (1988) 

concluded that, "If all the criteria listed here as essential for an academic 

president were strictly applied, it would probably eliminate the species," (p. 

207). In considering the qualifications for the ideal candidate for president, a 

similar conclusion was reached by a Yale trustee: 
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He had to be a leader, a magnificent speaker and a great writer, a good 

public relations man and fund raiser, a man of iron health and 

stamina, married to a paragon - a combination of Queen Victoria, 

Florence Nightingale, and best dressed woman of the year - a man of 

the world, but with great spiritual qualities, an experienced 

administrator who can delegate authority, a Yale man and a great 

scholar, and a social philosopher who has at his fingertips a solution to 

all of the world's problems. I don't doubt that you have concluded that 

there is only One who has most of these qualifications. But, we had to 

ask ourselves - is God a Yale man? (Demerath in Kauffman, 1980, p. 

20) 

Self-assessment and the role of the president. 

Most experts suggested that presidents be active participants in their 

own evaluation, including the formulation of the process, preparation of a 

self-evaluation, and discussion of the results (AASCU and AAU, 1988; Nason, 

1984; Seldin, 1988). Active involvement in the process is generally advocated 

for all professional employees in evaluation literature (Nash, 1983). 

A self-assessment statement was considered to be a key component of 

the evaluation process. "In general, the review process begins with a 

statement from the president spelling out his or her objectives on assuming 

office and analyzing progress toward their achievement," (Seldin, 1988, p. 
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201). "The logical place to begin an evalua tion is with the president's 

statement of stewardship or self-assessment of performance in office" (Nason, 

l984, p . 43). The self-assessment provides a useful starting p oint for the board 

and "is customary, though by no means universal, in formal evaluations" 

(Nason, 1984, p . 43). 

Nason (1984, p. 44) observed that self-assessment takes a wide variety of 

forms and cited the guidelines followed by the City University of N ew York 

(CUNY) as a model: 

a. A resume of expectations and objectives held on assumption of 

office. 

b. The degree to which such expectations and objectives held true or 

were achieved. 

c. An assessment of the major factors which altered expectations and 

objectives, and in the manner in which they changed. 

d. An assessment of the mechanisms used to redefine goals and 

objectives and the degree to which they led to achieving redefined 

goals. 

e. A description of major areas of institutional concern over the next 

five years. 

f. A description of possible institutional changes that might address 

areas of institutional concern. 

g. A statement of goals and objectives which the president would like 

to achieve in the next two years. 
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Munitz (1980, p. 388) provided a similar list and added that it is 

appropriate for the president to play a central role throughout the evaluation 

process; the self-evaluation should be the beginning not the end of the 

president's involvement. As a political strategy, Nason (1984) and Munitz 

(1980) suggested that a self-assessment is the president's best defense. It allows 

the chief executive to highlight accomplishments that might otherwise go 

unnoticed and to point out shortcomings before anyone else has the 

opportunity. 

Self-assessment, goals, and motivation. 

The president's participation in performance reviews may be 

particularly important in regard to goals. The president's role in reviewing 

and setting goals, as part of the self-assessment statement, a discussion of past 

performance, or planning for the future, may influence the outcomes of the 

assessment process. 

Studies have linked goals to motivation and satisfaction as well as 

performance levels. Goal theory suggests that intentions motivate behavior: 

"intentions to achieve a goal constitute the primary motivating force behind 

work behavior (Hoy and Miskel, 1987, p . 194). In addition, setting more 

difficult goals has been shown to elicit higher levels of performance (p. 195). 

Reviewing goals and setting future goals, as part of a performance 

appraisal meeting, has been shown to enhance employee satisfaction with the 
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appraisal process and employees' perceptions about its utility (Greller, 1978). 

Feedback is a key aspect of the process, allowing the employee to reassess and 

adjust efforts to achieve goals (Ashford and Tsui, 1991). This suggests that the 

president's role in the appraisal process could have consequences for 

motivation, satisfaction, and achievement. 

Goal setting and management by objectives (MBO) appear to be related 

practices and concepts. As theories of individual motivation and 

organizational management, they suggest an approach to the assessment of 

presidents based on clearly articulated organizational goals and priorities, 

ongoing monitoring of individual effort and institutional performance, and 

feedback to the individual on goal attainment, coupled with appropriate 

incentives. Reviewing and setting goals may renew the board's and 

president's commitment to organizational goals and provide the president 

With needed feedback on past performance and support for future objectives. 

A major obstacle in complex nonprofit organizations such as colleges and 

universities, however, is the meaningful specification of goals and objectives. 

As Cohen and March (1986) artfully described, colleges and universities may 

be viewed as organized anarchies with vague and conflicting goals. 

Presidential assessment in such circumstances is a special challenge if the key 

is clear, measurable, agreed upon goals. 
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Summary of the Literature Review 

The review of the literature revealed trends in the field of personnel 

evaluation, CEO assessment, and the evaluation of academic presidents. This 

foundation of information, including several key s tudies, was instrumental 

in shaping the three research questions which were the focus of this study. By 

Understanding what was known, disputed, or remained to be explained, it 

Was possible to develop appropriate research questions, survey instruments, 

and strategies for data analysis. 

~nnel Evaluation 

Personnel evaluation became a common practice in the business world 

in the twentieth century. Methods varied, but the process generally involved 

defining, measuring and providing feedback on performance. Purposes also 

Varied, and typically involved improving performance, making personnel 

decisions, and organizational planning (formative, summative, and 

institutional goals). Criteria were qualitative or quantitative, or both. 

Qualitative data helped identify training needs but was less useful to gauge 

Performance, relative to others. Quantitative data was useful for 

comparisons of personnel and to chart progress, but had many limitations, 

especially regarding managers; it failed to capture influences beyond the 

individual's control, emphasized the end product without regard to the 
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process, and often missed significant responsibilities, especially those related 

to values and culture. Assessment practices were different for general staff 

andCEOs. 

Self-assessment was an important asp ect of the appraisal process. 

Individuals may rely on several sources of information: feedback presen ted by 

others, passive observations, and actively solicited feedback. Feedback on 

performance was found to contribute to performance improvement; it helped 

the individual to accurately interpret information and regulate their own 

behavior, as explained by control theory and symbolic interactionism. 

Negative feedback was especially useful for this self-regulating 

behavior, since it pointed out deficiencies in performance, but it may 

threaten employees and have unintended consequences. Employees who 

tend to seek negative performance feedback have been found to receive 

higher performance ratings. 

Motivation theory suggests that goals play an important role in 

achievement. Participation in the process has also been shown to enhance 

the usefulness of the review, or the employee's satisfaction with the process, 

or both. Greller's (1978) work in this area was particularly influential for this 

s tudy. Greller's study explored relationships between two independent 

Variables, goals and personal participation, and two dependent variables, 

Satisfaction and utility. Greller found that greater personal participation in 

the assessment process was related to greater utility of the review and greater 

satisfaction with the process. Also, that greater use of goals as part of the 
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review was related to greater utility and grea ter satisfaction. These concepts, 

variables, and their measures, were adapted for this study. 

Qo Evaluation 

Evaluation of CEOs may be much more important than most boards 

recognize. Though CEOs are expected to be self-reliant, most actually want 

and need more feedback about their performance than they receive. This 

independent image is responsible for many myths about CEO evaluation. 

Evaluation of the CEO may be one of the board's most important 

responsibilities, second only to hiring the chief executive. Performance 

evaluation is recommended by NACD for all corporate CEOs and should 

include a self-assessment statement, face to face meetings, review of goals and 

compensation, and a report to, or discussion with, the board of directors. 

Similar recommendations were offered for the assessment of leaders of 

organizations in the independent sector, in a publication from an association 

of nonprofit boards. 

Self-assessment is a common element of performance appraisals, but is 

especially important in regard to chief executives. CEOs often have to 

contend with ambiguous and competing goals as well as unclear criteria for 

success. They may be expected to be autonomous and self-directed and may 

not be provided with adequate feedback. In this environment, seeking out 

feedback, especially negative feedback, may be especially valuable. 
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Ashford and Tsui (1991) examined feedback seeking behavior in 

managers and the role that nega tive and positive feedback seeking played in 

performance ratings. They found that the tendency to seek negative feedback 

Was related to higher performance ratings and greater improvement in 

performance and that the tendency to seek positive feedback was related to 

lower performance ratings. These concepts, variables, and their measures, 

Were adapted for this study. 

fusidential Assessment 

There was enormous growth in higher education enrollment 

following W.W.II. By the 1980s, growth had slowed, as had the economy, and 

public funding of higher education tightened, or in some states declined. 

This period was also marked by a growing trend to evaluate educational 

institutions at all levels, including the performance of students and teachers; 

the growth of presidential assessment practices was part of this pattern. 

There was a critical climate for American colleges and universities in 

the 80s, evidenced by a series of often cited reports which pointed out the 

failures of higher education institutions and their leaders. Whether real or 

imagined, several authors suggested that there was a crisis in leadership. 

Calls for empowered boards and greater accountability fueled interest in 

Presidential assessment. The practice of assessing presidents grew from about 
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55% of institutions in 1984 to about 81 % in 1995; most presidents were 

evaluated annually by their governing boards. 

Most of the literature on presidential assessment focused on whether 

the process used was formal or informal, this difference hinging on factors 

such as frequency of reviews, confidentiality, reliance on objective or 

subjective evidence, and participation in the process. One of the most 

controversial factors was constituent participation in the process. 

Little empirical evidence was available about practices in colleges and 

universities, other than how often and by whom the president was evaluated. 

Much of the literature tended to focus on the supposed dangers of formal 

assessment and claimed that most assessments were done poorly. 

The most comprehensive book on the topic, Presidential Assessment 

by John Nason (1984), provided a thorough examination of the various 

aspects of presidential reviews, including: purposes, informal versus formal 

reviews (confidentiality, timing, participation), criteria, and the president's 

self-assessment statement. Nason did not suggest that any one way was best, 

rather he provided examples and suggested that institutions tailor the process 

to suit their needs. 

Though presidential assessment had become a near universal practice 

on an annual basis, limited empirical data was available. Critics warned that 

most reviews were poorly conducted and that formal reviews, in particular, 

threatened to undermine rather than strengthen presidents. It was unclear 

how boards could best fulfill this important responsibility. 
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Research Questions One, Two, and Three 

Several concepts which emerged from the literature review were 

important for this study and shaped the three research questions. The first 

two research questions were exploratory and sought to answer basic questions 

about the process and outcomes for presidential assessments. To answer 

these questions detailed information was collected about: policies, guidelines 

and practices; the role of the president; the relationship between the president 

and the board; and the impact of the review on conditions of employment. 

Research Question Three concerned the relationships between how 

assessments were conducted and the outcomes reported. These possible 

relationships were suggested primarily by the works of Greller (1978) and 

Ashford and Tsui (1991). These studies were the source of the dependent 

variables of utility, satisfaction, performance rating, and improvement in 

performance and the independent variables of personal participation, use of 

goals, and positive and negative feedback seeking behavior. Other, more 

general concerns, emerged from the literature about CEO and presidential 

assessment, and suggested the independent variables of frequency of reviews, 

confidentiality, and the adequacy of feedback provided by the board. 

In conclusion, previous surveys conducted by CUP A and AGB 

answered only a few basic questions about presidential assessment. Much 

remained unanswered about how evaluations were conducted, the outcomes 

of those reviews, and whether there was a relationship between the 
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procedures used and the outcomes reported. With better definitions of terms, 

more specific information about policies and practices, and empirical data 

about the outcomes of presidential evaluation, much more could be learned. 

This study was designed to provide that missing information. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Plan 

This survey of selected presidents and chairs of governing boards of 

American colleges and universities was designed to learn about the processes 

used for evaluating academic presidents and president and board chair 

perceptions of the outcomes of presidential assessment. 

The study was designed to collect from a broad population more 

comprehensive, current data on presidential assessment than has previously 

been available. Questionnaire items were based on previous studies in 

higher education (CUPA, 1996; Ingram, 1993a, 1993b; Nason, 1984) as well as 

practical and theoretical literature about performance appraisal in the private, 

public, and nonprofit sectors. 

Three survey instruments were developed: one for presidents, one for 

board chairs of single campus institutions, and one for chairs of multicampus 

system boards. Self-administered questionnaires were mailed in January, 

l997 to the presidents and board chairs of all accredited postsecondary 

institutions in the United States which were active, former, or prospective 

members of AGB. One follow-up mailing to non-respondents was done 

immediately after the initial deadline (February 14, 1997) passed. 
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Data were analyzed to determine frequency and distribution of 

responses by the position of the respondent (all presidents and all board 

chairs) and, for some items, for pairs of presidents and board chairs from the 

same institution. Selected elements of presidential assessment policies, 

practices, and outcomes were also examined using bivariate analysis to reveal 

the relationships, if any, among variables. 

Survey Methodology 

Surveys are well established as effective tools for research in social 

science and are employed in "a substantial portion" of research in education 

(Borg and Gall, 1989, p. 416). Bernard (1988) suggests that there are no clear 

guidelines that would make in-person interviews, telephone interviews, or 

mailed questionnaires the ideal method, but identifies three conditions under 

Which mailed questionnaires are preferred: a high response is expected, the 

questions do not depend upon visual aids or a personal interview, and the 

respondents are literate. All three conditions were met in this case. In 

addition, the size and dispersion of the population, the quantitative nature of 

the data sought, and the cost of alternatives supported the choice of a mailed 

questionnaire and one follow-up effort. 

The survey design was based upon established standards for survey 

research in the social sciences (Borg and Gall, 1989; Dooley, 1990; and Bernard, 

1988). Issues of item construction, item ordering, scaling, format, and 
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response ra te were addressed. The survey design followed, as much as 

possible, Dillman's Total Design Method (Bernard, 1988) to maximize the rate 

of response. This included: an attractive, easy to read presentation; 

uncluttered pages; introducing potentially threatening questions later in the 

item order, with a preamble; limiting the total number of pages and 

questions; using firs t class postage; and packaging a personalized cover letter, 

survey instrument, and return envelope in a personally addressed envelope 

(pp. 259-264). 

Survey Population and Respondents 

Survey Population 

The survey population included 2,112 presidents and 1,792 governing 

board chairs (1,627 board chairs of single campus institutions and 165 chairs of 

multicampus system boards) of accredited postsecondary institutions in the 

United States whose institutions were active, former, or prospective members 

of AGB. AGB is a voluntary association of governing boards and presidents 

of accredited, degree granting postsecondary institutions; proprietary schools 

Were not eligible for AGB membership and foreign institutions were excluded 

from the study. 

There were more presidents than board chairs in the study for two 

reasons: institutions in systems share the same governing board but have 
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individual presidents and there was no published directory of the chairs of 

governing boards of American colleges and · universities from which to 

generate personalized correspondence. 

According to a recent study by the American Council on Education 

(ACE), (Ross, Green, & Henderson, 1993, p. 3), there were 3,158 presidents of 

regionally accredited American colleges and universities. The survey 

population included 67% of the total number in the ACE population or the 

universe of presidents; more than half of those missing were presidents of 

two-year institutions. AGB is the only national membership organiza tion for 

governing boards of two-year and four-year institutions, although two-year 

college boards may choose to join AGB or the Association of Community 

College Trustees (or both). 

By Carnegie classification, the survey population included between 

54% and 86% of the universe of presidents: best represented were presidents 

of liberal arts (86%) and specialized institutions (73%); less well represented 

Were presidents of doctoral (59%), comprehensive (59%), and two-year 

institutions (54%). A comparison of the survey population, survey 

respondents, and the universe of presidents, stratified by type of institution, is 

Presented in the next section, "Respondents," including Table 1. 

For the purposes of this study, "president" means the chief executive 

officer of an institution or system, regardless of title. For example, it included 

the Chancellor of the California State University System, the President of 

SD.Ny Stonybrook, and the Rector of the Seminary of the Immaculate 
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Conception. However, while system heads as well as chief executives of 

institutions in multicampus systems were included, the provosts of branch 

campuses or heads of subcampuses of an institution were excluded (e.g. the 

Provost of Montgomery College's Takoma Park Campus). 

"Board chair" means the head of the institution's governing board, 

regardless of the title given to the body or the person who heads it, such as 

President of the Board of Visitors. The chairs of state coordinating boards 

Were not included unless the coordinating board also served as the governing 

board for the colleges and universities under it. 

Distinctions were made between systems, flagship institutions with 

branch campuses, and sets of systems, each with their own governing board, 

using the definitions and lists developed by the National Association of 

System Heads (NASH): 

A university system, as defined by NASH, is two or more campuses, 

each with substantial institutional autonomy and headed by a chief 

executive/operating officer with the title of "president" or 

"chancellor," all under a single governing board. NASH, 1993, p . i. 

For example, chief executives of branch campuses were excluded from the 

survey population of presidents but the presidents of each institution in a 

community college district within a larger system were included. Board 

chairs of systems (institutions with more than one president) were 

categorized as a population of chairs of multicampus system boards, separate 
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from the population of chairs of single campus governing boards (institutions 

with one president) . 

In addition to fifty public systems identified by NASH (NASH, 1997), 

other public and private multicampus systems, identified by AGB, were 

included. These systems, which were not eligible to be NASH members, 

included public two-year college systems, private two and four-year college 

sys tems, and public four-year college systems with alternative administrative 

s tructures (e.g. the University of South Carolina system, where the system 

head is also the president of a university in the system; or Board of Regents of 

Oklahoma A & M Colleges, where the presidents report directly to the board, 

not the system head/ executive director). 

In recognition of the distinctive nature of systems, survey questions 

were modified for the chairs of multicampus system boards. They received a 

different survey instrument than the board chairs of single campus 

institutions. Details are provided throughout this section. 

Institutions of respondents were categorized according to public or 

private affiliation, size defined in full-time equivalent enrollment (FTE), and 

Carnegie classification, as reported by the US Department of Education 

(Higher Education Publications, 1996). Some levels of the Carnegie 

classifications were combined (i.e. Research I and II) to create seven categories 

including: Multicampus System, Research I and II, Doctorate I and II, 

Comprehensive I and II, Liberal Arts I and II, Specialized (Bible College and 

Seminaries; Theological; Medical; Other Heal th; Engineering; Business 
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Management; Art, Music and Design; Law; Teachers; and Other Specialized), 

and Two-Year. 

Respondents 

.D-esidents 

Respondents to this survey included 1,348 college and university 

presidents, a response rate of 63.8% of the survey population of 2,112. The 

total population or universe of presidents of American colleges and 

universities was 3,158, according to a study of academic presidents conducted 

by the American Council on Education (Ross, Green & Henderson, 1993, p. 3). 

The respondents comprised 42.7% of the universe, ranging from 32.1 % to 

60.8% of the presidents in each Carnegie classification. Best represented were 

presidents of liberal arts colleges, comprehensive universities, and specialized 

institutions; research and doctoral universities and two-year colleges were 

less well represented. Table 1 shows respondents as a percentage of the 

survey population and the universe of presidents. 
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Table 1 

Res ondents as a Percenta e of the Universe and Po ulation of Presidents 

Carnegie Resp ondents 

Code Universe Population as% of as% of 

N N N Univer se Popula tion 

RU 1&2 

and DOC 1&2a 244 145 80 32.8% 55.2% 

CU1&2 611 360 264 43.2 73.3 

Lib Arts 1&2 577 497 351 60.8 70.6 

Two Year 1,300 702 417 32.1 59.4 

Specialized 426 309 203 47.7 65.7 

Systemsb 33 

Blanke 99 

Total 3,158 2,112 1,348 42.7% 63.8% 

Note. Carnegie codes now include: research universities 1 and 2, 

comprehensive universities 1 and 2, liberal arts colleges 1 and 2, two year 

colleges, specialized institutions, and multicampus systems. 

a Doctoral and research universities were reported together in the study of the 

Universe of presidents. b Systems was not a Carnegie code at the time of the 

study of the total population. c Carnegie codes were identified for all 

respondents. 
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The 1,348 respondent presidents included 39.3% (530) public sector 

presidents and 60.7% (818) private sector presidents, compared to the universe 

of presidents (3,158) with 55.5% (1,754) in the public sector and 44.5% (1,404) 

in the private sector (Ross, Green & Henderson, 1993, p. 3). 

Respondents included a larger percentage of private sector presidents, a 

larger percentage of liberal arts institutions, and a smaller percentage of two

year institutions, compared to the universe of presidents, but otherwise a 

similar distribution of public and private sector presidents among Carnegie 

classifications. For both populations, about two-thirds of public sector 

presidents headed two-year institutions and about 40% of private sector 

presidents headed liberal arts institutions. Some of the differences in the two 

populations may be accounted for by the introduction of a category for 

systems since the study of the universe of presidents was conducted. Though 

survey respondents over-represent private sector presidents, reporting data by 

sector when there is a notable difference in responses should compensate for 

this factor. See Table 2 for details. 
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Table 2 

.lliliverse of Presidents and Respondent Presidents by Carnegie Classification 

fill.9 Sector 

Research & Doctoral a 

Comprehensive 1&2 

Liberal Arts 1 &2 

Two-Year 

Specialized 

System b 

Totals 

Universe 

Public Private Total 

9.5% 5.5% 7.7% 

20.0 18.5 19.3 

2.4 38.1 18.3 

63.9 12.5 41 .2 

4.2 25.1 13.5 

100.0% 99.7% 100.0% 

Respondents 

Public Private Total 

7.3% 5.1 % 6.0% 

16.1 21.8 19.6 

1.3 42.1 26.0 

67.2 7.5 30.9 

2.5 23.3 15.0 

5.7 0.4 2.4 

100.1 % 100.2% 99.9% 

a Research 1 and 2 and Doctoral 1 and 2 were combined in the study of the 

Universe of presidents. b This was not a category in the study of the universe 

of presidents. 

Characteristics of respondent presidents. 

More than half (51.6%) of the respondents served in office for five or 

more years, while about one quarter (23.3%) were relatively new presidents, 

having served less than two years (item 1). See Table 3. More than half of the 

respondents were fifty to fifty-nine years old (57.8%), none were under thirty, 
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and only one was eighty or more years old (item 2). See Table 4. There were 

230 female (17.1 %) and 1,113 male (82.6%) respondents (item 3). 

Table 3 

&mondent Presidents' Years in Office in Current Presidency 

Years 

>1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-9 10+ NA TOTAL 

N 170 144 134 98 104 317 379 2 

% 12.6 10.7 9.9 7.3 7.7 23.5 28.1 0.1 

Table 4 

~ of Respondent Presidents 

A e 

<30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+ NA 

N 0 12 191 779 334 23 1 8 

% 0.0 0.9 14.2 57.8 24.8 1.7 0.1 0.6 

1348 

100% 

TOTAL 

1348 

100% 

Seventy percent of respondents served under the terms of a written 

contract (item 4), though more in the public sector (76.2 %) than in the private 

sector (66.0%). For those who had written contracts or agreements (N == 944), 

contracts were most commonly for terms of three to four years (35.9%), (item 

4a) . See Table 5. 
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Table 5 

Length of Written Contracts or Agreements for Responden t Presidents 

N 

% 

>1 

2 

0.2 

Years 

1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-9 1 O+ Other NA TOT AL 

153 85 

16.2 9.0 

339 85 

35.9 9.0 

202 10 

21.4 1.1 

28 

3.0 

40 

4.2 

994 

100% 

If a composite were constructed from the most frequent responses, the 

modal president could be described as a man in his fifties, in at least his fifth 

year in office, serving in either a private liberal arts college or a public two

year college, under the terms of a three or four year contract. 

Despite the differences already mentioned, it appears that respondents 

Were fairly representative of American college and university presidents and 

that one can have confidence in generalizations about presidents based on 

this population. A high response rate, large number of respondents, and 

reasonable representation of the universe of presidents were achieved. 

!!Q.ard Chairs 

There were 535 respondents to the survey of board chairs, a response 

rate of 32.9%. The survey population included 1627 chairs of governing 

boards of institutions headed by a single president. Chairs of multicampus 
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system boards, with multiple presidents, were treated as a separate population 

and were sent a different survey instrument. 

The respondents included 166 (31.0%) public and 369 (69.0%) private 

sector board chairs. Almost half of the private sector chairs were from liberal 

arts institutions and over two-thirds of the public sector chairs were from 

two-year institutions. Respondents' institutions are reported by Carnegie 

classification and sector in Table 6. The distribution was quite similar for 

respondent board chairs and respondent presidents. See Table 7. Compared 

With the universe of presidents, chairs under represented two-year 

institutions and over represented liberal arts institutions, as did respondent 

presidents, reflecting the private sector bias in the respondent populations. 
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Table 6 

~pondent Board Chairs by Carnegie Classification and Sector 

Carnegie 

~ Total Public Private 

Research 1 &2 13 2.4 6 3.6 7 1.9 

Doctoral 1 &2 12 2.2 7 4.2 5 1.3 

Comprehensive 1&2 115 21.5 32 19.3 83 22.5 

Liberal Arts 1&2 173 32.4 3 1.8 170 46.1 

Two-Year 139 26.0 115 69.3 24 6.5 

Specialized 83 15.5 3 1.8 80 21.7 

Total 535 100.0% 166 100.0% 369 100.0% 
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Table 7 

Res ondent Board Chairs Res ondent Presidents and Universe of Presidents 

.Qy_Carnegie Classification and Sector 

Carnegie 

~ 
Research 1 &2 

and Doctoral 1&2 a 

Comprehensive 1 &2 

Liberal Arts 1&2 

Two-Year 

Specialized 

Systemb 

Total 

~ 

Public 

Private 

Total 

Responden t 

Board Chairs 

% 

4.6 

21.5 

32.4 

26.0 

15.5 

100.0% 

31.0 

69.0 

100.0% 

Resp ondent 

Presidents 

% 

6.0 

19.6 

26.0 

30.9 

15.0 

2.4 

99.9% 

39.3 

60.7 

100.0% 

Universe of 

Presidents 

% 

7.7 

19.3 

18.3 

41.2 

13.5 

100.0% 

55.5 

44.5 

100.0% 

a Research 1 and 2 and Doctoral 1 and 2 were combined in the study of the 

Universe of presidents. b This was not a category in the study of the universe 

of Presidents. 
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Characteris tics of respondent board chairs. 

The respondents to this survey have had considerable exp erience as 

trustees. More than half of the board chairs (51.0%) served on the governing 

board of their institution for ten or more years and almost another third 

(
2
8.8%) served for five to nine years (Section 2, item 26). Chairs in the private 

sector tended to have more years of board service than did those in the public 

sector. See Appendix B, Table B-6. 

Respondents' years of service as chief board officer varied, with an 

average of about three years (Section 2, item 27). Private sector board chairs 

tended to have more years in office than did those in the public sector. See 

Appendix B, Table B-7. 

Most board chairs were in their fifties (32.3%) or sixties (39.3%); 

compared with the private sector chairs, public sector institutions tended to 

have more chairs that were under fifty or seventy years old or more (Section 

2 . 
' Item 28). See Appendix B, Table B-8. 

Most board chairs were men (78.3%); only 19.4% were women and 2% 

did not respond (Section 2, item 29). Public institutions were twice as likely to 

have a woman as chair of the governing board (29.5%) as were institutions in 

the private sector (14.9%). 

If a composite were constructed from the most frequent responses, the 

modal board chair could be described as a man in his sixties, with more than 
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ten years of experience serving on the governing board of a private liberal arts 

or public two-year college, three years of which he has served as board chair. 

~rs of Governing Boards Multicampus Sys tems 

Chairs of governing boards of multicampus systems were treated 

separately from board chairs of institutions with one president. Questions 

Which required detailed responses and fi rst hand knowledge of actual reviews 

Were deemed appropriate for chairs with one president but problema tic for 

chairs of systems with many presidents. Different survey instruments were 

developed for each of these populations of board chairs. 

The survey population included 165 chairs of multicampus system 

governing boards. Unfortunately, only 36 usable responses were returned, 33 

from public sector institutions and 3 from private sector institutions, a 

response rate of 21.8%. Given the small number of respondents and low 

response rate, the researcher determined that the data on presidential 

assessment could not be reported, with confidence, as representative of the 

Population. None will be reported here. The data from board chairs that is 

reported in this study came from the survey of board chairs of institutions 

w· h 
It one president. 
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Data Collection 

This study was sponsored by the Association of Governing Boards of 

Universities and Colleges (AGB) and the AGB logo and address appeared on 

all survey materials. AGB is the largest voluntary membership organization 

of college and university governing boards and their presidents. It was hoped 

that visibly associating the study with AGB would enhance the credibility of 

the research and the rate of response of subjects. 

A packet including a questionnaire, personalized cover letter, and 

postage paid return envelope was sent by first class mail to each president and 

board chair in January, 1997. A response was requested by February 14, 1997. 

Each address label included the name and title of the subject and a unique 

institutional code number, to identify respondents solely to the researcher. 

The same code number was affixed to the enclosed questionnaire. The 

mailing date took into account peak work periods and long holidays in the 

academic calendar. A second mailing to nonrespondents was sent within one 

Week of the return deadline and a response requested by March 7, 1997. 

Sample cover letters and questionnaires are included in Appendix A. 

The personally addressed cover letter explained the selection of 

subjects, reasons to complete the questionnaire, and purpose of the study. As 

an incentive to participate, a complimentary copy of the published results of 

the study was offered to all respondents. The confidentiality of all responses 

Was also assured and the use of a code number explained. Neither the 
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subject's name nor the name of the institution appeared on the survey 

instrument. 

The unique institutional code number was used to protect the 

confidentiality of respondents and ensure that information about the type of 

institution was accurate and standardized. A label was affixed to the lower 

edge of the cover page of each questionnaire and included a unique 

institutional code number as well as the institution's Carnegie classification, 

public or private affiliation, and full-time equivalent enrollment. 

Standardized classification codes (e.g. Carnegie classification and public 

or private affiliation) allowed for reliable classification of data. The unique 

institutional code numbers allowed respondents to be acknowledged and a 

second mailing to be sent to nonrespondents. It also permitted the 

comparison of data from pairs of respondents (board chair and president) 

from the same institution. In assembling each package of survey materials, 

care was taken to ensure that the questionnaire, cover letter, and address label 

matched. 

To protect confidentiality, the researcher assured respondents that all 

data would be reported anonymously in the aggregate. Quotations would be 

anonymous and identifying information redacted, though the role (president 

or board chair) and type of institution would be noted. A data processing 

service was used which had a reliable history of confidential service to AGB; 

th
e data processing service did not have access to information identifying 

Institutions by code numbers. 
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A pilot study was conducted using a small group, comparable to the 

subjects, who completed preliminary versions of the three questionnaires. 

These former presidents and board chairs were asked to comment on the 

clarity and relevance of the questions and to suggest items of interest to them. 

Exp erts and statisticians reviewed the instruments to suggest improvements 

in content, format, and data analysis. The final versions of the questionnaires 

r eflec t their suggestions: language was clarified, scales made consistent, 

answers coded for data entry, and a few items added and deleted. 

Survey Instruments 

Three survey instruments were created: one for presidents, one for 

board chairs of single campus institutions, and one for chairs of multicampus 

system boards. In order to obtain detailed information, questions were based 

upon the respondents' most recent evaluation experiences. This provided 

the most current data on policies and practices and was the most accessible in 

terms of respondents' memory. Respondents who had not participated in or 

had no knowledge of a presidential evaluation were able to so indicate and 

return the survey without answering additional questions . Most questions 

provided a structured format for responses; only a few questions used open

ended written responses . 

The questionnaire for chairs of single campus institutions was 

modified for chairs of multicampus system boards to make it more policy 
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oriented and less concerned with the specific evaluation of individuals. 

Chairs of multicampus systems answered questions based on typical 

assessments, rather than the most recent one. In regard to Research Question 

One, "How are the presidents of colleges and universities evaluated?", 

questions for chairs of single campus institutions (items one through nine) 

and multicampus system boards (items one through 18 ) were comparable, 

though questions were repeated on the multicampus system version in 

regard to practices for system heads as well as practices for campus presidents. 

Items which would have required separate answers on the assessment 

outcomes of each president, however, were eliminated from the survey 

instrument of chairs of multicampus system boards. The size of some 

systems, with up to sixty-five institutions, made detailed reporting by board 

chairs impractical. Consequently, multicampus systems were excluded from 

consideration in regard to Research Questions Two and Three, which would 

have required that the chair have personal, detailed knowledge of the impact 

or outcomes for each president's assessment. Research Question Two asked, 

"What are the outcomes of the assessment process, according to both 

presidents and board chairs?" Research Question Three asked, "What 

relationships are there, if any, between how presidential assessments are 

conducted and the outcomes presidents and board chairs report?" 
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Data and Methodology of Analysis 

Data were collected on the processes used for conducting assessments 

(Research Question One), the outcomes reported (Research Question Two), 

and relationships, if any, between process and outcomes variables (Research 

Question Three). Since the purposes of various questionnaire items varied, 

so too did the tools of analysis. 

To answer Questions One and Two, data which describe the process 

and outcomes were generally reported using descriptive statistics, including 

measures of central tendency. Where appropriate, the minimum and 

rn · 
d 

aximum values of responses were also include • Data were generally 

stratified by type of institution, using standardized categories: public or 

private institutions and Carnegie classifications. Data are displayed in tables 

showing the grand total for all respondents and subtotals for public 

institutions and private institutions. Some tables in the appendix also 

include subtotals for two-year, four-year, multicampus, and specialized 

institutions in each sector (public and private), respectively. 

To answer Research Question Three, which concerned possible 

~ among variables, bivariate relationships were investigated. 

Where several questionnaire items were used to describe a characteristic of 

the process, such as "confidentiality," or a characteristic of an outcome, such 

as "utility," a composite score was constructed for the variable. Elements of 
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each composite variable are detailed in this section, in regard to Research 

Question Three. 

Data handling is described in greater detail throughout this section, in 

regard to specific research questions and questionnaire items. Results are 

discussed in detail, including trends for public and private institutions, in 

Chapter Four. 

~earch Question One, "How are the Presidents of Colleges and 

.!lni versi ties Ev al ua ted ?" 

At its most basic level, this research sought to answer Research 

Question One, "How are the presidents of colleges and universities 

evaluated?" The survey instrument for presidents requested information on 

P0 licies and guidelines for the assessment process, and details about the role 

of the president in the assessment process. This section reviews the variables 

anct their measures for Research Question One, as summarized in Table 8. 
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Table 8 

&search Question One: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name 

5 

Sa 

6 

7 

8 

9 

l Oa 

lOb 

lOc 

1 Od 

lOe 

11a 

Written policy 

type of policy 

frequency of reviews 

last reviewed 

responsibility for review 

contributed to review 

confidentiality/ self-assessment 

confidentiality/ questionnaires 

confidentiality /interviews 

confidentiality/ summary report 

confidentiality/ discussions, meetings 

academic leadership & management 

(continuect) 

1 11 

Measures 

yes, no 

board, law, other 

not required to > 6 yrs 

never to > 5 yrs 

entire board, board chair, standing 

committee, other, special committe e, 

consultant 

no one, alumni, foundation truste es, 

advisory board members, donors, 

faculty, government officials, other 

presidents, president's staff 
I 

staff-nonprof, staff-prof, students, 

trustees, others a 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

5 point scale re: thoroughness of 

review, very satisfied to very 

unsatisfied 



Table 8 (continued) 

Research Question One: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name 

l lb admin. leadership & management 

l l c budget & finance 

11 d fund raising 

l 1 e external relations 

1 l f personal characteristics 

l 2a contract renewal 

l2b bonus pay 

12c salary adjustments 

1 2d benefits adjustments 

12e sabbatical leave 

12£ vacation or other leave 

12g seminars or conferences 

12h family considerations 

1 3 duration of assessment process 

1 4 informed of process when appointed 

15 new, revised or existing process 

1 6 role in developing process 

(continued) 

l 12 

Measures 

same as 11a 

same as l la 

same as 1 la 

same as 11a 

same as 11a 

yes, no 

yes, no 

yes, no 

yes, no 

yes, no 

yes, no 

yes, no 

yes, no 

< 1 mo to> l yr 

yes, no 

new, revised, existing, other 

no role, consulted, approved 

process, requested changes made, 

contributed to new process, 

primary role in new process" 



Table 8 (continued) 

R esearch Question One: Variables and Measures 

ltem b Variable Name 

1 7 comment on draft report 

1 8 received written report 

1 9 meet face to face 

19a meet with 

20a board feedback re: assessment 

20b board feedback re: regular work 

20c level of trust & openness 

23 process typical of reviews 

23a if no 

BC6 report presented to entire board 

BC6a report format 

BC 15 process typical of reviews 

" Check all that apply, multiple answers. 

Measures 

yes, no, no report 

yes, no, no report 

yes, no 

board chair alone, committee 

chair alone, committee members 

entire board, other " 

5 point scale, very satisfied to 

very unsatisfied 

same as 20a 

same as 20a 

yes, no 

' 

no typical review, process recently 

changed, process expected to 

change, process varies, unusual year, 

other 

yes, no 

oral, written, both 

same as item 23 

b Items beginning with "BC" are from the board chair's questionnaire. 
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Questions in regard to policies and guidelines examined : whether a 

Written policy required assessment (item 5); the frequency of reviews (item 6); 

When the most recent review occurred (item 7); who conducted the review 

(item 8), and from whom information was collected (item 9). Additional 

questions concerned whether, for the most recent assessment, the following 

Were confidential, not confidential, or not applicable: the president's self

assessment statement, a summary of information from others using 

questionnaires, a summary of information from others using interviews, a 

summary report of assessment results, and discussions or meetings with the 

president (items JOa-e, in order). Item 13 inquired about the duration of the 

process. 

Presidents were asked whether the performance review was used as the 

occasion for related administrative or benefits decisions, including: contract 

ren 
f. d. 

ewal, bonus pay, salary adjustment, bene its a JUStments, sabbatical leave, 

Vacation or other leave, participation in seminars or conferences, or family 

considerations (items 12a-h, respectively). 

They were also asked to rate, on a five point scale, how thoroughly 

various aspects of presidential performance were covered by the review, 

including: academic leadership and management, administrative leadership 

and management, budget and finance, fund raising, external relations, and 

Personal characteristics (items J la-f, respectively), (Nason, 1984, pp. 37-38). 

Questions regarding the role of the president examined the nature and 

extent of the president's involvement in his or her own assessment, 
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including: knowledge of the process before appointment (item 14); extent to 

Which the president shaped the process (items 15-16); use of a self-assessment 

statement (item 10a); whether the president had an opportunity to comment 

on the final draft of a written report, if any (item 17); and presentation of 

assessment results to the president, in writing (item 18), or in person (item 

19). 

Board chairs were asked whether a final report was presented to the 

entire board (item 6) and whether the report was oral, written, or both (item 

6a). 

Presidents were asked to rate on a five point scale their satisfaction 

With their relationship with the board in these areas: the quality of feedback 

Provided by the board during the presidential review (item 20a), the quality of 

Performance feedback the president generally receives from the board (item 

20b), and the general level of trust and openness between the president and 

board (item 20c). 

Presidents were asked whether the process used for their most recent 

review was typical of presidential reviews at that institution, and if not, to 

choose one of several explanations (item 23). This would provide a measure 

of the extent to which the researcher could generalize about current practice, 

from the descriptions provided by the survey. The explanations (no typical 

review, process recently changed, process expected to change, review varies 

between formal and informal, unusual year, other, or don't know) would add 

further clarification. 
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Presidents were assumed to be a more authoritative source than board 

chairs and were relied on to provide descriptions of the policies and 

g___uidelines for assessment; presidents are full-time professionals and chairs 

are part-time volunteers, whose position often rotates. 

~earch Question Two, 'What are the Outcomes of the Assessment Process..l 

A.££.ording to Both Presidents and Board Chairs?" 

The second goal of this research was to answer the question "What are 

the outcomes of the assessment process, according to both presidents and 

board chairs?" Presidents and board chairs were asked about changes in the 

president's performance and in conditions of employment, since the last 

review. Presidents were also asked about satisfaction with and usefulness of 

the review. Open ended questions provided presidents and board chairs an 

opportunity to offer comments and suggestions. See Table 9 for a summary of 

the variables and their measures for Research Question Two. 
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Table 9 

Research Question Two: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name 

21a 

21b 

21c 

21ct 

21e 

2]£ 

21g 

21h 

2]i 

21 j 

22a 

goals/ specific objectives set 

goals I dear criteria 

goals/reviewed against goals 

utility/ strengthened effectiveness 

utility /learned a lot 

utility /helped me see shortcomings 

utility/ c1arified expectations 

satisfaction/ satisfied with review 

satisfaction/feel good way conducted 

satisfaction/like it to be different 

impact/ compensation & benefits 

22b 

22c 

22ct 

impact/relations with board 

impact/relations with faculty 

impact/relations w I community 

22e impact/ability to lead 

(continued) 
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Measures 

5 point scale, strongly agree to 

strongly disagree 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 

same as 21a" 

positive (generally or somewhat 

improved), negative (generally 

or somewhat became worse), 

stayed about the same, not 

applicable 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 



Table 9 (continued) 

Research Ouestion Two: Variables and Measures 

Itemc V ariable Name 

22f 

22g 

22h 

26 

impact/sense of being valued 

impact/performance since last review 

impact/ quality of board feedback 

assistance for future reviews 

Beu · 
a impact/pres compensation & benefits 

BCJ 1 b impact/pres relations with board 

Bc11 · 
c unpact/pres relations with faculty 

BC] ld impact/pres relations w/community 

Bc11 · 
e impact/pres ability to lead 

BC1Jf · unpact/pres's performance 

BC11 · 
g unpact/ quality of board feedback 

Bc11h · unpact/understanding of board needs 

BC12 p ·d 
. 

res1 ent's performance ratmg 

(continued) 

1 l 8 

Measures 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

literature on assessment , 

sample criteria, sample forms, 

sample policies, workshops for 

presidents, workshops for 

chairs, consulting services, 

counsel, survey data, otherb 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

same as 22a 

5 point scale, outstanding to 

very unsatisfactory 
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Table 9 (continued) 

Research Question Two: Variables and Measures 

Itemc Variable Name 

BC13 frequency seeks feedback from chair 

8 C14a ask others for critical feedback 

BCJ 4b prefer detailed critical appraisals 

8 C14c tend to seek good news about self 

Bci 4d ask for positive feedback 

BCJ 6 assistance for future reviews 

• Scoring reversed. 

b 

Check al] that apply, multiple answers. 

Measures 

about once per month, less than 

once per month, not at all 

5 point scale, very characteristic 

to very uncharacteristic 

same as BC14a 

same as BCJ 4a 

same as BC14a 

same as 26b 

c Items beginning with "BC" are from the board chair's questionnaire. 

Presidents were asked to rate changes in the following outcomes, using 

a five point scale: compensation and benefits (item 22a); relationships with 

the board (item 22b), faculty (item 22c), and the community (item 22d); ability 

to lead (item 22e); sense of being valued and appreciated (item 22f); 

Performance level since the last review (item 22g); and quality of performance 

feedback from the board (item 22h). 
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Items 22a-h on the president's survey instrument appeared as items 

l la-g on the survey of single campus board chairs, with wording changed to 

reflect the respondent's role; chairs were also asked to rate the p resident's 

Understanding of what the board needs to function more effectively (i tem 

l lh), but were not asked about the president's sense of being valued and 

appreciated (item 22f). Data were displayed by respondent role, in total and by 

type of institution. 

Board chairs were asked to translate the board's appraisal of the 

president's performance into an overall rating using a five point scale (item 

l2). Data were displayed in total and by type of institution. 

Board chairs also rated the frequency with which the president asked 

the board chair for feedback on his or her performance (item 13), on a scale 

ranging from about once a day to not at all in the last six months. Board 

chairs also rated how characteristic it was for the president to seek positive 

anct negative feedback on his or her own performance, (items 14a-d), using a 

five point scale. Data were displayed, in total and by type of institution. 

Presidents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the review, using a 

five point scale, indicating the degree to which they agreed with three 

statements: "I was satisfied with the review" (item 21h); "I feel good about the 

way the review was conducted" (item 2li); and "There are many ways in 

Which I would have liked the appraisal to be different" (item 21j). 

Using the same five point scale, presidents were asked about the utility 

of the assessment process (items 21d-g, in order): "The appraisal helped me 
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learn how I can strengthen my effectiveness"; "I learned a lot from the 

appraisal"; "The appraisal helped me to see some of my shortcomings"; and 

"I have a clearer idea of what the board expects from me." 

Using the same five point scale, presidents were asked how well three 

statements described the role of goals in the assessment process (items 21a-c 
' 

in order): "Specific future objectives were set"; "I left with a clear idea of the 

criteria of good performance"; and "My performance was reviewed against 

previously agreed upon goals." 

The statements and scales for items 21a-j were based upon previous 

research regarding performance assessment, goals, and employee satisfaction 

and utility (Greller, 1978, p. 648). Questions were rephrased, as needed, to be 

more appropriate for college presidents and boards. Data were displayed in 

total and by type of institution. 

Open-ended questions permitted presidents to identify the most 

significant change they made as a result of the last review (item 24), comment 

on the least useful part of the review process (item 25), and offer comments or 

suggestions (item 27). Verbatim comments were analyzed for trends in 

content and summarized, with illustrative quotations, in Chapter Four. 

Using a checklist of options, presidents (item 26) and board chairs (item 

16) indicated what assistance would be helpful for future reviews. Data were 

displayed separately, by respondent role, in total and by type of institution. 

Responses of board chairs and presidents were also compared. 
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Items 1-10 in the single campus board chair's survey instrument 

provided a needed preamble to the sensitive questions on outcomes of the 

assessment process, which followed. Several questions regarding outcomes 

Were asked of both presidents and chairs to allow comparisons to be made; 

results are presented in Chapter Four. 

~rch Question Three, "What Relationships Are There, If Any, Between 

~ Presidential Assessments Are Conducted and the Outcomes Presidents 

~Board Chairs Report?" 

Research Question Three examined possible relationships between 

how presidential assessments were conducted and the outcomes presidents 

and board chairs reported. Many of the variables described above in 

Questions One and Two were re-examined in this context using correlation 

analysis and t-tests. Possible relationships among these variables were 

suggested by the work of several researchers in the field of performance 

appraisal (Ashford, 1989; Ashford & Tsui, 1991; Greller, 1978; Longenecker & 

Gioia, 1992, 1991, 1988). 

Research Question Three has four parts (3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D), each of 

Which examines an important assessment outcome: the utility of reviews for 

Presidents, presidents' satisfaction with the review process, the president's 

overall performance rating, and improvement in presidential performance. 
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Research Question Three explores relationships between these outcome 

variables and various assessment policies and practices: 

3A Is there a relationship between the usefulness of reviews for 

presidents, (utility), and: 

3A.1 the frequency of reviews?; 

3A.2 setting specific objectives, clarifying criteria, and reviewing 

performance against previously agreed upon goals?; or 

3A.3 receiving adequate feedback from the board? 

3B Is there a relationship between the president's satisfaction with the 

performance appraisal and: 

3B.1 setting specific objectives and clarifying criteria for good 

performance?; 

3B.2 the president's participation in developing the review process 

and conducting the review?; or 

3B.3 the confidentiality of the review process? 

JC Is there a relationship between the president's overall performance 

rating and the president's positive or negative feedback seeking 

behavior, as reported by the board chair? 
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30 Is there a relationship between improvement in the president's 

performance, as reported by the board chair, and either: 

3D.1 the president's negative feedback seeking behavior?; or 

3D.2 the adequacy of feedback the president reportedly receives from 

the governing board? 

Rather than just describing the state of the art, these questions may reveal 

information that can enhance the value of assessment practices by improving 

Presidential performance, the usefulness of the process, and presidents' 

Satisfaction with this undertaking. 

Questions 3A and 3B were based on, though not a replication of, 

research conducted by Greller (1978). Items 21 a-g of the survey instrument 

for presidents were the same as Greller's or only slightly modified to suit 

academic presidents (e.g. changing "boss" to "board" and "mistakes" to 

"shortcomings"). This line of inquiry was also prompted by research 

conducted by Longenecker and Gioia (1992) on executive performance 

appraisal. 

Questions 3C and 3D were derived from research conducted by 

Ashford and Tsui (1991). Items 14a-d in the questionnaire for board chairs 

were the same as those used by Ashford and Tsui. 

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Advanced PowerMac 

Version, (SPSS), was used to perform statistical analyses. The two most 
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frequently used statistical tools used were Pearson's correlation coefficient and 

Levene's t-test. 

Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to determine the relatedness 

of variables, that is, whether variance in one variable explained variance in 

another variable at a statistically significant level. In social science research, 

correlation coefficients in the range of .20 to .40 were considered to be 

sufficiently large enough to "signify important relationships between 

variables" (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 633). Relationships at various coefficient 

levels have typically been interpreted as: 0.0 to 0.3 - weak; 0.3 to 0.7 - moderate; 

and 0.7 to 0.9 _ strong. This convention will be observed here. 

Levene's t-test for Equality of Variance and Equality of Means were 

used to determine whether significant differences existed between groups (at 

confidence levels of .01 or .05). These tests were useful in examining whether 

the cases grouped by scores on one variable had significantly different mean 

scores on another variable, and whether those differences were in the 

direction anticipated. This proved to be useful for several variables where 

information about group differences, rather than relatedness of variables, was 

sought. For some analyses, both t-tests and correlation coefficients were used. 

What follows is a detailed description of the methodology used for the 

four questions which make up Research Question Three, including the 

Process and outcome variables, scales, scoring, composite variables, and 

statistical tools. 
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3A Is there a relationship between the usefulness of reviews for 

presidents, (utility), and: 

3A.1 the frequency of reviews?; 

3A.2 setting specific objectives, clarifying criteria, and reviewing 

performance against previously agreed upon goals?; or 

3A.3 receiving adequate feedback from the board? 

In this research question, "Utility" (usefulness of reviews for 

presidents) was the assessment outcome variable. "Utility" was represented 

by the degree to which the president agreed with four statements, items 21d-g 

Gn order): "The appraisal helped me learn how I can strengthen my 

effectiveness"; "I learned a lot from the appraisal"; "The appraisal helped me 

to see some of my shortcomings"; and "I have a clearer idea of what the board 

expects from me." Respondents used a five point scale, where one = strongly 

~ and five = strongly disagree. A composite "Utility" score was 

constructed using the total score for responses to 21d-g. Interitem reliability 

for the variables comprising the composite "Utility" variable were noted. 

Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to examine items 21d-g, 

individually and as a composite "Utility" variable, in relation to two 

assessment process variables: goals (items 21a-c), and adequate feedback (items 

20a-b). "Utility" and a third assessment process variable, frequency of reviews 

Gtem 6), were examined using a t-test. A summary of the variables and their 

Ineasures for Research Question 3A appears in Table 10. 
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Table 10 

&search Question 3A: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name Measures 

3A Dependent Variables 

21d-g "utility" 
20 point scale, sum of 21 d-g 

21d utility/ strengthened effectiveness 5 point scale, strongly agree to 

strongly disagree 

2Ie utility /learned a lot 
same as 21d 

21[ 
utility /helped me see shortcomings same as 21d 

21g Utility/ clarified exp ecta tions same a 21d 

.: A.1 Ind p end n t V ·i bl , 

6 
3A.1 frequency of reviews not required to > 6 yrs 

3A.2 Independent Variables 

21 c 3A.2 "goals" 

2Ja 

2Jb 

2Ic 

3A.2 goals/specific objectives set 

3A.2 goals/clear criteria 

3A.2 goals/reviewed against goals 

(continued) 
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15 point scale, sum of 21a-c 

5 point scale, strongly agree to 

strongly disagree 

same as 21a 

same as 21a 
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Table 10 (continued) 

&search Question 3A: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name Measures 

3A.3 Independent Variables 

20
a-b 3A.3 "adequate feedback" 

20a 

20b 

3A.3 adequate feedback/board 

feedback re: assessment 

3A.3 adequate feedback/board 

feedback re: regular work 

1.A.1 Utility and frequency of reviews. 

10 point scale, sum of 20a&b 

5 point scale, very satisfied to 

very unsatisfied 

same as 20a 

The frequency of reviews (item 6) was indicated by choosing one of 

twelve responses ranging from "no requirement that I be assessed" to "every 

six or more years." Since most presidents were assessed annually, the 

response categories were combined to form three groups: at least once a year, 

less often than once a year, and unknown frequencies. T-tests were used to 

examine the mean "Utility" scores. 
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3A.2 Utility and goals . 

Three items were used to examine the role of goals, measured by 

agreement with the following statements: "Specific future objectives were 

set" (item 21a); "I [the president] left with a clear idea of the criteria of good 

performance" (item 21b); and "My [the president's] performance was reviewed 

against previously agreed upon goals" (item 21c). The same five point scale 

was used for all three items, ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 

Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to examine items 21d-g, 

individually and as a composite "Utility" variable in relation to each of the 

three goal items, 21a-c. 

3A.3 Utility and adequate feedback. 

A two part question inquired about how satisfied the president was 

with the quality and specificity of the performance feedback received from the 

board: 1) in regard to the assessment process (item 20a) and 2) in the regular 

course of work (item 20b). A five point scale, ranging from very satisfied to 

very unsatisfied, was used for responses. Responses were summed to 

construct a composite "Adequate Feedback" scale. Pearson's correlation 

coefficient was used to examine items 21d-g, individually and as a composite 

"Utility" variable in relation to items 20a-b, individually and as a composite 

"Adequate Feedback" variable. 
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3B Is there a relationship between the president's satisfaction with the 

performance appraisal and: 

3B.1 setting specific objectives and clarifying criteria for good 

performance?; 

3B.2 the president's participation in developing the review process 

and conducting the review?; or 

3B.3 the confidentiality of the review process? 

In this research question, presidents' perceived satisfaction with the 

assessment was the outcome variable. "Satisfaction" was indicated on a five 

Point scale, strongly agree to strongly disagree, for the following three 

statements (items 21h-j, in order): "I was satisfied with the review"; "I feel 

gooct about the way the review was conducted"; and "There are many ways in 

Which I would have liked the appraisal to be different." As in Greller's study, 

the scoring for item 21j was reversed. A composite "Satisfaction" score was 

constructed using the total score for these three items, after adjusting the 

score of item 21j. Interitem reliability for the variables comprising 

''S . 
atisfaction" were noted. 

Correlation analysis and t-tests were used to examine the relationship 

of several process variables to "Satisfaction": 3B.1, "Goal Setting"; 3B.2, 

"Personal Participation" in the assessment process; and 3B.3, 

"Confidentiality." A summary of the variables and their measures for 

Research Question 3B appears in Table 11. 
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Table 11 

Research Question 3B: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name Measures 

3B Dependent Variables 

21 h-j "satisfaction" 

21 h satisfaction/satisfied with review 

21i 

21 j 

satisfaction/feel good way conducted 

satisfaction/like it to be different 

15 point scale, sum of 21 h-j 

5 point scale, strongly agree to 

strongly disagree 

same as 21h 

same as 21h, but scale reversed 

3B.1 Independent Variables 

Item # Variable Name 

21a-b 3B.1 "goal setting" 

21 a 3B.1 goal setting/ specific objectives set 

21b 3B.1 goal setting/ clear criteria 

(continued) 
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Measures 

10 point scale, sum of 21a&b 

5 point scale, strongly agree to 

strongly disagree 

same as 21a 



Table 11 (continued) 

R,esearch Question 3B: Variables and Measures 

Item Variable Name 
Measures 

3B.2 Independent Variables 

1 
Oa& 3B.2 "persona] participation" 

16-19 

1 Oa 

16 

17 

18 

19 

3B.2 personal participation/ 

self-assessment 

3B.2 persona] participation/ 

role in developing process 

3B.2 persona] participation/ 

comment on draft report 

3B.2 persona] participation/ 

receive written report 

3B.2 persona] participation/ 

meet face to face 

(continued) 
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10 point scale, sum of 10a&16_19 

where yes = 2 and no = o, except 

item 16 for which primarily role 

= 2, some role = 1, no role = 0 

confidential or not confidential 

self-assessment= yes, not 

applicable = no 

no role = O; consulted, approved 

process or requested changes 

made (some role)= 1; 

contributed to new process or 

primary role in new process = 2 

yes = 2, no or no report = o 

yes = 2, no or no report = o 

yes= 2, no= 0 
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Table 11 (continued) 

Research O t· 
-ues 10n 3B: Variables and Measures 

Item~~V~-----------------.....,;_ ________ _ 

ariable Name Measures 

3B.3 Independent Variables 

10a-e 3B3 " · confidentiality" 

lOa 

10b 

10c 

10d 

lOe 

3B.3 confidentiality/ self-assessment 

3B.3 confidentiality/ questionnaires 

3B.3 confidentiality /interviews 

3B.3 confidentiality /summary report 

3B.3 confidentiality /discuss or meet 

fil3.1 Satisfaction and goal setting,_ 

confidential/ not confidential: 

confidential = all yes or at least 

one yes and the rest not applicable; 

not confidential = at least one no· 
~ 

excluded = not applicable to al] 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

yes, no, not applicable 

Goal setting was represented by the responses on a five point scale, 

strongly agree to strongly disagree, for two items, 2la-b, "Specific future 

Objectives were set" and "I left with a clear idea of the criteria of good 

Perfo 
t t d · 

nuance." A composite goal setting score was cons rue e usmg the total 
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score for these two items and interitem reliability was noted. Correlation 

analysis was used to examine the relationships among variables. 

3B.2 Satisfaction and personal participation. 

Five variables were used to gauge the president's 11Personal 

Participation" in the assessment process. These five variables concerned 

Whether the president: 1) completed a self-assessment statement (item 10a), 2) 

played a role in developing the review process (item 16); 3) had an 

opportunity to comment on a final draft of the assessment report (item 17); 4) 

received a written report or summary of the results of the assessment (item 

l8); and 5) had face-to-face meetings as part of the review (item 19). These 

variables emerged from the literature and from the development of the 

survey instrument as important factors regarding the president's participation 

in the assessment process. 

Four of the items (10a, 17, 18, and 19) were treated as dichotomous 

Variables, with responses which indicated that the president participated in 

the activity treated as "yes" and nonparticipation treated as "no." The fifth 

item 06), had seven possible responses, ranging from "no role" to "primarily 

responsible for creating or selecting the review process." Responses for item 

16 Were combined to create three groups: "no role/' "some role," and 

"primary role." For each of these variables, t-tests were used to examine the 

mean Satisfaction scores for presidents in each response group. 
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3B.3 Satisfaction and confidentiality. 

Confidentiality was represented by the responses to five items, (lOa-e), 

Which asked presidents to "Indicate whether, for your most recent 

assessment, the following items were confidential, not confidential, or not 

applicable: (a) your self-assessment statement, (b) summary of information 

from others using written questionnaires, (c) summary of information from 

others using interviews, (d) summary report of assessment results, and (e) 

discussions/meetings with you. Respondents were divided into three groups, 

based on their responses. Interitem reliability for the variables comprising 

the composite confidentiality variable were noted. Correlation analysis was 

used to examine the relationships among variables. 

3C Is there a relationship between the president's overall performance 

rating and the president's positive or negative feedback seeking 

behavior, as reported by the board chair? 

In this research question, the president's overall performance rating, as 

reported by the board chair, was the outcome variable. Using a five point 

scale, ranging from outstanding to very unsatisfactory, board chairs were 

asked, "If you were to translate the president's most recent performance 

review into an overall rating, how did the board (or designees) rate the 

President's performance?" (item 12). The question and scale were developed 
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by the researcher in place of Ashford and Tsui's schema (Ashford & Tsui, 

1991, p. 262), which was deemed too complex, lengthy, and managerial. 

Although using a single item to rate performance, rather than multiple 

items, did not allow reliability testing, a single question was considered more 

likely to be answered. The possible relationship between performance level 

and feedback seeking behavior was investigated using correlation analysis. A 

summary of the variables and their measures for Research Question 3C 

appears in Table 12. 
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Table 12 

Research Question 3C: Variables and Measures 

Item 

BC14a&b 

BCJ4c&d 

BCJ4a" 

BC14b" 

BC14c• 

BC14d" 

Variable Name Measures 

3C Dependent Variable 

president's performance rating 5 point scale, outstanding to very 

unsatisfactory 

3C Independent Variables 

"negative feedback seeking" 

"positive feedback seeking" 

ask others for critical feedback 

sum of BC14a&b 

sum of BCl 4c&d 

5 point scale, very characteristic 

to very uncharacteristic 

prefer detailed critical appraisals same as BC14a 

tend seek good news about self same as BC14a 

ask for positive feedback same as BC14a 

"T 
. . 

hese variables were used as components of composite vanables, not independently. 

Board chairs were asked a four-part question on feedback seeking style, 

to identify the president's tendencies to seek positive and negative types of 

feedback (items 14a-d, in order): "On a scale of one to five, thinking about the 

Past six months, how characteristic of the president was it to: (a) Ask others to 
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be · · 
critical when they gave him or her feedback?; (b) Prefer detailed, critical 

appraisals even though they might hurt?; (c) Tend to seek good news about 

himself or herself?; and (d) Ask for feedback if he or she knew it would be 

positive rather than negative?" 

Items 14a and 14b (on the survey of board chairs) concerned negative 

feedback seeking and were used for questions 3C and 3D; items 14c and 14d 

concerned positive feedback seeking and were used only for question 3C. 

Items 14a-d were identical to questions used by Ashford and Tsui (1991, p. 

264). They based their use of a six month time frame on previous research on 

recall (Kipnis, Schmidt, & Wilkinson, 1980). A five point scale was created for 

this question, since Ashford and Tsui's scale was not included in their 

Published research. 

As was done in Ashford and Tsui's study, a composite score was 

constructed for the president's negative feedback seeking tendencies using the 

total for the board chair's responses to items 14a and 14b, and a composite 

score Was constructed for the president's positive feedback seeking tendencies 

Using the total for items 14c and 14d. Interitem reliability for the positive and 

negative feedback seeking variables were noted. 
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3D Is there a relationship between improvement in the president's 

performance, as reported by the board chair, and either: 

3D.1 the president's negative feedback seeking behavior?; or 

3D.2 the adequacy of feedback the president reportedly receives from 

the governing board? 

In this research question, improvement in the president's performance 

since the last review was the outcome variable. Board chairs were asked three 

questions about improvement in the president's performance, using a five 

point scale: 'What was the impact of the most recent presidential assessment 

[on the]: relationship between the president and the board [item llb]?; 

president's performance [item llf]?; and president's ability to lead [item lle]?" 

A composite "Performance Improved" variable was constructed using the 

sum of these three variables and interitem reliability was noted. 

Correlation analysis and t-tests were used to examine the possible 

relationship between "Performance Improved" and two process variables: 

(3D.1) presidents' reportedly seeking negative performance feedback and 

(3D.2) presidents' reporting that they received adequate performance feedback. 

This line of inquiry was suggested by research conducted by Ashford (1989) 

and Ashford and Tsui (1991). A summary of the variables and their measures 

for Research Question 3D appears in Table 13. 
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Table 13 

E.,_esearch Ouestion 3D: Variables and Measures 

8Cllbef 

BC1 lb 

BCJ4a&b 

BCJ4a 

8C14b 

Variable Name Measures 

3D Dependent Variables 

"performance improved" 

board/president relations 

president's ability to lead 

president's performance 

sum of BCl 1 b,e,&f 

5 point scale, generally increased or 

improved to generally decreased or 

became worse 

same as BC11 b 

same as BC11 b 

3D.1 Independent Variables 

"negative feedback seeking" 

ask others for critical feedback 

sum of BC14a&b 

5 point scale, very characteristic 

to very uncharacteristic 

prefer detailed critical appraisals same as BC14a 

3D.2 Independent Variables 

20a&b ,, d 
a equate feedback" 

sum of 20a&b 

20a 
board feedback re: assessment 

20b 
-.....:;:..___ board feedback re: regular work 
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5 point scale, very satisfied to 

very unsatisfied 

same as 20a 
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3D.1 Performance improved and negative feedback seeking. 

Board chairs were asked a two-part question to identify the president's 

tendencies to seek negative feedback (items 14a and 14b; see 3C, above). A 

composite "Negative Feedback Seeking" variable was constructed using the 

total for items 14a and 14b and interitem reliability was noted. Correlation 

analysis and t-tests were used to examine the relationship between "Negative 

Feedback Seeking" and "Performance Improved." 

J.D.2 Performance improved and adequate feedback. 

To look at the relationship between the process variable "Adequate 

Feedback" and the outcome variable "Performance Improved," data was 

required from pairs of respondents (president and chair) from the same 

institution. Pairs were matched by a code number identifying the presidents' 

and chairs' institutions and unmatched cases excluded, prior to further data 

analysis. 

Items 20a and 20b (in order) asked presidents to rate, on a five-point 

scale, "How satisfied are you with the following: The quality and specificity of 

the performance feedback you received from the board in regard to the 

~ntial assessment process? [and] The quality and specificity of the 

Performance feedback you receive from the board in the regular course of 

. ~?" Items 20a and 20b were examined independently and as a 
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composite "Adequate Feedback" variable in relation to "Performance 

Improved" using correlation analysis. 

Results of the study are reported in detail in Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

The results of the study are reported here in several sections: the modal 

presidential review, Research Question One, Research Question Two, and 

Research Question Three. 

To provide an overview of the results, a summary of the modal 

presidential assessment is presented first. This summary was constructed 

from the most frequent responses to questionnaire items, using a model (the 

modal president) adapted from How Academic Leadership Works (Birnbaum, 

l992). The mode was chosen from among the measures of central tendency 

since, by definition, it is what occurs most often. The mode provides a more 

succinct description than the mean, since it avoids the problem of long names 

for values which fall between points on a scale. 

Research Question One describes the procedures and guidelines used to 

evaluate the performance of college and university presidents, using 

responses from the survey of presidents (items 5-20 and 23) and board chairs 

Citem 6 and 15). Research Question Two reports the outcomes of the 

assessment process, from the perspectives of presidents (items 21, 22, and 24-

27) and board chairs (items 11-14 and 16). Research Question Three explores 

Possible relationships between how presidential assessments were conducted 

and the outcomes reported by presidents and board chairs. The items and 

Variables considered are reported in detail. 
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Data are reported by sector (i.e. private and public institutions) for 

respondent presidents and board chairs only where there is a notable 

difference (e.g. ten percentage points or more). Otherwise, only total 

responses are discussed and it should be assumed that there is little difference 

in the data by sector. 

Most of the respondent presidents (72.0%, item 23) and board chairs 

(69.2%, item 15) reported that the most recent presidential assessment was 

typical of reviews the president has had or would expect to have. This 

suggests that it is reasonable to have confidence that the data reported in this 

study is representative of the practices at the respondents' institutions. Most 

of those who reported that the most recent review was not typical responded 

there is no typical review. See Appendix B, Table B-9. 

Summary of The Modal Presidential Assessment 

The survey data show a variety of policies and practices regarding 

presidential assessment, yet there are some trends that emerge. Here is a 

summary of the presidential assessment process experienced by the modal 

president or the most commonly reported presidential assessment practices. 

The modal president is referred to as a man, since most respondents were 

male. 

The modal president was not informed about the process for his own 

presidential assessment at the time he was appointed. However, there was in 
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place a written board policy requiring assessment of the president. The modal 

president's last review was conducted by the board less than one year ago, 

using a new process, which the president was consulted about and helped 

shape. The process lasted about one month and was typical of past reviews or 

those the president or board chair would anticipate. 

Information about his performance was contributed by other trustees 

but constituents were not included, interviewed or surveyed. The modal 

president prepared a confidential self-assessment statement and confidential 

meetings were held with him, including a face-to-face meeting with the board 

chair. A confidentiat written summary of the assessment was prepared; he 

hact an opportunity to comment on the final draft and was provided with a 

copy of the final summary. A final report on the president's review was 

Presented to the entire governing board, both orally and in writing. 

In describing the review process, the modal president agreed that 

specific future objectives were set, he left with a clear idea of the criteria for 

gooct performance, and he has a clearer idea of what the board expects from 

h· 
· · d 

i:rn. Also, his performance was reviewed agamst agree upon goals, he 

learned how to strengthen his performance, and the review helped him to 

see some of his shortcomings. 

The review was used as the occasion for a decision on compensation 

and there was an increase. There was neither discussion of nor changes in 

Other benefits during the review. 
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After the review, the modal president felt more valued and 

appreciated. The president and chair found that the president's relations with 

th
e board, the feedback he received from the board, the level of his own 

performance, and his ability to lead either improved or stayed about the same. 

For the most part, his relations with the community and faculty were 

unchanged. The chair also thought that the president's understanding of 

What the board needs to function more effectively had improved. Neither 

the chair nor the president found any negative impact from the president's 

r . 
ev1ew in any of these areas. 

The president was satisfied with the thoroughness of the review, 

ranging from academic leadership and management to personal 

characteristics. He was also satisfied with the current level of trust and 

openness between himself and the board, and with the feedback he received 

from the board, both in the normal course of his work and as part of the last 

review. 

Overall, the modal president was satisfied with the review, felt good 

about how the appraisal was conducted, and there weren't many ways in 

Which he wanted the appraisal to be different. 

The board rated the president's performance level "outstanding," 

according to the board chair. The chair also noted that the president sought 

feedback on his own performance from the chair about once a month. 

In general, the chair thought it was characteristic of the president to ask 

Others for detailed, critical feedback about his own performance. But the 
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president did not usually look for good news or positive feedback about 

himself. 

The president and chair thought literature on presidential assessment 

Would be useful for future reviews, but they weren't interested in attending 

Workshops or arranging consulting services. See Table 14, Modal Presidential 

Review, for the modal response to each of these variables. 
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Table 14 

Modal Presidential Review 

Item Variable Name 

5 

Sa 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10a 

10b 

1 Oc 

1 Od 

10e 

11a 

11 b 

written policy requiring assessment 

type of policy 

frequency of reviews 

when last reviewed 

responsibility for review 

contributed to review• 

confidentiality/ self-assessment 

confidentiality /written questionnaires 

confidentiality/ interviews 

confidentiality/ summary report 

confidentiality/ discussions, meetings 

thoroughness of review/ 

academic leadership and management 

thoroughness of review/ 

administrative leadership and management 

Modal Response 

yes 

board 

annually 

< 1 year ago 

entire board 

trustees 

yes 

not applicable 

not applicable 

yes 

yes 

satisfactorily 

very satisfactorily 

11c 

1 ld 

Ile 

11f 

12a 

thoroughness of review /budget and finance very satisfactorily 

thoroughness of review /fund raising satisfactorily 

thoroughness ofreview / external relations very satisfactorily 

thoroughness of review/ personal characteristics very satisfactorily 

related decision/ contract renewal no 

12b related decision/bonus pay 

(continuect) 

no 
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Table 14 (continued) 

Modal Presidential Review 

Item Variable Name 

12c 

12d 

12e 

12f 

12g 

12h 

13 

related decision/salary adjustments 

related decision/benefits adjustments 

related decision/sabbatical leave 

related decision/vacation or other leave 

related decision/seminars or conferences 

related decision/ family considerations 

duration of assessment process 

informed of process when appointed 

new, revised or existing process 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

19a 

20a 

20b 

20c 

BC6a 

role in developing review process• 

comment on draft report 

receive written report 

meet face to face 

meet with• 

board feedback re: assessment 

board feedback re: regular work 

current level of trust and openness 

report presented to entire board 

report format 

(continued) 
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Modal Response 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

< 1 mo 

no 

new 

consulted, and/ or 

contributed to new process 

yes 

yes 

yes 

board chair 

satisfied 

satisfied 

satisfied 

yes 

both oral and written 



Table 14 (continued) 

Modal Presidential Review 

Item Variable Name 

21a 

2Ib 

21c 

21d 

2Ie 

21[ 

2Jg 

21h 

21 i 

21j 

22a 

goals I specific objectives set 

goals/ clear criteria 

goals/reviewed against goals 

utility I strengthened effectiveness 

utility /learned a lot 

utility /helped me see shortcomings 

Utility/ clarified expectations 

satisfaction/ satisfied with review 

satisfaction/feel good way conducted 

satisfaction/like it to be different 

impact/ compensation & benefits 

22b 

22c 

22d 

22e 

22f 

impact/relations with board 

impact/relations with faculty 

impact/relations w / community 

impact/ability to lead 

impact/ sense of being valued 

22g impact/ performance since last review 

22
h impact/ quality of board feedback 

(continued) 
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Modal Response 

agree 

agree 

agree 

agree 

agree 

agree 

agree 

agree 

agree 

disagree 

generally 

increased/ improved 

stayed about the same 

stayed about the same 

stayed about the same 

stayed about the same 

somewhat 

increased/ improved 

stayed about the same 

stay d about th san, 



Table 14 (continued) 

Modal Presidential Review 

Itenl V ariable Name 

23 

26 

process typical of reviews 

assistance for future reviews• 

BC l 3 frequency seeks feedback from chair 

8
CI4a ask others for critical feedback 

BCJ 4b prefer detailed critical appraisals 

8
CI4c tend to seek good news about self 

Bci 4d ask for positive feedback 

Modal Response 

yes 

literature on assessment , 

sample criteria, sample 

forms, sample policies 

about once per month 

generally characteristic 

generally characteristic 

generally uncharacteristic 

generally uncharacteristic 

• C 
. 

hoose all that apply /multiple answers possible. 

b 

Items beginning with "BC" are from the board chair's questionnaire. 

Research Question One 

"How are the Presidents of Colleges and Universities Evaluated?" 

The survey of presidents was used to provide a description of the 

Process used to conduct a review of the president, including the guidelines for 

assessment and role of the president. Data on delivering reports on 
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presidential assessment to the governing board came from the survey of 

board chairs (item 6). Research Question One topics appear in Table 15. 

Table 15 

Research Question One Topics 

Guidelines for assessment 

written policies 

frequency of reviews 

responsibility for reviews 

participation 

confidentiality 

content 

duration 

Role of the president 

developing the review process 

written reports and meetings 

the president and the board 
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G ·ct 
-ill. elines for Assessment 

Written policies. 

More than half of the presidents (56.7%) had a written policy that 

required assessment of their performance (item 5) and most were policies of 

th
e governing board. More presidents in the public sector (66.4%) than 

private sector (50.4%) had this requirement in writing. See Table 16. 

Table 16 

1'.Y!itten Policy Requiring Assessment of the President 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

No 40.4 30.8 46.7 

Yes 56.7 66.4 50.4 

NA 2.9 2.8 2.9 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

~ tYPe of policy: 

Board Policy 79.5 73.9 84.2 

Legislative/Legal Requirement 3.9 6.8 1.5 

Other Written Policy 10.9 11 .6 10.2 

NA 5.8 7.7 4.1 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Frequency of reviews. 

When asked how often their performance was supposed to be assessed 

(item 6a), only 35.6% of the respondents indicated that reviews occurred at a 

specified interval, more in the public sector (41.5%) than in the private sector 

(31.8%). Most of the remaining presidents did not respond (39.8%). Of those 

Who specified (N=480), most (84.2%) indicated that reviews were supposed to 

occur annually (item 6b). See Table 17. 

More than half of the presidents, (54.2%), reported that their most 

recent presidential assessment was conducted less than one year ago, while 

one-quarter of the presidents, (26.1 %), had never been assessed (item 7). 

Public sector presidents were more likely to have been assessed than were 

Presidents in the private sector, and their assessments tended to be more 

frequent. See Table 18. Presidents who had served for less than one year 

(12.6% of respondents, item 1), may account for almost half of those who had 

never been assessed, since less than 1 % of respondents indicated that reviews 

Were supposed to be conducted more than once per year (item 6). 
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Table 17 

Frequency for Conducting Presidential Reviews 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

N ° requirement 13.5 10.0 15.8 

No schedule 5.7 2.8 7.6 

Schedule varies 5.4 3.0 7.0 

Scheduled as indicated 35.6 41.5 31.8 

No answer 39.8 42.6 37.9 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Erequency in Years 

> Annually 0.6 0.9 0.4 

Annually 84.2 90.9 78.5 

Every 2 
4.6 2.3 6.5 

Every 3 
5.2 2.7 7.3 

Every 4 1.3 0.5 1.9 

Every 5 3.5 1.8 5.0 

Every 6+ 

Other 
0.2 0.4 

NA 
0.4 0.9 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 18 

~n Presidents' Most Recent Assessment Was Completed 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

Never 26.1 20.4 29.8 

< 1 year ago 54.2 64.2 47.8 

1-2 years ago 10.4 8.7 11.5 

2-3 years ago 3.3 2.8 3.5 

3-4 years ago 1.4 0.4 2.1 

4-5 years ago 1.2 0.6 1.6 

> 5 years ago 1.3 1.1 1.3 

NA 2.2 1.9 2.3 

Total 

Respondents who had never been assessed (N = 352, item 7) were 

excluded from subsequent survey questions, which were based on personal 

experience with presidential assessment. The number of respondents 

dropped from 1348 to 996 for items 8 through 27, 42.4% (N = 442) from public 

institutions and 57.6% (N = 574) from private institutions. This group was 

slightly more like that of the universe of presidents than were all survey 

respondents. 
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Responsibility for reviews. 

Primary responsibility for conducting presidential assessments (item 8) 

Was given with about equal frequency to the entire governing board, the 

board chair, or a standing committee of the board. However, practices differed 

by sector. In the public sector, responsibility was given to the entire 

governing board in more than half of the cases (52%), more than six times the 

frequency in the private sector (8%). Private institutions were more likely to 

give primary responsibility to the board chair (34%) or a board committee 

(35%) than public institutions (16% and 10%, respectively). External 

consultants were rarely given primary responsibility (1 %). See Table 19. 

A special committee was used for 9.4% of assessments and most often 

consisted of trustees. Membership included, in descending order of 

frequency: trustees (89%), faculty (21 %), staff (17%), students (10%), alumni 

(9%), "others" (7%), an external consultant (6%), and no answer (6%). The 

total exceeds 100% due to multiple answers. 
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Table 19 

frimary Responsibility for Conducting Presidential Reviews 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

Entire Board 26.6 51.7 8.2 

Board Chair 26.3 15.9 34.0 

Standing Committee 24.3 10.4 34.5 

Other 9.4 11.8 7.7 

Special Committee 8.9 5.9 11.1 

External Consultant 1.0 0.9 1.0 

NA 3.4 3.3 3.5 

Total 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 

Participation. 

From a list of sixteen categories, including "no one," presidents 

indicated that information for their most recent review was most commonly 

Solicited from trustees (68.1 %), the president's executive cabinet (32.0%), and 

faculty (31.6%), (item 9). Ten to twenty percent included professional staff, 

students, the president's staff, college or university foundation trustees, 

nonprofessional staff, alumni, or "others" (in descending order of frequency). 

Less than 10% indicated participation by advisory board members, donors, 
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government officials, or other presidents. Alumni and donors were more 

commonly included in the private sector, while government officials and all 

categories of staff were more commonly included in public institutions. Only 

6% indicated that "no one" was solicited for information, a predictably small 

percentage given that trustees were among those listed. See Table 20. 
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Table 20 

~s Solicited to Contribute to Presidential Assessmen ts 

Total Public Priva te 

% % % 

Trustees 68.1 65.6 69.9 

Executive Cabinet 32.0 26.5 36.1 

~ 31.6 27.7 34.5 

Professional Staff 18.8 19.7 18.3 

Students 18.0 15.6 19.7 

Presidents' Staff 16.3 17.5 15.3 

College/University 

Foundation Trustees 15.9 15.2 16.4 

Nonprofessional Staff 15.8 18.5 13.8 

Alu.rnni 13.3 7.6 17.4 

"O 
~ 11.8 12.1 11.7 

Act · 8.6 8.5 8.7 

Visory Brd. Members 

Donors 8.3 6.2 9.9 

Govern.rnent Officials 5.9 10.9 2.3 

~residents 3.9 6.4 2.1 

No One 6.1 6.4 5.9 

Don't Know /NA 11.4 12.1 11.0 

Note. Totals do not equal 100% due to multiple answers. 
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Confidentiality. 

Presidents were asked whether several steps were part of their most 

recent assessment, either confidentially or nonconfidentially, including: a 

self-assessment statement, summary information from others using written 

questionnaires, summary information from others using interviews, a 

summary report of assessment results, and discussions/meetings with the 

president (item 10). Though "confidentiality" was not defined in the survey 

instrument, it was meant to imply that the items referred were kept private 

among those conducting the review, including the president, and not publicly 

disclosed. 

Most reviews included self-assessment statements (71.9%), summary 

reports (69.7), and meetings or discussions with the president (89.6). Less than 

half the reviews employed questionnaires (46.3%) or interviews (42.0%) to 

collect information from others. While these aspects of the review were 

included with varying frequency, they were most often kept confidential. See 

Table 21. 
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Table 21 

~ects of Review Which Were Confidential 

Yes No NA Total 

% % % % 

Self-Assessment Statement 56.3 15.6 28.1 100.0% 

Information From Questionnaires 36.6 9.7 53.7 100.0% 

Information From Interviews 35.6 6.4 58.0 100.0% 

Summary Report 
51.5 18.2 30.3 100.0% 

Discussions/Meetings W /President 79.3 10.3 10.3 99.9% 

Content. 

Presidents were asked to rate, on a five point scale, how thoroughly six 

aspects of their performance were covered in their most recent assessment: 

administrative leadership and management, budget and finance, external 

relations, personal characteristics, academic leadership and management, and 

fundraising (item 11). Most presidents, (more than 78%), rated the 

thoroughness of reviews for each of these six factors satisfactory or very 

~- Ratings of unsatisfactory or very unsatisfactory for all six factors 

Were very low, less than 6%. Undecided or no response accounted for the 

balance. There were notable differences by sector only in regard to fund 

raising; 70.6% public sector and 83.8% private sector presidents were satisfied 

or very satisfied. See Table 22. 
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Table 22 

~idential Ratings of Thoroughness of Reviews 

NA or 

Satisfied Unsatisfied Undecided Total 

% % % % 

Administrative Leadership 89.0 2.8 8.2 100.0 

Budget and Finance 86.4 2.9 10.6 99.9 

External Relations 84.8 4.3 10.8 99.9 

Personal Characteristics 83.5 3.2 13.2 99.9 

Academic Leadership 83.I 5.5 11.3 99.9 

Fund Raising 78.2 4.5 17.2 99.9 

In about half the cases, presidential assessments were used as the 

occasion for discussions or decisions regarding salary adjustments (52%) or 

contract renewal (48%). Less common were discussions or decisions 

regarding benefits adjustments (23%), bonus pay (17%), or family 

considerations (11 %). Less than 10% used assessments as the occasion for 

discussions or decisions regarding the president's sabbatical leave, vacation or 

other leave, or participation in seminars and conferences (item 12). Public 

institutions were more likely than private ones to link assessment with 

contract renewal (55% vs. 43%) while private institutions were more likely 

than public ones to link assessment with bonus pay (22% vs. 10%) or family 

considerations (15% vs. 4%). See Table 23. 
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Table 23 

~tutions Which Use Presidential Reviews for Discussions or Decisions 

.Q!!.__£onditions of Employment 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

Salary Adjustment 52.3 50.2 53.8 

Contract Renewal 48.1 54.7 43.2 

Ben f' e its Adjustment 23.2 21.6 24.4 

Bonus Pay 16.9 10.2 21.8 

Family Considerations 10.5 4.3 15.2 

Sabbatical Leave 9.1 5.0 12.2 

Other Leave 8.0 7.8 8.2 

Se · minars / Conferences 6.5 6.9 6.3 

.Duration. 

Most presidential assessments were completed in three months or less: 

half were completed in less than one month (49.6%) and another third were 

completed in one to three months (34.3%). Less than 12% took more than 

three months. See Table 24. 
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Table 24 

~ion of Presidential Assessment Process, in Months 

<1 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 > 12 NA Total 

% % % % % % % % 

49.6 34.3 6.7 1.2 2.8 0.7 4.6 99.9 

~ 

Developing the review process. 

Less than half of the presidents (46%) were informed about the process 

to be used for assessing their performance before or at the time of their 

appointments (item 14). Most of those who were not informed reported that 

th
ere Was no process in place ( 43.1 % ) , though some (8 % ) reported that the 

Process in place was simply not discussed with them. More presidents in 

Private than public institutions found there was no assessment process in 

Place. See Table 25. 
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Table 25 

Presict 
ents Who Were Informed About the Assessment Process When 

~ 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

Yes 45.7 50.5 42.2 

No (no process in place) 43.1 34.6 49.3 

No (th 8.0 12.3 4.9 

ere Was a process in place) 

NA. 3.2 2.6 3.7 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.1 % 

Most presidents were assessed using a process that was either new 

(55 6'½-) 
• 

0 
or revised (20.4%), (item 15). Only 17.4% reported using an existing 

Process . h 
. th . t 

Wit out revisions. Presidents m e pnva e sector were more likely 

to Use 

·d S 

a new process than were public sector pres1 ents. ee Table 26. 
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Table 26 

New, Revised, or Existing Process for Presidential Assessment 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

New 55.6 47.4 61.7 

Revised 20.4 23.2 18.3 

Existing 17.4 24.9 11.8 

Other 2.7 0.9 4.0 

NA 3.9 3.6 4.2 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Presidents were asked to indicate how involved they were in 

developing the process used to assess their performance, using a scale ranging 

from no role in determining the process to primarily responsible for creating 

~lecting the process (item 16). Multiple answers were possible. At the 

extremes, only 13.9% reported no role and 21.9% had primary responsibility. 

More often, presidents were consulted (42.6%) or contributed to a new process 

(31.6%). See Table 27. 
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Table 27 

RQle of the President in Developing the Assessment Process 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

N ° Role in Determining Process 13.9 18.5 10.5 

Consulted Regarding Process 42.6 40.0 44.4 

Approved of the Process 16.8 14.0 18.8 

Changes Made at My Request 9.4 9.0 9.8 

Contributed to New Process 31.6 31.3 31.9 

p. . 21.9 20.6 

nmanly Role in New Process 
22.8 

Other 
1.3 1.1 1.4 

No Answer 
3.5 3.3 3.7 

Note: Totals do not equal 100% due to multiple answers. 

Written reports and meetings. 

About half of the presidents had a written report as part of their 

Performance appraisal (51 .3%), though fewer in the private sector (42.0%) 

than in the public sector (63.7%), (item 17). Only 13.5% had a written report 

but Were not provided an opportunity to comment on the final draft. Details 

are provided for public and private sector presidents in Table 28. 
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Table 28 

1Y.titt_en Assessment Summary and President's Comments on Draft 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

No Written Report 44.5 32.9 53.0 

w· 13.5 14.2 

ntten Report, No Comments 
12.9 

w· 37.8 49.5 

ntten Report With Comments 
29.1 

N.A. 
4.3 3.3 5.1 

Total 
100.1 % 99.9% 100.1 % 

In those cases where a written report or summary of results was 

Prepared (55.4%), almost all of the presidents (93.7%) were provided with a 

copy (item 18); 40.6% of respondents had no written report. As was reported 

In regard to item 17, a written report was more common in public than in 

Private institutions. See Table 29. 
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Table 29 

.Eresident Received a Written Report or Summary of Results 

Total Public Private 

% N % N % N 

No Written Report 40.6 404 29.9 126 48.4 278 

No 3.5 35 3.8 16 3.3 19 

Yes 51.9 517 63.3 267 43.6 250 

NA 4.0 40 3.1 13 4.7 27 

Total 100.0% 996 100.1 % 422 100.0% 574 

According to board chairs, a final written report on the president's 

performance review was presented to the entire governing board in 74.7% of 

the cases (item 6). Boards were about evenly divided between those which 

received only an oral report (42.2%) and those which received both an oral 

and a written report (45.7%); written reports, alone, were rare (7.7%). Reports 

to the entire governing board were more common in the public sector (86.2%) 

than in the private sector (68.9%) and private sector boards were twice as 

likely to have only an oral report (52.9%) than were public sector boards 

(25-2%). See Table 30. 
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Table 30 

.t!!lfil. Report Presented to the Entire Governing Board 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

No 19.6 10.5 24.2 

Yes 74.7 86.2 68.9 

NA 5.7 3.3 7.0 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.1 % 

If yes, written or oral? 

Oral only 42.2 25.2 52.9 

Written only 7.7 13.7 3.8 

Both 45.7 53.4 40.9 

NA 4.4 7.6 2.4 

Total 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 

Most presidents (80.7%) had as part of their review a face-to-face 

111.eeting with one or more of the following: 50% with the board chair alon . 
I e, 

36
% With the entire governing board; 28% with some or all members of the 

committee conducting the review; 15% with the chair of the committee 

conducting the review, alone; 7% with "other"; and 1 % no answer (item 19). 

Public sector presidents were more than three times as likely to meet with the 

entire governing board as were private sector presidents. See Table 31. 
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Differences by sector appear to reflect differences in primary 

responsibility for conducting reviews (item 8) and may also be influenced by 

the relatively larger size of private sector boards. In the public sector, 

presidents tended to meet with the board chair and the entire governing 

board, not with the chair or members of a committee conducting the review. 

The average number of members for public sector governing boards was 

eleven (Ingram and Associates, 1993b, p. 381) and more (51.7%) reported that 

the entire board was primarily responsible for conducting reviews (see item 

8). 

In the private sector, presidents tended to meet with the board chair 

anct members of the review committee, but not with the entire governing 

board. The average size of private sector governing boards was thirty (Ingram 

anct Associates, 1993a, p. 366) and more reported that the board chair (34.0%) 

or a board committee (34.5%) was primarily responsible for conducting 

re · views (see item 8). 
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Table 31 

~-to-Face Meetings With the President, as Part of the Review 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

No 4.3 4.5 4.2 

Yes 80.7 81.0 80.5 

NA 15.0 14.5 15.3 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

If yes, check all that a1212lJ/ 

Board Chair, Alone 50.2 39.8 58.0 

E f n Ire Governing Board 35.9 59.1 18.8 

Some/ All Members 

of Review Committee 28.4 12.9 39.8 

Ch· air of Committee 

Conducting Review 14.8 8.8 19.3 

Other 7.2 11.1 4.3 

NA 1.1 1.8 0.6 

a Totals do not equal 100% due to multiple answers 

The 12resident and the board. 

Presidents rated on a five-point scale their satisfaction with their 

relationship with the board in three areas: the feedback they received from 
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th
e board in regard to the assessment process, the feedback they received from 

th
e board in the regular course of their work, and the current level of trust 

and openness in their relationship with the board (item 20). Overall, most 

presidents were satisfied or very satisfied in all three areas (76% to 88%). See 

Table 32. 

Table 32 

~dents' Rating of Feedback, Trust and Openness in Relationship With 

~ 
Satisfied or Very Satisfied 

Total Public Private 

% % % 

Feedback re: assessment 76.4 75.1 77.4 

Feedback re: regular work 77.2 77.0 77.4 

Level of trust and openness 88.1 84.1 90.9 

Research Question Two 

"What are the Outcomes of the Assessment Process, 

According to Both Presidents and Board Chairs?" 

Data regarding the outcomes of presidential assessments came from the 

survey of presidents as well as the survey of board chairs. The outcomes 

Presidents' addressed included: goals, usefulness, and satisfaction with the 
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process; the impact of the review on conditions of employment; changes 

made as a result of the last review; the least useful aspects of the review 

process; future assistance that may be helpful; and related comments or 

suggestions. Board chairs addressed: the impact of the review on the 

President's conditions of employment; the president's performance rating; the 

frequency with which the president sought feedback from the chair; the 

President's style in seeking feedback; future assistance that may be helpful; 

and related comments or suggestions. Comparisons were made when the 

same information was sought from both presidents and board chairs. 

~es Reported By Presidents 

_goals, utility, and satisfaction. 

Presidents were asked multiple questions regarding their most recent 

assessment in three areas: the role of goals in the review process, the utility of 

the review, and satisfaction with the review process (items 21a-j). For each 

item presidents rated their agreement with how well a statement described 

th · 
· · 1 1 

eir most recent assessment, using a five pomt sea e: strong y agreed, agreeg, 

~ disagreed, and strongly disagreed. 

Overall, the majority of presidents agreed or strongly agreed with all 

ten of the goal, utility, and satisfaction statements (including 21j, after 

adjusting the score) though more presidents expressed satisfaction with 

re · 
Views than found them useful or reported that goals were part of the 
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process. (No more than 20.8% disagreed or strongly disagreed with any of the 

items, 21 a-i.) The results are displayed in Table 33. 

Table 33 

~dents Who Agreed or Strongly Agreed With Goal, Utility, and 

s . 
-fil!.gaction Statements 

Total 

% 

~ 

Sp "f eci 1c Objectives Set 66.4 

Clear Criteria Good Performance 69.6 

Re · Viewed Against Agreed Goals 65.7 

~ 
strengthened My Effectiveness 65.1 

Learned a Lot From Appraisal 51.5 

Belped Me See Shortcomings 57.8 

Cla ·r n 1ed Board Expectations 58.7 

s f 
~ 

Satisfied With Review 76.8 

Feel Good About Way Conducted 71.1 

Would Like It To Be Differene 26.4 

Public 

% 

69.0 

66.8 

68.7 

67.I 

53.3 

57.8 

60.7 

76.1 

72.0 

28.9 

Private 

% 

64.5 

71.6 

63.4 

63.6 

50.2 

57.8 

57.3 

77.4 

70.4 

24.6 

a For this item, satisfaction was reflected by responses of disagree or strongly 

~ which were: Total, 51.9%; Public, 53.3%; and Private, 50.2%. 
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In regard to goals, approximately two-thirds of the presidents agreed or 

fil:!:.Qrtgly agreed with the following statements: "Specific future objectives 

Were set" (item 21a); "I left with a clear idea of the criteria of good 

performance" (item 21b); and "My performance was reviewed against 

pr . 
eviously agreed upon goals" (item 21c). 

More than half of the presidents agreed or strongly agreed with 

statements regarding the utility or usefulness of their reviews: "The appraisal 

helped me learn how I can strengthen my performance" (item 21d); "I learned 

a lot from the appraisal" (item 21e); "The appraisal helped me to see some of 

my shortcomings" (item 21£); and "I have a clearer idea of what the board 

expects from me" (item 21g). 

About three-quarters of the presidents agreed or strongly agreed with 

two statements regarding satisfaction: "I was satisfied with the review" (item 

2Ih) and "I feel good about the way the appraisal was conducted" (item 21i). 

Just over half, 52%, disagreed or strongly disagreed with item 21j, "There are 

many ways in which I would have like the appraisal to be different." For 

item 21j, satisfaction was reflected by disagreement with the statement. 
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!!!!pact on Conditions of Employment 

Presidents were asked eight questions concerning the impact of their 

most recent assessment on: compensation and benefits; relationships with the 

board, faculty, and community; ability to lead; sense of being valued and 

appreciated; performance since the last review; and quality of feedback from 

the board. Responses were rated on a five point scale: generally increased and 

~ somewhat increased or improved, stayed about the same, 

.§Qrn_ewhat decreased or became worse, and generally decreased or became 

~- Responses of generally increased and improved or somewhat 

.!!l.Q:gased or improved were considered to indicate a positive impact whereas 

responses of somewhat decreased or became worse or generally decreased or 

~ were considered to indicate a negative impact; not applicable 

anct no responses were combined. Results are summarized in Table 34. 

Differences by sector were not notable (less than 10% for any item). 
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Table 34 

Qyerall Impact of Most Recent Presidential Assessment in Eight Areas 

Pas. Neg. Same NA Total 

Valued & Appreciated 

Compensation & Benefits 

Relations With Board 

Performance 

Ability to Lead 

Feedback From Board 

Relations With Community 

Relations With Faculty 

% % % % 

60.3 4.7 26.8 8.1 99.9% 

57.0 0.1 18.9 24.0 100.0% 

49.6 1.6 38.5 10.3 100.0% 

43.8 0.6 38.6 17.0 100.0% 

42.5 1.7 43.2 12.6 100.0% 

40.1 2.9 45.4 11.6 100.0% 

17.3 0.8 52.9 29.0 100.0% 

15.l 1.3 55.3 28.3 100.0% 

Note. Scale: Positive = generally or somewhat increased and improveg, 

Negative= generally or somewhat decreased or became worse Same= stayed 

~ and NA = not applicable or no answer. 

More presidents (60.3%) reported a positive impact in their sense of 

being valued and appreciated than in the other seven areas. Of the eight 

items, this also garnered the greatest reported negative impact, albeit a small 

Percentage of presidents (4.7%). Almost as many presidents (57.0%) reported a 

Positive impact in compensation and benefits, with almost no reported 

negative impact (0.1 %). 
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Around half of the presidents reported a positive impac t from their 

review in another four areas, with almost no negative impact: their 

relationship with the board, their ability to lead, their performance since the 

last review, and the quality of feedback they received from the board. 

The fewest presidents reported a positive impact from their review in 

regard to their relations with the faculty (15.1 %) and with the community 

(17.3%), but with almost no negative impact. For most presidents, relations 

stayed the same. 

Overall, the reported impact of most presidential reviews on 

conditions on employment was either positive or stable; only a very small 

percentage of presidents reported any negative impact from their most recent 

review. 

Assistance for future reviews. 

Presidents (item 26) and board chairs (item 16) were offered nine 

suggested options for assistance for future assessments. Responses of 

presidents and chairs were very similar. About half reported interest in 

printed information: a sample checklist of presidential performance criteria, 

sample evaluation forms, literature on presidential assessment, sample 

evaluation policies, and data from this study. There was little interest in 

workshops or training for either presidents or trustees, or consulting services. 

See Table 35. See Appendix B, Tables B-10 and B-11 for data reported by sector. 
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Table 35 

Assistance of Interest to Presidents and Board Chairs 

Sample checklist of performance criteria 

Sample evaluation forms 

Literature on presidential assessment 

Sample evaluation policies 

Summary data from this survey 

Workshops for chairs or trustees 

Workshops for presidents 

Informal counsel by phone 

Presidential assessment consulting services 

Presidents' comments and suggestions. 

Presidents 

% 

59.3 

53.2 

45.8 

45.3 

38.4 

21.0 

14.4 

10.4 

6.3 

Chairs 

% 

68.3 

59.0 

56.2 

47.8 

47.6 

17.0 

8.4 

9.3 

3.5 

Three questions provided the opportunity for presidents to write 

comments about their assessments. Seventy point three percent commented 

about the most significant change they made as a result of their last review 

(item 24), 54.7% commented on the least useful part of the process or the most 

important thing they would like to change (item 25), and 15.8% offered 

general comments and suggestions (item 27). 
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Presidents made many differen t kinds of changes following their 

reviews (' t 
h · 

, 1 em 24), which have been grouped ere mto several categories. 

One of the most common areas mentioned was board relations. Many 

presidents introduced changes to achieve more organized, meaningful or 

frequent communication with board members. One president noted, 

"Increased simplicity, clarity and repetitiveness of my message to the Board 

about my priorities for the college and what progress we are making on 

achieving them." Other examples included a more interactive agenda for 

board m · 
· · · th 11 

eetmgs, more consistent commumcat10ns w1 a trustees, a periodic 

newsletter to the board communication (board reports, updates, new 
, 

initiatives) focused around previously identified goals or long range plans, 

Inore candor, and better information provided in a more timely manner. 

One pr ·ct 
· f' b 

es1 ent said, "I used a complete written 1ve year report, ut presented 

an out1· · 
· 

me with a power point presentat10n. This works!" Another 

''proceeded to develop a series of Board retreats to deal with strategic 

Planning." Another president said: "I structure my Report at each Board 

Ineeting around annual goals/strategies of the college -- tie new initiatives to 

annual l 
1· . " 

goa s and strategic plan -- I'm more exp 1c1t. 

Others found that their priorities changed. For some it was expressed 

in terins of shifting personal priorities1 
such as the amount of time spent on 

Particul · • • 
h · th 

ar activ1ties1 issues1 or people. Following t e review/ e president 

Inay have been more concerned with financial matters/ annual objectives
1 

facult 
. . 

Y communication or external relat10ns. For others 1t may have marked 

I 
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s hift of institutional priorities, such as new initiatives, m ore realistic goals 
a 

, 

o r b e tter long and short term planning. For many it simply "renewed focus 

on mission and goals." 

In the area of leadership and management, presidents took d ecisive 

a ctions to solve problems more immediately, restructure management, 

manage more collaboratively with constituents, make meetings more 

productive, delegate to and use more effectively their management team, or 

make needed changes in senior administrators. One president said he "took 

bolder positions on difficult issues, sensing the Board was firmly behind me." 

In academic affairs, presidents reported that they clarified goals for the 

provost and increased their communication or time spent with faculty, deans, 

department heads, or students. Some tried to become more sensitive to 

faculty relations or to pay more attention to their academic leadership. 

In financial affairs or fund raising, presidents improved fiscal 

management, increased their own fund raising efforts, focused on the capital 

campaign, changed the development vice president, and worked with the 

board on solicitations. 

Some presidents made changes in their communication style, using 

new technologies, speaking more extemporaneously, listening more to 

others, becoming more visible on campus, exercising greater patience, 

increasing community outreach, or giving "more strokes to senior staff." One 

president said, "I put my performance plan on the web and everyone can see 

it. More people are connected." 
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Many presidents made changes to allow greater personal time, some at 

the board's urging: "Made plans for sabbatical."; "Trying to have some time 

each day to relax and renew."; and "They asked me to slow down; they think 

I'm heading towards burn out." 

The review also increased the confidence of many presidents and their 

commitment to their institutions. One said, "I began working immediately 

on the two areas cited as needing improvement. I experienced an improved 

sense of being valued; this changed my approach to day-to-day work: greater 

confidence." Another noted, "The Board made clear its commitment to my 

success (long term) as President, and I renewed my commitment to remain." 

Some made changes in the assessment process, based on their 

experiences, including changing the committee responsible for the review, 

the timing of the process, formalizing the review, or adding a meeting with 

the board in executive session. 

There were a few changes that reflected painful learning experiences 

from reviews. Some became more guarded in their relations with trustees 
I 

saying simply, "I have learned to trust the board less" or [I] "Limited 

information distributed in writing as confidential to trustees (two trustees 

distributed confidential material to faculty unions)." Another president said 

he "Hired a professional lawyer to look at my contract and advise me as to the 

pros and cons." One said he just stopped having reviews. 

The next open-ended question (item 25) asked what presidents would 

like to change or found least useful about their last review. Many noted that 
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the review was just too superficial; it failed as a formative process. Said one 

president, "Our overwhelmingly positive review gave me little information 

about where and how I might improve my performance." Many presidents 

said they wanted more meaningful participation and feedback from trustees 
I 

including written feedback or reports that were pointed and critical. Also, 

more attention to goal setting and the review of goals, mutually agreed upon 

criteria, and better long range planning for the board. Many presidents said 

they wanted specific detailed feedback and suggestions for improving 

performance, even if they were doing an excellent job. 

Others noted problems with the process, criteria, or instruments. One 

public sector president complained about the inadequacy of the form which 

was used to evaluate the heads of all state agencies. Another objected to the 

use of "corporate criteria and standards." Another objected that the board was 

"Trying to alter my management style in the direction of the latest fad! i.e., 

What is your vision? Are you leading rather than managing?'" A president 

who had served for many years said that the process needed to change over 

time: "The process should be modified as the length of service increases. 

Different institutional needs and changing presidential skills and experience 

should lead to a changed evaluation." 

Complaints about the lack of agreed upon criteria echoed the 

complaints about inadequate feedback. Though this is a particularly difficult 

area for complex nonprofit organizations, many presidents said they expected 

to set mutually agreed upon goals with their boards and to be held to those 
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expectations--but were not. Simply said, "There is a need to establish specific 

goals and objectives on an annual basis." One characterized his evaluation 

this way: "It was neither focused nor comprehensive. It had no relationship 

to the goals the board had set out for me when I was hired." 

However, discussion of narrow, agreed upon criteria was not enough 

to fulfill the needs for assessment. One president noted: 

The current board chair primarily responsible for the evaluation 

believes that completion of a specific list of tasks makes for a successful 

year. He is not a 'big' picture person. The mission of the institution 

rarely is the reference for our discussion. I know he thinks very highly 

of me and is passionately dedicated to his role as trustee. 

Some noted inappropriate behavior, from trustees and others, during 

the review. One said the review "Seemed to provide a forum for 

undisciplined and unrestrained attack by emotionally charged dissidents." 

Another said, "The process agreed upon was ignored since certain trustees 

came into the board with an 'ax' to grind." Another complained that the least 

useful part was, "The opportunity for irresponsible Board members to attack 

you in the process and to leak confidential information." 

Participation was also a concern. For some, participation was too broad 

particularly for frequent reviews. One president noted, "My board does not 

seem to understand that annual reviews, if comprehensive with all 

constituencies, have the potential to be destabilizing." Another said, "The 

crazies came out of the woodwork." One found that the least useful part of 
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the · 
review was, "The 'beauty contest' part where selected employees, 

includin · · · · 1 
· 

g union officers, are mvited to comp ete a survey form appraising 

th
e college president's job performance." 

For others, important voices were excluded from the process. There 

may have been too little conversation with trustees or too few trustees 

involv d 
e · Presidents wanted to hear from board members beyond the board 

chair ore · · · 'd t "M t f th f 

xecutive committee. Said one presi en, os o e eedback 

comes from a few board members. I would like to have a clearer sense of 

what others are thinking." Some wanted to include their executive staff, 

alum • 
ni, students, or faculty. Other presidents were not allowed enough 

Participation themselves; one said, "The board met in closed session. I was 

Unab1 t 
e O present my side." 

Some wanted the review to encompass their lives more fully. One 

President said, "I really would like the board to take an interest in me, my 

famu 
Y, and our future. I am feeling 'alone' and being used up!" Another 

110
tect th 11 

• 1 d d b t · · 

at Integration of family concerns was me u e u mm1mally. This 

could improve." 

The last question on the presidents' survey (item 27) invited them to 

0
~r 

h ' 

any other comments or suggestions and t e1r responses were quite 

Varied. T 
bl . 

hose more common, broadly applica e, or mteresting are included 

here. 

There were several comments from chief executives of an institution 

in as 
Ystem who reported to and were evaluated by a system head. They 
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found that questions which focused on the board did not capture well their 

situations. One president said, "My board is an advisory board. While I 

report to it, I am primarily answerable to the chancellor of our system. Thus 

many questions in this survey simply do not apply ... " 

Several presidents remarked about the crucial role of the board chair. 

The chair's interests and abilities, the tone he or she sets, the level of trust 

between the president and chair, all contributed to the success of the process-

or the lack thereof. Some were very appreciative of the good rapport and 

confidence they shared with their chairs. Another commented that the 

''[l]argest drawback was the inability of the Board Chair to lead." 

Several presidents noted the difficulty in linking compensation with 

Perfor 
1 · · · th · 

mance. For some presidents, the concern was 1m1tmg e mcrease to 

that comparable for faculty. For others, it was disappointing that high 

Performance did not result in a commensurate increase in pay. "The board 

does not always connect positive performance of a president with 

compensation. There needs to be a discussion on how good performance 

results in adequate compensation." Another wondered, "How can we best do 

annual salary/ compensation reviews and multi-year goal setting?" 

While some presidents were pleased to see a survey that might help 

''fill the void" with needed, current information, and many asked for copies 

of the results, others were concerned that the researcher or sponsor of the 

SUrvey Would advocate a more activist role for boards or more formal 

Procedures for presidential assessment. One said, "Do not make life more 
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difficult for us by suggesting more stuff! It's hard enough without boards 

getting m ore ideas." 

Some presidents thought that the survey questions failed to capture 

informal assessment procedures or assumed a more formal approach to 

assessment. These comments were typical: "Assessment was informal and 

oral."; "I like an informal review."; "Our process 1s very collegial and 

unstructured! Hope it can stay that way."; and "There is a presumption in 

this entire survey that 'formal' assessment and feedback is the only w ay . I 

may be an exception, but in my case, as presiden t of a small college with an 

involved board, the assessment is continuous and multifaceted. You may be 

asking the wrong questions." 

Lastly, some presidents found the assessment process useless in their 

second decade in office, and noted that it was perfunctory. Others said they 

really didn't need or have a review because their performance was fine; 

"Clear indicators of progress made a formal performance (review) 

unnecessary. Board chair articulates verbally the president's very successful 

leadership." Conversely, one president wondered if reviews were used only 

prior to dismissal: "Several presidents I have asked about assessment have 

responded saying that presidential assessment/ evaluation happens only 

when a board wants to 'get rid' of you. Is that true?" 
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~omes Reported By Board Chairs 

This section reports the responses of board chairs regarding the 

outcomes of the most recent assessment of their current president, including: 

th
e impact on president's conditions of employment, the board's rating of 

president's performance, the president's feedback seeking behavior, and 

chair ' 
s comments and suggestions. Items regarding the impact of the review 

on the president's conditions of employment were the same on the 

questionnaires for board chairs and presidents; the presidents' and board 

chairs' responses were compared. 

Of the 535 respondents to the survey, 81 board chairs reported that the 

current · 
· · h' h 

president had never had a performance review m 1s or er current 

Position (item three). Those respondents were excluded from additional 

que
stions which were based upon direct experience with presidential 

assessment. The 454 chairs with assessment experience with their current 

Presidents included 152 (33.5%) from the public sector and 302 (66.5%) from 

the private sector . 

.fuwact on president's conditions of employment. 

Board chairs were asked eight questions concerning the impact of the 

Preside t' 
h 'd ' ti' d 

n s most recent assessment on: t e pres1 ent s compensa on an 

benefits; the president's relationships with the board, faculty, and community; 
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the president's ability to lead; the president's performance since the last 

review; the quality of feedback the president gets from the board; and the 

president's understanding of what the board needs to function more 

effectively (item 1 la-h). Responses were rated on a five point scale: generally 

.!.!lg:g_ased and improved, somewhat increased or improved, stayed about the 

~ somewhat decreased or became worse, and generally decreased or 

~- Responses of generally increased and improved or somewhat 

incre d d · ct· ·t· · 
~se or improved were considere tom 1cate a pos1 1ve impact whereas 

responses of somewhat decreased or became worse or generally decreased or 

becam 
· · 

~ were considered to indicate a negative impact. No answer and 

~ responses (NA) were combined. Results are reported in Table 

36. 
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Table 36 

~1 Impact of Most Recent Presidential Assessment in Eight Areas£ 

~rted by Board Chairs 

Pos Neg Sam e N A Total 

% % % % 

Compensation & Benefits 59.7 0.2 16.3 23.8 100.0% 

Knows Board's Needs 50.9 1.5 33.9 13.7 100.0% 

Feedback From Board 50.4 1.3 35.7 12.5 99.9% 

Performance 46.5 2.0 36.6 15.0 100.1 % 

Relations With Board 45.8 2.9 38.5 12.8 100.0% 

Ability to Lead 43.2 1.8 40.3 14.7 100.0% 

Relat' . 
10ns With Community 23.6 1.3 49.6 25.5 100.0% 

Relaf . 
10ns With Faculty 22.5 2.0 52.0 23.5 100.0% 

Note. Scale: Positive = generally or somewhat increased and improved, 

Negat' 
ive == generally or somewhat decreased or became worse Same= stayed 

~ and NA = not applicable or no answer. 

More than half of the board chairs reported that the review had a 

Positive impact on the president's compensation and benefits; 59.7% 

responded that this generally or somewhat increased or improved and with 

almost 
no negative impact. About half of the board chairs (43.2% to 50.9%) 

reported a positive impact on the president's understanding of what the board 

needs to function more effectively, relationship with the board, performance 
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since the last review, ability to lead, and the quality of feedback the president 

received from the board; less than three percent saw any negative impact. 

The least positive impact was reported in regard to the president's relations 

w· h 
It the faculty (22.5%) or community (23.6%), though only 2% or less 

reported a negative impact in these areas. 

With the exception of one item on each questionnaire, these questions 

Were also asked of presidents, with much the same results (chairs' items lla-g 

a
n

ct presidents' items 21 a-e and g-h). Responses of board chairs and 

Presidents on the seven identical items were very similar (less than 8% 

difference), except in regard to the impact of the review on the quality of 

feedback the president receives from the board. Chairs were more likely to 

report improvement (50.4%) than were presidents (40.1 %). Details are 

reported in Appendix B, Table B-12. 

Overall, according to both board chairs and presidents, the impact of 

most presidential reviews on conditions of employment was either positive 

or s
table, and chairs were generally more positive than presidents. Only a 

Very small percentage of either chairs or presidents reported a negative 

impact from the president's most recent review. 

The board's rating of the president's performance. 

Board chairs were asked to use a five-point scale, ranging from very 

~ to outstanding, to translate the board's rating of the president's 
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performance in the las t review (item 12). Most board chairs reported that the 

boa
rd 

rated the performance of the president quite high: 48.7% outstanding, 

3
1.

3
% .Y__ery satisfactory, 11.5% satisfactory, and 0.9% unsatisfactory. No 

presidents were rated very unsatisfactory and 8% of respondents did not 

answer. Though a single item rating was not a reliable indictor of the 

President's actual performance level, it provided insight into the board chair's 

Perception of the quality of the president's performance. 

In a related survey conducted by the researcher of the same population 

at the same time, board chairs' rated the performance of their own board 

(Schwartz, 1998a). Interestingly, chairs were more generous in their rating of 

th
e President's performance; chair's rated the board's performance: 14.5% 

out
st

anding, 50.8% very satisfactory, 29.2% satisfactory, 0.9% unsatisfactory, 

a
nd 0-5% very unsatisfactory. 

I& president's feedback seeking behavior. 

Several items queried the board chair about the president's style in 

seeking feedback about his or her own performance, including how 

frequentty feedback was sought and whether he or she tended to seek positive 

or negative feedback. Using the past six months as the frame of reference, 

board chairs reported that 37.8% of the presidents sought feedback directly 

fro:rn h 
t e chair at least once per month, 27.5% less than once per month, and 
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25
·
1 

% not at all during the last six months (item 13). The remaining 9.4% 

didn't know or didn't answer. 

Board chairs were asked two questions to gauge the president's 

tendency to seek negative feedback using a five point scale of verx 

~ to very uncharacteristic: "Thinking about the past six months, 

how characteristic of the president was it to ask others to be critical when they 

gave him or feedback" or to "prefer detailed, critical appraisals, even though 

th
ey might hurt?" (items 14a and 14b). In response to both questions, chairs 

reported that negative feedback seeking was characteristic for about half of the 

presidents and uncharacteristic for only about one-quarter. See Table 37. 

Negative feedback seeking has been identified as an important 

characteristic of successful leaders. Those who tended to seek negative rather 

th
an positive feedback also tended to receive higher effectiveness ratings and 

lllore accurately project their ratings by others (Ashford and Tsui, 1991). This 

could be an important skill to develop and will be looked at more closely in 

Question Three. 

Chairs were also asked two questions about the president's positive 

feedb k · · 
h th f 

ac seekmg behav10r. Using the last six mont s as e rame of 

reference, chairs were asked how characteristic it was for the president to 

"tend to seek good news about him or herself" or "ask for feedback if he or 

she knew it would be positive rather than negative?" (items 14c and 14d). 

The same five point scale was used. 
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Using these two items to define behavior, positive feedback seeking 

Was characteris tic of only about one fifth of presidents and was 

uncharacteristic of more than half of presidents. See Table 37. 

Table 37 

~e and Negative Feedback Seeking Behavior in Presidents 

Negative Positive 

14a 14b 14c 14d 

% % % % 

Very Ch . 
aractenstic 18.5 14.1 4.4 3.7 

Generally Characteristic 35.2 31.7 16.5 12.3 

Dnctecided 15.2 18.1 12.3 16.7 

Generally Uncharacteristic 13.9 15.0 32.8 29.7 

V 
ery Uncharacteristic 7.9 11.5 23.6 27.3 

NA 9.3 9.7 10.4 10.1 

Total 100.0% 100.1 % 100.0% 99.8% 

To summarize, presidents tended to seek out negative feedback about 

th
ernselves but did not tend to seek out positive feedback about themselves. 

Seeking negative feedback was characteristic of about half of the presidents, 

but seeking positive feedback characteristic of only about one-fifth. Seeking 

Positive feedback was uncharacteristic of more than half the presidents, but 
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seeking negative feedback was uncharacteristic of only about one-quarter. 

About one-third of presidents sought feedback on their performance directly 

from their chairs on a monthly basis, while the remaining presidents sought 

it less often, if at all. The relationship of negative and positive feedback 

seeking to presidential performance ratings will be examined in Question 

Three. 

l!_oard chairs' comments and suggestions. 

Twenty percent of the board chairs provided written comments or 

suggestions. However few of the comments were on presidential 
I 

asses 
h · f 

sment; most were on board self-assessment, t e topic o a related 

research project, for which questions were incorporated into the board chairs' 

survey instrument. 

Comments relevant here dealt with the board's past actions, future 

intentions, and current needs. Many noted their appreciation for 

information that AGB has provided in the past and asked for data from this 

survey. A few chairs noted that they have just instituted a process for 

evaluating the performance of the president, or intend to do so shortly. A 

few tnore acknowledged that they should be planning such activity soon. 

The chair of the governing board of a public institution noted, "Much 

of 
the presidential assessment process is dictated by the state government. A 

separate body of the state HR department defines the process and sets 
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compensation for all agency heads, including college/university presidents. 

The process is quite detailed and exhaustive, so we don't try to invent a 

separate one. We do use it as a starting point for further discussion of 

Performance and goals." Like it or not, some institutions in the public sector 

may not have much, if any, choice about the process used to evaluate the 

President. 

Another chair offered this advice: "This survey should provide 

me · . 
• 

aningful mput to chairs and boards. AGB matenals have been very 

helpful in past. My advice to chairs, as painful as it may be, [conduct] honest 

a
nd 

frank and timely evaluation of the CEO. [It w]ill always make him or her 

[a] more effective leader." 

Research Question Three 

The data reported here came from two sources, the survey of presidents 

a
n

ct the survey of board chairs. Research Question Three consists of four 

separate questions, 3A-3D, each of which examines the relationships between 

one or more outcome variables and one or more independent variables 

hav· 1
ng to do with the assessment process. Univariate statistics for each 

Variable were already reported in Chapter Four, in regard to Research 

Question One and Research Question Two. These data were re-examined to 

reveal the relationships, if any, between the way in which assessments were 
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co
nd

ucted and the outcomes reported by presidents and board chairs. The 

data, data handling, and results are reported here in detail. 

A Is there a relationshi between the usefulness of reviews for residen ts 

and: 3A.1 the fre 

clarif · 
In criteria and reviewin 

goals?; or 3A.3 receiving adequate feedback from the board? 

Question 3A examined the assessment outcome "Utility," or the 

Perceived usefulness of the assessment as reported by presidents, in relation 

to several assessment process variables: frequency of reviews, goals, and 

adequate feedback. The hypotheses were that "Utility" would be positively 

related to: (3A.1) more frequent reviews; (3A.2) using goals, objectives, and 

clear criteria in the review process; and (3A.3) presidents reportedly receiving 

actequa te feedback. 

"Utility" was measured by four items (21d-g), using a five point scale; 

these ·t 
. "U ·1· " 1 

1 ems were summed to construct a composite tI 1ty sea e, ranging 

froin_ l===most useful to 20=least useful. Interitem reliability for items 21d-g 

was high (Alpha=.87 and N=910) and equal to earlier research using the same 

four items (GreIIer, 1978, p . 648). 
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JA.J__ Utility and Frequency of Reviews 

The first independent variable considered in relation to "Utility" was 

th
e frequency of reviews (item 6). Of the twelve response categories, most 

presidents reported that the frequency of reviews was once a year. Due to the 

skewedness of responses, to determine whether there was a difference in the 

"Utility" reported by presidents with different frequencies of reviews, 

respondents were divided into two categories, those reviewed at least once a 

Year and those reviewed less frequently than once a year but not less than 

every five years; those with unknown frequencies were excluded. A t-test 

(Levene's Test for Equality of Variance and Equality of Means) indicated that 

th
ere Was a small but significant difference (at the .01 level of confidence) in 

th
e lhean score for "Utility" for these two groups (mean difference=.86), with 

greater "Utility" for those reviewed less frequently than annually (mean=8.88) 

th
an those evaluated at least annually (mean=9.74). Although the data 

supports rejecting the null hypothesis (that the difference between the two 

groups was due to chance), the difference was not in the direction expected. 

Therefore, the hypothesis that "Utility" is associated with more frequent 

review . 
sis rejected. See Table 38. 
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Table 38 

.1fulliy and Frequency of Presidential Reviews 

Frequency 

Rev· 
iewed at Least Annually 

Rev· 
iewed Less Than Annually 

Mean Difference = 0.86*. 

T-value = 2.56** 

N 

688 

124 

Mean Utility Score 

9.74 

8.88 

Note. On this scale, lower mean score = greater "Utility." 

* p === -241. **Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

3
A.2 Dtilit and Goals 

"Utility" was also examined in relation to three goal-related 

i
n

ctependent variables: whether specific future objectives were set (item 21a); 

Whether the president left with a clear idea of the criteria of good performance 

(itezn 21b); and whether the president's performance was reviewed against 

Previously agreed upon goals (item 21c). Respondents used the same five

Point scale for items 21a-c and 21d-g. Pearson's correlation was used to 

exaznine these variables, since all used a five-point Likert-like scale and could 

be treat d . . 1 
e as continuous scale vanab es. Though items 21a-c were not used to 

construct a composite variable, they were found to have high interitem 

reliability (Alpha=.80). The coefficients for the variables appear in Table 39. 
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Table 39 

~ion Coefficients for Utility and Goal-Related Variables 

Future Clear 

Objectives Cri teria 

Item 21a Item 21b 

Utility (Items 21d-g) 

Effectiveness (Item 21d) 

Learned a Lot (Item 21e) 

.51* 

.48* 

.42* 

See Shortcomings (Item 21f) .34* 

What Board Expects (Item 21g) .48* 

Note. N =or> 903 (N=903 to 927). 

"'p = or< .001 . 

.63* 

.59* 

.57* 

.43* 

.58* 

Agreed Upon 

Goals 

Item 21c 

.47* 

.43* 

.38* 

.29* 

.49* 

"Utility" had a moderate relationship with all three goal-related 

VariabI 
h · · · l · 

es, supporting the hypothesis that t ere 1s a positive re at10nship 

between the use of goals, clear criteria, and objectives in reviews and how 

Useful the president finds the review. The strongest relationship was between 

''U ti
lity" and leaving with a dear idea of the criteria of good performance 

(coefficient = .63), followed by setting specific future objectives (coefficient = 

·
51

) and · 
f · t · 1 

' c reviewing the president's per ormance agams prev10us y agreed 

Upon goals (coefficient = .47). The three goal-related variables showed 

str
onge 1 

f · h "U ·1· " 1 

r re ationships with two of the our items on t e tI 1ty sea e: "The 
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appraisal helped me learn how I can strengthen my performance" and "I 

have a clearer idea of what the board expects from me," (coefficien ts = .43 to 

-59). The goal-related variables were less strongly related with the "Utility" 

variables measured by the statements, "I learned a lot from the appraisal" and 

"The appraisal helped me to see my shortcomings," (coefficients = .29 to .57). 

There appears to be a moderately strong, positive relationship between 

Presidents' reporting that they found the appraisal process useful and using 

concrete criteria, goals, and objectives as part of the review. 

~tility and Adequate Feedback 

The relationship between "Utility" and presidents reportedly receiving 

adequate performance feedback was also examined. Using a five-point scale 

of 1 = Y,ery satisfied to 5 = very unsatisfied, presidents reported how satisfied 

they · · d ·f· · f th 
Were with: (item 20a) "The quality an spec1 1c1ty o e performance 

feedback you received from the board in regard to the presidential assessment 

Process?" and (item 20b) "The quality and specificity of the performance 

feedback you received from the board in the regular course of your work?" A 

cornposite "Adequate Feedback" scale was constructed, summing the two 

Variables; interitem reliability for items 20a and 20b was high, (Alpha=.78). 

Pearson's correlation was used to examine these variables, since all were 

continuous scale variables. The coefficients for the variables appear in Table 

40. 
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Table 40 

~lation Coefficients for Utility and Adequate Feedback 

Re: 

Review 

Item 20a 

"Utility" (Items 21d-g) .61 * 

Effectiveness (Item 21d) .55* 

Learned a Lot (Item 21e) .55* 

See Sh . 
ortcommgs (Item 2 lf) .41* 

What Board Expects (Item 21g) .57* 

Note. N ==or> 899 (N=899 to 910). 

,,. p ==or< .001 . 

Re: "Adequate 

Work Feedback" 

Item 20b Items 20a&b 

.44* .57* 

.40* .52* 

.39* .52* 

.25* .38* 

.45* .55* 

Overall, there was a moderate relationship (coefficient = .57) between 

the c 0 mposite variables "Utility" and "Adequate Feedback." This data 

supports the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between 

Pr · 
esidents receiving adequate feedback from the board and how useful 

Presidents find their reviews. 

There was a stronger relationship between "Utility" and receiving 

adequate feedback in regard to the presidential assessment (coefficient = .61) 

th
an between "Utility" and receiving adequate feedback in the regular course 

of wok ( 
r coefficient = .44). In examining the items comprising the composite 
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variables, the s trongest rela tionship was between feedback regarding the 

re · 
view and having a clearer idea of what the board expects (coefficient =.57); 

th
e Weakest relationship was between feedback in the regular course of work 

a
nd 

the appraisal helping to reveal shortcomings (coefficient =.25). 

erformance a raisal and: 3B.1 settin s ecific ob·ectives and clarif in 

£!:iteria for good performance?; 3B.2 the president's participation in 

~loping the review process and conducting the review?; or 3B.3 the 

confidentiality of the review process? 

Question 3B examined the relationship of the outcome variable of 

Presidents' satisfaction with the review process, ("Satisfaction"), and several 

i
nd

ependent variables related to the assessment process: (3B.1) goal setting, 

(
3

B.2) personal participation in the review, and (3B.3) confidentiality. A 

co:rnposite "Satisfaction" score was constructed for the outcome variable using 

th
e total score for three items, 21h-j, after reversing the score of item 21j. 

Ite:rns 21h-j, in order, were: "I was satisfied with the review"; "I feel good 

about the way the review was conducted"; and "There are many ways in 

Which I would have liked the appraisal to be different." 

Responses were scored on a five-point scale, ranging from one = 

~ to five= strongly disagree. Interitem reliability for the three 

ite:rns comprising the "Satisfaction" variable was high (Alpha = .83), about the 
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same as in previous research using the same three items (Alpha = .81; 

Greller, 1978, p. 648). 

~isfaction and Goal Setting 

Two variables were used to measure /✓Goal Setting" as part of the 

review process. With the same five-point scale used for the "Satisfaction" 

Variables, respondents rated their agreement with two statements: (item 21a) 

''Specific future objectives were set," and (item 21b) "I left with a clear idea of 

~e · 

G lS 

criteria of good performance." A composite " oa etting" variable was 

constructed using the sum of these two variables; interitem reliability was 

high (Alpha=.72). Correlation coefficients for "Goal Setting" and 

"S . 
atisfaction," and each of the variables which make up the constructed 

comp . 0 s1te variables, appear in Table 41. 
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Table 41 

£.2.rrelation Coefficients for Satisfaction and Goal Setting 

Composite Feel good Many ways 

Satisfaction Satisfied way it was I want it to 

Score with review conducted be different 

Items 21h-j 

Goal Setting 

Items 21a&b .63* 

Future 

Objectives 

Item 21a .45* 

Clear 

Criteria 

Item 2Ib 68* 

Item 21h 

.65* 

.48* 

.70* 

Note. N == or > 914 (N = 914 to 934). 

* p == or < .001. 

Item 21i Item 21j 

.62* .41* 

.46* .28* 

.67* .47* 

The results reveal a moderate relationship between the composite 

VariabI "S 
· " ( ff" · 63) 

es atisfaction" and "Goal Settmg coe 1c1ent = . . This supports 

the hy h 
· f · . h th . . 

pot esis that presidents' satls act10n wit e review 1s positively 

related to the use of goals; setting future objectives and making clear the 

Criteria f 
· · 1 1 t d · h · 

o good performance were positive y corre a e wit presidents' 

satisfaction with the review. 
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For all four constituent "Satisfaction" variables, the relationship was 

st
ronger in regard to leaving with clear criteria of good performance (item 

21
b, coefficients = .47 to .70) than in regard to setting sp ecific future objectives 

(item 21a, coefficients = .28 to .48). This suggests that although both are 

important, having a clear idea of the criteria of good p erformance is even 

more important for presidential satisfaction than setting specific future 

objectives. If item 21j were omitted, (the statement that the presiden t would 

like the appraisal to be different), there were moderate to strong relationships, 

(coefficients = .67 to .70), between leaving with clear criteria of good 

Performance (item 21b) and the other two "Satisfaction" variables (21h and 

21
i). Clear criteria was also an important factor in relation to the president's 

Perceived utility of the assessment process (see 3A, above). 

Given the vagaries of measuring successful presidential performance 

anct often competing goals, it's not surprising that leaving with a clear sense 

of the criteria for evaluation would be even more important than setting 

specific goals, for increasing the president's satisfaction with the review. 

3B 2 S t· f · 1 . . t· 
~ 1s act10n and Persona Partic1pa 10n 

"Satisfaction" was also examined in relation to presidents' participation 

in the assessment process. Based on previous research (Greller, 1978) , the 

hypothesis is that greater participation in the assessment process is positively 

rel~tect to the satisfaction of the person evaluated; that is, there will be a 
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positive relationship between the variables used to measure "Personal 

Participation" and "Satisfaction." 

There were five 11Personal Participation" variables, with varied scales. 

These items concerned whether the president: completed a self-assessment 

st
atement (item 10 a), played a role in developing the review process (item 

16
); had an opportunity to comment on a final draft of the assessment report 

(item 17); received a written report or summary of the results of the 

assessment (item 18); or had a face-to-face meeting as part of the review (item 

l
9

). T-tests were used to examine the mean Satisfaction scores for four 

variables with dichotomous responses (yes/no); did the president: complete a 

Self-assessment statement, comment on the final draft, receive a written 

report, or meet face-to-face? Satisfaction and the president's role in 

devel · 
· d · b 

oping the review process were also examme usmg t-tests, y examining 

th
e mean satisfaction scores for three groups: no role, some role, and a 

Primary role. 

The results were mixed for the relationships between these five 

Participation factors and presidential satisfaction. There was support for the 

hypotheses that meeting face-to-face or having the opportunity to comment 

on a final draft of the assessment report were related to greater presidential 

satisfaction. There were significant differences in the mean Satisfaction scores 

for these two variables (at the .01 level of confidence), with greater satisfaction 

for those who participated in these activities. See Tables 42 and 43. 
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Table 42 

~nts' Satisfaction and Meeting Face-to-Face as Part of the Review 

M t· 
ee ings Face-to-Face 

Yes 

No 

N Mean Satisfaction Score 

785 6.53 

41 8.10 

Mean Difference= 1.56* 

t-value = 2.68** 

Note. On this scale, lower mean score= greater satisfaction. 

* p ::::: .001. **Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

Table 43 

~ts' Satisfaction and Commenting on Draft Summary Report 

Opportunity to Comment 

Yes 

Mean Difference = 1.30* 

t-value = 4.30** 

N Mean Satisfaction Score 

372 6.12 

130 7.43 

Note. On this scale lower mean score = greater satisfaction. 

I 

* p ::::: .002. ** Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
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There was also support for the hypothesis that having a role in 

developing the review process and Satisfaction were positively related. There 

Were significant differences in the mean Sa tisfaction scores (at the .01 level of 

co fd 

. 

n 
1 ence) between presidents who had no role and presiden ts who had 

sorne role and between presidents who had some role and presidents who 

had a primary role, with greater Satisfaction for those who played a greater 

role in developing the review process. See Table 44. 

Table 44 

~nts' Satisfaction and Role in Developing Review Process 

Role N Mean Satisfaction Score 

None 126 7.72 

Sorne 325 6.71 

Prirnary 485 6.24 

Mean Difference None/Some = 1.01*; t-value = 2.97***. 

Mean Difference Some/Primary = 0.47**; t-value = 2.47***. 

Note. On this scale, lower mean score = greater satisfaction. 

'I- p :::: or < .001. **P = .335. *** Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

There was no support for the hypotheses that either completing a self

assessrnent statement or receiving a copy of the assessment report were 

related to presidential satisfaction; there were no significant differences (at the 
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.o5 
level of confidence) in the mean Satisfaction scores for either of these two 

V . b 
ana les. See Tables 45 and 46. 

Table 45 

~ents' Satisfaction and Self-Assessment Statement 

Self-Assessment Statement 

Yes 

No 

Mean Difference = .01 * 

t-value = .04** 

N Mean Satisfaction Score 

546 5.58 

151 5.57 

Note. On this scale, lower mean score= greater satisfaction. 

* p === .240. **Level of Confidence > .05. 

Table 46 

~ts' Satisfaction and Received Summary Report of Assessment 

Re · ceivect Report N Mean Satisfaction Score 

Yes 

No 

509 6.32 

33 7.12 

Mean Difference = 0.80* 

t-value = 1.64** 

Note. On this scale, lower mean score = greater satisfaction. 

* p:::: -610. **Level of Confidence> .05. 
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To summarize, those aspects of participation which appear related to 

presidents' satisfaction with the assessment include: the opportunity to meet 

face-to-face with reviewers, comment on a draft of the summary report, and 

Participate in developing the review process. Completing a self-assessment 

st
atement or receiving a copy of the final report did not appear to be related to 

Presidents' satisfaction. 

~isfaction and Confidentiality 

"Satisfaction" was also examined in relation to the "Confidentiality" of 

the r · 
eview process. The hypothesis was that there would be a positive 

relation h. 
"S · f t· " d "C f'd · 

s 1p between the two variables atis ac 10n an on 1 entiality." 

Many authors have suggested that confidentiality of the assessment process 

Was essential and that a nonconfidential review might be damaging to 

pr . 
esidents (Fisher & Koch, 1996; Kauffman, 1993). 

"Confidentiality" was a constructed variable using items lOa-e, in 

0rd
er, "Indicate whether, for your most recent assessment, the following 

items Were confidential, not confidential, or not applicable: (a) your self 

assessment statement; (b) summary information from others using written 

questionnaires; (c) summary information from others using interviews; (d) 

summary report of the assessment results; (e) discussions/meetings with you. 

Interitem reliability for the five items was high (Alpha = .88). 
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A t-test was used to determine whether there was a significant 

difference in the mean "Satisfaction" scores for those whose reviews were 

confidential and those whose reviews were not confidential. Respondents 

Were divided into three groups: "Not Applicable," "Confidential," and "Not 

Confidential." Respondents who answered not applicable to all five items 

corn • 
Prised the "Not Applicable" group and were excluded. Respondents who 

answered not confidential to at least one of the five items comprised the 

"Not Confidential" group. Respondents who answered confidential to all 

five iterns or had a combination of confidential and not applicable responses 

cornp • 
nsed the "Confidential" group. 

A t-test revealed no significant difference in the mean "Satisfaction" 

scores for the "Confidential" and "Not Confidential" groups (mean difference 

:::: -0.25). See Table 47. There was no support for the hypothesis that 

''Confidentiality" and "Satisfaction" are positively related. 
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Table 47 

~dents' Satisfaction and Confidentiality of Reviews 

N Mean Satisfaction Score 

641 6.68 

Confidentiality 

Confidential 

Not Confidential 274 6.43 

Mean Difference = -0.25* 

t-value = -1.23** 

Note. On this scale, lower mean score = greater sa tisfaction. 

*P === -565. **Level of Confidence> .05. 

Is there a rela tionshi between the 

.fill...d the president's positive or negative feedback seeking behavior, as 

reported by the board chair? 

Based upon the research of Ashford and Tsui (1991), this study expected 

to find a positive relationship between the outcome variable "President's 

Overall Performance Rating" and the independent variable "Negative 

Feedback Seeking" and a negative relationship between "President' s Overall 

Performance Rating" and the independent variable "Positive Feedback 

Seeking." That is, presidents who tended to seek negative feedback were 

e)(Pected to have higher performance ratings than those who did not and 
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presidents who tended to seek positive feedback were expected to have lower 

performance ratings than those who did not. 

For the outcome variable, "President's Overall Performance Rating," 

board chairs were asked, "If you were to translate the president's most recent 

performance review into an overall rating, how did the board (or designees) 

rate the president's performance?" (item 12). A five point scale was used, 

from 1 == outstanding to 5 = very unsatisfactory. Although a single i tern 

rating did not permit reliability testing of the outcome variable, the large 

number of cases (N = 454) increases confidence in the results and helps 

compensate for this factor. 

As in previous research (Ashford & Tsui, 1991), board chairs were 

asked a four-part question on feedback seeking style, to identify the president's 

tendencies to seek positive and negative types of feedback (items 14a-d, in 

0rder): "On a scale of one to five, thinking about the past six months, how 

characteristic of the president was it to: (a) Ask others to be critical when they 

gave him or her feedback?; (b) Prefer detailed, critical appraisals even though 

they might hurt?; (c) Tend to seek good news about himself or herself?; and 

(ct) Ask for feedback if he or she knew it would be positive rather than 

negative?" The five point scale ranged from very characteristic to very 

~-

As in Ashford and Tsui's study, a composite score was constructed for 

''Negative Feedback Seeking" using the total for the board chair's responses to 

items 14a and 14b, and a composite score was constructed for "Positive 
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Feedback Seeking" using the total for items 14c and 14d. Interitem reliability 

for the scales was high; Alpha = .83 for "Negative Feedback Seeking," and 

Alpha ==.82 for "Positive Feedback Seeking." Interitem reliabili ty was higher 

in this study than in previous research (Ashford & Tsui 1991, p . 264). 

The relationship between the "President's Overall Performance 

Rating" and "Negative Feedback Seeking" was in the direction predicted but 

relatively weak (coefficient= .25) as was the relationship between the 

''President's Overall Performance Rating" and "Positive Feedback Seeking" 

(coefficient== -.29), nonetheless supporting the hypotheses. See Table 48. 

Findings were consistent with those in previous research, though not as 

strong in regard to negative feedback seeking; Ashford and Tsui (1991, p. 267) 

reported coefficient = .46 for superiors' overall effectiveness ratings and 

rnanagers' negative feedback seeking and coefficient= -.25 for superiors' 

overall effectiveness ratings and managers' positive feedback seeking (p<.001). 

Factors other than negative feedback seeking may effect the performance 

r t' a ings of presidents differently than those of managers and contribute to the 

differences in these findings. 
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Table 48 

Correlation Coefficient for Feedback Seekin and President's Overall Ratin 

Feedback Seeking Behavior 

N egative Feedback Seeking 

Positive Feedback Seeking 

* p:::: or< .001 

President's Rating 

.25* 

-.29* 

D Is there a relationshi between im r vemen in h 

erformance as re orted b the board chair and either: 3D.1 the resident's 

ne ative feedback seekin behavior?· or 3D.2 the ade uac of feedback the 

J2resident re,12ortedly receives from the governing board? 

Based upon the research of Ashford and Tsui (1991), this study expected 

to find that improvement in performance would be positively related to 

Presidents' tendencies to seek negative feedback ( 3D.1); that is, greater 

Performance improvement would be associated with more characteristic 

negative feedback seeking behavior. A related assumption (3D.2) was that 

illlprovement in performance would be positively related to presidents' 

reporting that they found the feedback that they received from the board 

adequate. 
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"Performance Improved" was a constructed variable using the sum of 

th
ree items: 'What was the impact of the most recent presidential assessment 

Con the]: relationship between the president and the board [item 11b]?; 

President's performance [item 11£]?; and president's ability to lead [item lleJ?" 

Responses were scored on a five point scale, ranging from generally increased 

~ to generally decreased or became worse. Interitem reliability for 

th
e three variables was high (alpha=.87). 

~rformance Improved and Negative Feedback Seeking 

Correlation coefficients were used to examine the relationships 

between the "Performance Improved" and "Negative Feedback Seeking" 

va · b 

· 

ria les, both as composite variables and separate items. There were weak 

but positive relationships between the "Performance Improved" and 

''Negative Feedback Seeking" variables (coefficient= .18 to .26), consistent 

With
 the hypothesis. See Table 49. 
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Table 49 

£9rrelation Coefficients for Performance Improved and Negative Feedback 

~eking Behavior 

Composite Relations Ability President's 

Performance With to Performance 

Improved the Board Lead 

Items 11 b&e&f Item 11b Item ll e Item llf 

Negative 

Feedback 

Seeking 14a&b .25* 

Item 14a .26* .24* .20* 

Item 14b .22* .21 * .18* 

*P:::: or< .001. 

T-tests were used to examine further the relationship between these 

variables. Presidents were divided into four groups, based on their composite 

"P erformance Improved" score (the last two categories had few cases and were 

combined): Group 1, generally increased or improved; Group 2, somewhat 

increased or improved; Group 3, stayed about the same; and Group 4, 

somewhat or generally decreased or became worse. T-tests were used to 

determine whether there were significant differences in the mean scores for 

these four groups for "Negative Feedback Seeking" (items 14a and 14b). See 
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Research Question 3C for details on the "Negative Feedback Seeking" 

V . b 
ana le. See Tables 50 and 51 for results. 

Consistent with the hypothesis, there was a significant difference (at 

the .OJ level of confidence) in the mean scores for "Negative Feedback 

Seeking" for Groups 1 and 2 and Groups 2 and 3, with the scores indicating 

that greater performance improvement was associated with more 

characteristic negative feedback seeking behavior. The difference between the 

lhean scores for Groups 3 and 4 was in the direction predicted, but was not 

significant at the .05 level of confidence. 

These findings support that there were significant differences in the 

negative feedback seeking behavior of presidents whose performance 

generally improved, somewhat improved, or stayed the same, with more 

characteristic negative feedback seeking behavior associated with greater 

Ilhprovement in performance. There was no significant difference in the 

lhean negative feedback seeking scores for those whose performance stayed 

the same and those whose performance grew worse. 
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Table SO 

~Negative Feedback Seeking Scores for Four Performance Improved 

~ 

Perfo 
~ance Improved Group 

1 (Generally Increased/Improved) 

2 (Somewhat Increased/Improved) 

3 (Stayed About the Same) 

Negative Feedback 

Seeking 

N Mean 

48 3.79 

113 4.97 

210 5.61 

22 6.18 

4 (Somewhat/Generally Worse) 

Note. o 
n this scale, lower scores = more characteristic negative feedback 

seek· 
Ing behavior. 

Table 51 

~ Performance Improved and Negative Feedback Seeking 

Performance 
Negative Feedback Score 

Imp roved Groups t-value Mean Difference a p 

I and 2 -3.23* -1.18 
.002 

2 and 3 -2.52* -0.64 
.012 

3 and 4 -1. 11** -0.57 
.362 

Lower scores = more characteristic negative feedback seeking behavior. 

* Sig 'f• 
ni icant at the .01 level of confidence. 

** L 
evel of confidence > .05. 
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J12J Performance Improved and Adequate Feedback 

To explore the related assumption that there would be a positive 

relationship between the outcome variable "Performance Improved" and the 

independent variable of presidents receiving "Adequate Feedback" from the 

board, the variables were examined using Pearson's correlation coefficient. 

Both variables used similar five-point scales. Since "Performance Improved" 

Was constructed from items in the survey of board chairs and "Adequate 

Feedback" was constructed from items in the survey of presidents, only data 

from · 
h · · · 

pairs of presidents and chairs from t e same mstitut10n were included 

in the analysis. 

There was no significant relationship between the composite 

"Performance Improved" and "Adequate Feedback" variables (coefficient= -

·
02

, P > .05) or between those items which comprised the two composite 

variable scales (coefficients = -.05 to .03, P > .05). See Table 52, for results. 

There is no support for the hypothesis that there is a relationship between 

President's reporting that they received adequate feedback from the board and 

board chairs reporting that the president's performance improved. 
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Table 52 

Correlation Coefficient for Ade uate Feedback and Performance Im roved 

Composite 

"Adequate 

Feedback" 

Items 20a&b 

Item 20a 

Item 20b 

Composite 

"Performance 

Improved" 

Items 1 lbef 

-.02* 

Note. N = or> 266. 

*P > .05 (.428 to .936). 

Relations Ability 

With to 

the Board Lead 

Item llb 

.03* 

.03* 

Item lle 

.01* 

.01* 

President's 

Performance 

Item llf 

-.05* 

.00* 

Table 53 summarizes the relationships among the many process and 

outcome variables examined in Research Questions 3A-3D, categorizing the 

stre h 
k t · ·t · 

ngt of the relationships as moderate, wea , or no signi 1cant; none were 

strongly correlated. 
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Table 53 

0 
e ationshi s Amon Variables for Research uestions 3A-3D Summar f R 1 

Process Variable 
3A-D Sign Le vel 

Outcome Variable 

Moderate/Significant 

Utility 

Utility 

utility 

Utility 

Utility 

Satisfaction 

Satisfaction 

Satisfaction 

Satisfaction 

Weak/s· .. 1gm£1cant 

Frequency of Reviews 
3A.1 

Goals/Specific future objectives set 
3A.2 

Goals/Clear criteria good performance 3A.2 

Goals/Reviewed against agreed goals 

Adequate Feedback 

Goal Setting 

Participate/Comment on Draft 

Participate/Develop Process 

Participate/Meet Face-to-Face 

Negative Feedback Seeking 

Positive Feedback Seeking 

3A.2 

3A.3 

3B.1 

3B.2 

3B.2 

3B.2 

3C 

3C 

neg 

pos 

pos 

pos 

pos 

pos 

pos 

pos 

pos 

pos 

neg 
Performance Rating 

Performance Rating 

Performance Improved Negative Feedback Seeking 

Not Significant 

30.1 pos 

Satisfaction 

Sa tis faction 

Sa tis faction 

Participate/Self-Assessment 

Participate/Receive Report 

Confidentiality 

Performance Improved Adequate Feedback 

3B.2 

3B.2 

3B.3 

30.2 

P > .05. 
• Correl t· · ff' . · a 1011 coefficient, p ==or< .001. b Correlat10n coe 1c1ent, 

"T-test · .. sigrnficant at .01 level of confidence. ** T-test level of confidence > .05. 
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neg 

pos 

neg 

neg 

* 

.51 a 

.63 a 

_47 • 

.57 • 

.63 a 

* 

* 

* 

.2s · 

.29 a 

.25 a 

** 

** 

** 

.02 b 



Many factors were significantly related to or moderately correlated with 

greater sa tisfaction or usefulness of reviews for presidents. Receiving 

adequate feedback had a moderately strong relationship with the usefulness 

of reviews for presidents. Presidents' satisfa:tion with reviews and the 

usefulness of reviews for presidents both had a moderately strong 

relationship with the use of goals. Some aspects of participation in the 

process were also significantly related to prESidents' satisfaction: commenting 

on a draft report of the assessment, me ting face-to-face with reviewers, or 

playing a role in developing the review process. The relationship between 

frequency and utility of reviews was significant, but not in the direction 

predicted. 

The relationship was significant bul weak between presidents seeking 

negative feedback and both the president's Ferformance rating and 

improvement in the president's performan c. Seeking positive feedback was 

weakly and negatively related to improvement in the president's 

performance. 

There were no significant relationships between: presidents' 

satisfaction with reviews and either the conlidentiality of reviews, president's 

completing a self-assessment statement, or presidents receiving a copy of the 

summary of the assessment report; or improvement in the president's 

performance and presidents receiving adequate feedback. 

Conclusions and recommendations b-sed on this research appear in 

Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions will be presented here in two parts, first those related to 

how presidential evaluations were conducted and the outcomes reported 

(Research Questions One and Two), followed by conclusions regarding the 

relationships between process and outcome variables (Research Question 

Three). Personal observations and recommendations to improve presidential 

assessment practices will be offered, based on these findings and my 

experience in this field. Opportunities for future research and limitations of 

th
e study will also be discussed. 

Conclusions 

~are Presidents Evaluated and What are the Outcomes of the Process? 

(Research Questions One and Two) 

Based on the most frequent (modal) responses from board chairs and 

Presidents, the modal presidential evaluation can be characterized as a new 

Process, based on board policy to which the president contributed, conducted 

annually by the board, lasting about one month, typical of past or anticipated 

re · 
views, and limited in participation to trustees. It included a confidential 

Self-assessment statement, face-to-face meetings, a written summary, and an 

oral a d . 
1 d . . . 

n Wntten report to the board. It resu te man mcrease m 
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compensation and sense of being valued for the president and his other 

cond·r 1 ions of employment remained stable or improved. Almost no 

negative impact from the review was reported by the president or board chair. 

The board rated the president's performance as outstanding and the chair 

founct that the president tended to seek critical feedback, not positive 

feedback, on his own performance. The president was satisfied with the 

Process, learned from it, and it clarified future goals. 

Three important findings stand out from the data from this study: 1) 

presidents and board chairs reported almost no negative impact from 

reviews, 2) most presidents appear to be evaluated using an informal review 

procedure, and 3) the procedures used to evaluate the performance of 

academic presidents and corporate CEOs were very similar. 

lvf· . 
--d.!!.!.m.._al Negative Impact 

The most powerful finding may be that presidents and board chairs 

reported almost no negative impact from presidential assessments, even in 

regard to the president's ability to lead or the president's relations with the 

faculty. Though poorly conducted presidential reviews may indeed have the 

Potential to be harmful to presidents or the presidency, it appears that the 

claims of damaging effects of typical presidential assessments have been 

exaggerated. In fact, most presidents reported that they were satisfied with the 

way their review was conducted and found it to be useful. Despite the 
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Warnings of critics, most reviews did not appear to be conducted carelessly, 

even if there were ways in which practice could be improved. 

In.fur.mal Reviews Were the Norm 

The second finding was that most presidential assessments appeared to 

Us . f 
· 

e In ormal evaluation procedures, as defmed by Nason (1984, p. 13). 

According to Nason, informal evaluations tend to be frequent or on-going, 

confidential, limited in participation to members of the board, and based on 

first-hand or casually collected information; formal evaluations tend to be 

Periodic (every three to five years), involve the systematic collection of data 

from and participation of constituent groups, and are more public. 

This study found that most reviews were conducted annually, 

completed in less than one month, limited in participation to members of the 

board, conducted without questionnaires or interviews, and included 

confidential self-evaluation statements, meetings and reports. Looking at the 

range of approaches, from informal to formal, the data revealed that most 

Presidents were assessed using an informal review process. Though Nason 

reported in 1980 that, "The past decade has seen a pronounced trend toward 

:more formal assessments" (1984, p. 57), formal assessments have not become 

the norm in the '90s. While presidential assessment has become a more 

coznmon practice, it typically involves an informal procedure. 
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Some confusion about the extent to which formal evaluation 

procedures are used may be due to semantics. Some studies have failed to 

distinguish between policies that were formally established by the board and 

reviews that involved formal evaluation procedures, making it difficult to 

know what a "formal" review meant. Future research and discussion on this 

topic could benefit from agreement on what is meant by formal and informal 

Presidential reviews and more precise use of these terms. 

There may be a relationship between the findings that most presidents 

and board chairs reported no negative effects from reviews and that most 

re · 
• 

Views appear to have used informal evaluation procedures. It may be that 

informal reviews are less likely to produce negative results for the president. 

Critics have focused specifically on the dangers posed by the public nature of 

the process and the broad inclusion of constituents, features characteristic of 

.more formal reviews. These features, it was feared, could undermine the 

President's authority and convey the impression that the board was deferring 

to the judgment of faculty, students, and other constituents, in evaluating the 

Performance of the president. This study found that most reviews avoided 

these supposed pitfalls; participation was typically limited to members of the 

board and reviews were confidential. 
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~ures Were Similar for Corporate CEOs and Academic Presidents 

The third finding was that the assessment practices for academic 

presidents and those recommended for corporate CEOs appear to be quite 

sirnilar. When the results of this study were compared to the guidelines 

recommended for the assessment of corporate CEOs by the National 

Association of Corporate Directors (NACD, 1994), one finds that both feature 

written policies, annual confidential reviews conducted by members of the 

board, a self-assessment statement, face-to-face meetings, and a concluding 

discussion with or oral presentation to the board. As different as the cultures 

of colleges and universities and for-profit corporations may be, it seems they 

share a common, informal approach to CEO assessment. 

Overall, these findings suggest that presidential assessment is a wide 

spread and generally successful practice: presidents are satisfied with the 

Procedures used to evaluate their performance, boards are satisfied with the 

President's performance and the process for assessing it, the review process is 

Usefu1, and the negative impact is minimal. The results are somewhat 

surprising, in light of the criticism of assessment practices and fear of 

Potential damage to the presidency voiced by many authors on this topic. 

There are several possible explanations why presidents and board reported 

th
at presidential assessments were generally successful and satisfying 

experiences. 
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The s tudy may have excluded those presidents most likely to be 

dissatisfied. Presidents who anticipated a damaging performance review 

could have left before their assessment or after their last assessment but 

before this survey was conducted. An impending assessment or a poor one 

could have driven away the strongest critics. If so, the negative effects of 

Presidential reviews may have been underestimated. 

Or, perhaps most presidential assessments were a positive exp erience 

because presidents found them to be more confirming than critical. The 

board, after all, wants the president to succeed, having spent so much time 

a
nd effort selecting the president and working with him or her. As this study 

and another found (Birnbaum, 1992, p. 60), most boards support their 

Presidents and assess their performance positively. And presidents, after all, 

are presidents; they are a select group of high achievers, with a great deal of 

experience and expertise. Since presidents generally have an opportunity to 

shape the process and participate in it, and the review affirms the board's 

support for the president's achievements, why shouldn't presidents be 

satisfied with the assessment process? 

Lastly, according to Longenecker and Gioia (1988), managers really want 

feedb k 
h · . P . 

ac and don't get enough of it from t elf superiors. residents may 

have found the process satisfactory, even helpful, because it provided them 

With the feedback they were waiting for. Given the opportunity to shape and 

Participate in the process, it was a productive and satisfying experience for 

Presidents. 
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~Relationships are There, if any, Between How Presidential Assessments 

~Conducted and the Outcomes Reported by Presidents and Board Chairs? 

(Research Question 3) 

Several outcome variables were targeted to examine their relationship 

to how presidential assessments were conducted: the usefulness of reviews 

for presidents (utility), presidents' satisfaction with reviews (satisfaction), the 

President's performance rating (ratings), and improvement in the president's 

Performance (improvement). 

Bivariate analyses revealed statistically significant relationships 

between these outcome variables and several assessment process variables: 1) 

greater utility and presidents receiving more adequate performance feedback; 

2
) greater utility and less frequent reviews; 3) greater utility and greater use of 

th
e review to set goals, clarify criteria, and evaluate performance against 

agreed upon goals; 4) greater satisfaction and greater use of the review to set 

goals and clarify criteria; 5) greater satisfaction and greater participation of 

Presidents in the review; 6) higher performance ratings and a greater 

tendency for presidents to seek critical feedback; 7) greater improvement in 

Performance and a greater tendency for presidents to seek critical feedback; 

a
nd 8) lower performance ratings and a greater tendency for presidents to seek 

Positive feedback. 
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The relationships between these process and outcome variables are 

explained in greater detail and possible explanations or implications explored 

in the following section. 

~ 

There were statistically significant relationships found between the 

usefulness of reviews for presidents and 1) less frequent reviews; 2) presidents 

rece· · 1
ving more adequate performance feedback from the board; and 3) greater 

Use of the review to set goals, clarify criteria, and evaluate performance 

a . 
gainst agreed upon goals. 

J..A.1 Utility and Frequency. 

The frequency and utility of reviews were expected to have a positive 

relationship, so that more frequent reviews would have greater reported 

Utility C 
· f, d · 

· ontrary to expectations, the opposite was oun ; reviews conducted 

less f 
requently were more useful. 

While feedback generally needs to be frequent or immediate enough to 

be Useful, perhaps only days or week after the events under discussion, the 

frequency of presidential reviews was examined in terms of years. Rather 

th
an reflecting the timeliness of feedback, this variable may have had more to 

do 'With the depth of coverage or comprehensiveness of reviews. 
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It may be that feedback from annual presidential reviews tended to be 

relative} 
Y superficial, compared with those conducted less often, suggesting 

that an . 
inverse relationship could be expected between frequency and utility. 

Not onl 
. 

. 

Y are formal reviews too time consummg to be conducted on an 

annual b · · 

· f 
· 

as1s, 1t may take years to gauge the impact o many act10ns taken by a 

President; appropriately, the scope of annual reviews may be limited to the 

Increm 
ental changes of one year to the next. It's not be surprising, then, that 

the 
re Was no support for the hypothesis that frequency and utility would be 

po . 
Sitively related. 

M:2 Utility and Goals. 

The hypothesis that the greater the use of goals in the review process, 

th
e greater the utility of the process to the president, was confirmed. 

Presict 
ents found the assessment process more useful when goals played a 

greater role. The relationship was strongest between utility and two future 

100kin 

· ·th 1 ·d f 

g goal variables: 1) the president leavmg w1 a c ear 1 ea o the criteria 

for gooct future performance, and 2) setting specific future objectives; the third 

goal-rel t d 

.d , f 
. 

a e variable, reviewing the pres1 ent s per ormance agamst agreed 

Upon g 1 

. h ·1 · 

oa s, was also moderately correlated w1t uti 1ty. 

Goal theory suggests that setting goals has important consequences for 

1110 tivat· 

c · ·th G 11 ' h 

10n, satisfaction and achievement. ons1stent w1 re er s researc 

(
1978

), this study confirmed that setting goals and using previously agreed 
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Upon goals as the basis for evaluating performance were significantly 

correlated with the usefulness of reviews for presidents. 

J...A.3 Utility and Adequate Feedback. 

The hypothesis that the greater the adequacy of feedback received from 

th
e board, the greater the utility of the review for presidents, was supported. 

A Positive relationship was found between the utility of the review for 

Presidents and presidents reporting that they received adequate feedback on 

th
eir performance from the board. A basic premise of performance appraisal 

is that feedback is an important source of information for developing an 

accurate self theory (Ashford & Tsui, 1991; Carver & Scheier, 1981); simply 

Put, it helps you to see yourself as others do. Performance feedback is part of a 

feedback loop, allowing the individual to adjust his or her own behavior in 

response to the environment, much like the sensors in a guidance system 

keep a ship on course. The data supported that receiving adequate feedback 

and reporting greater utility were related. 

There were statistically significant relationships found between greater 

satisfaction of presidents with the review process and two process variables: 1) 

greater use of the review to set future objectives and to clarify criteria for good 
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performance and 2) greater participation of presidents in the review process. 

No statistically significant relationship was found between presidents' 

satisfaction with reviews and the confidentiality of reviews. 

3B.1 Satisfaction and Goal Setting. 

The hypothesis that the greater the use of goals in the review, the 

greater the president's satisfaction with the review, was supported. The use of 

goals in the review and presidents' satisfaction with the process were 

positively related. Both of the variables in the goal setting scale were 

moderately correlated with satisfaction: 1) the president leaving the review 

with a clear idea of the criteria of good performance; and 2) setting specific 

future objectives. 

Not only was goal setting found to be positively correlated with the 

satisfaction of the review for presidents, goal setting was positively correlated 

with the usefulness of reviews for presidents. The data supports that goals 

play an important role in assessing performance and suggests that the use of 

goals in the review will enhance the reviews' usefulness for presidents and 

their satisfaction with the process. 
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J.B.2 Satisfaction and Participation. 

The hypothesis that the greater the president's participation in the 

review p 
.d , · f · 

rocess, the greater the pres1 ent s sat1s action, was supported. It was 

expected that the president's participation in the review process would be 

Positively related to the president's satisfaction with the review and the 

relationships between satisfaction and three of the five variables used to 

measure participation were statistically significant. 

As was found in other studies on performance appraisal (Greller, 1978), 

enhanced ownership through participation in the process was correlated with 

enhanced satisfaction with the review process, for the person being reviewed. 

This s 

· f · d · th h · 

uggests that presidents will be more satis 1e w1 t e review process, 

th
e more they play a meaningful role in determining the procedure, meeting 

With · 

d ( "d · 

reviewers, responding to written reports, an as was sa1 m regard to 

goaJ setting), setting the goals and agreeing upon the criteria by which future 

Performance will be evaluated. 

Though no significant differences were found in the satisfaction scores 

~fu 

.d 

ose who completed a self-assessment statement or receive a copy of the 

review, and those who did not, these practices are, nonetheless, typically part 

of a Performance appraisal and are widely recommended. 
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J....B.3 Satisfaction and Confidentiality. 

The hypothesis that the greater the confidentiality of reviews, the 

greater the president's satisfaction with reviews, was not supported. There 

were no significant differences in the satisfaction scores for presidents with 

confidential reviews and those whose reviews were not confidential. This 

hypothesis was based on the importance given to confidentiality, particularly 

in t
h e literature regarding academic presidents. 

There are two likely explanations why confidential reviews were not 

found to be related to greater satisfaction. It's possible that either the scale 

developed for this study failed to capture those aspects of confidentiality that 

do lhatter to presidents or that confidentiality is not an important issue for 

those p ·ct 
bl. . Th. . . 

res1 ents who have more pu 1c reviews. 1s issue pertams to both 

Public and private institutions, since confidentiality (or the lack thereof) was 

about 

· h 

as common in both sectors. Perhaps what matters 1s w ether the level 

of confidentiality is appropriate for the culture of the particular institution 

a
nd 

the kind of information to be disclosed. 

Confidentiality of reviews still seems like an important and very 

sensitive matter, even if no significant relationship to satisfaction was found 

here ~ K 

• 
f t ·d · 1 · f 

· lv1ost authors have emphasized the importance o con 1 ent1a 1ty or 

llleaningful reviews and this has been supported by the courts (see 

Misso 1· 

d · ) I t · 

u 1an v. Board of Regents of Higher E ucat10n . n mos reviews, 

COnfid . . 
entiahty was the norm. 
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~ Performance Ratings and Feedback Seeking Behavior. 

The hypothesis that the greater the tendency to seek negative feedback 

th
e higher the performance rating, was supported; the hypothesis that the 

greater the tendency to seek positive feedback, the lower the performance 

rating 
, Was also supported. However, these relationships were relatively 

Weak_ 

Seeking negative feedback is important for developing an accurate self-

theory • 
· f 1 · d · 

, contributes to more effective sel -regu at10n, an may pro1ect a 

confident self-image (Ashford & Tsui, 1991, p. 271). Asking for critical 

feedback can provide valuable information, not otherwise available, and may 

convey to others the impression that the individual wants to improve his or 

her Performance and face challenges (ibid., p. 255). Not surprisingly, then, 

Presidents who tended to seek critical performance feedback were found to 

have h· 1gher ratings. 

Seeking positive feedback tended to have the opposite impact on 

effect· 

. 

1
veness ratings, in this study and m research conducted by Ashford and 

Tsui (19 

h .d 

91). Effectiveness ratings were lower fort e pres1 ents and managers 

Who Were more likely to ask others to tell them what a good job they were 

doing s 

h h · · 

· eeking positive feedback may convey toot ers t e 1mpress10n of 

Weakn . 

f 1 · f, · 

ess or insecurity, is unlikely to produce new or use u m ormaaon, and 

leads others to judge performance as less effective (ibid.). 
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This research suggests that presidents may have much to gain by 

seeking · • 
cntical performance feedback but that there are costs involved, in 

terms of effectiveness ratings, for asking for positive feedback. 

The relatively weak relationship found between seeking negative 

feectb k . . . . 

ac and higher effectiveness ratmgs for presidents by boards, may be 

explained · 
· ·d · 

In part by the complexity of ratmg presi ential performance. It is 

likely th 

. . 

at performance ratings for academic presidents were strongly 

influe 
need by other unrelated factors, even those beyond the president's 

control (the timely death of a large donor, demographics, or a change in the 

ratings f 

.r 

0 rmuJa used by US News and World Report, 1or example). It was 

beyonct 

. 
. 

the scope of this study to analyze the impact of other potentially 

i:rn.port • 
ant vanables on ratings. 

Since this study found only a weak relationship between the tendency 

to seek 

. 

negative feedback and higher performance ratmgs from superiors, 

while A hf 

1 . h. . . 

s ord and Tsui reported a moderate re ations ip, it is worth 

consict · 

d · Th d ·t·.r 

enng the differences between the two stu ies. e i 1erences between 

the sub· 

d h d 

1ects whose performance was evaluated an t e respon ents who 

Provict ct 
e these ratings may be relevant. 

Ashford and Tsui looked at three sources for effectiveness ratings 

~~e· 

h · 

nors, peers, and subordinates), and reported that t e correlatwn 

COeffi . 

. . f 

cients for negative feedback seeking and effectiveness ratmgs or all 

three 
· · f 11 d · · 

groups were very similar. The situat10n or co ege an university 

Preside 

h 

nts may be very different. Research has found t at trustees, 
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administ 
. • · 

rators, and faculty use different cntena to rate academic presidents' 

Performance (Fujita, 1990). The performance ratings (and success) of 

academic presidents may be more strongly influenced by whether or not they 

te
nd 

to seek negative feedback from subordinates, specifically faculty; the 

relation h. 
k' d f, 

s ip between negative feedback see mg an per ormance ratings may 

be much more dependent upon the respondent (trustees, administrators, or 

facult ) h 

. 

Y t an was the case in previous research with managers (superiors, 

Peers a d . 
' n subordmates). 

A study conducted by Birnbaum (1992) found that "exemplary 

Presidents" maintained the support of faculty over the course of their 

Presidencies and that a key to their success was "that they are seen as 

continuing to respond to faculty and willing to open themselves to faculty 

influence" (p. 98). Birnbaum (1992, p. 193) also found that presidents who 

assessed their own performance on the basis of constituent feelings, in 

actct · · 
Ition to outcomes, enhanced how faculty and researchers judged 

instit t· 

d · 

u 1onal improvement. This openness an responsiveness may share 

chara t · 
k' 

c enstics with negative feedback see mg. 

In contrast to the most successful presidents, Birnbaum's "modal 

Presidents" tended to maintain board and administrative support over time, 

but 1 

f d' · · h' 

0 se faculty support, as part of a pattern o immis mg two-way 

communication with faculty. "Failed presidents" lost faculty support as well 

as both administrative and board support. 
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Faculty support appears to be a key factor in determining academic 

President ' 
h · 1 k" 

s success and research supports t at active y see mg critical feedback 

lllay enhance effectiveness. This suggests that a consultive and collegial 

co:znrnun · t · 
· "d ' ff · 

1ca 10n strategy will contnbute to pres1 ents e ectiveness. 

This conclusion stands in direct opposition to the characterization of 

''the eff · 
d h · . · 

ective college president" as aloof an aut ontanan, an image made 

Popular by Fisher and Tack (1988). Their research, based on reputational 

ratings b 
d h " "d h 

Y other presidents, recommende t at pres1 ents s ould maintain 

so · 1 
cia and psychological distance in order to enhance respect and 

appreciation" (p. 13). This strategy, which enhanced reputational ratings by 

Peers, rnay have the opposite effect on effectiveness ratings of faculty. 

Faculty involvement in presidential assessments may provide 

Valuable feedback to presidents to help improve their performance, a primary 

Purpose of most reviews. It may also signal to faculty that their opinions 

llla tte 

"d It 

rand lead to greater support for the pres1 ent. may prove valuable to 

Periodically conduct a more formal evaluation of the president which 

P~tjd h 
. 

es t e opportunity for faculty mput. 

!!!:!.I>ro,,a-.. --- . 
~~
 

A significant relationship was found between greater negative feedback 

seekin 
· "d t' f b t 

g and more improvement m the pres1 en s per ormance, u no 
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sig ·r 
ni Icant relationship was found between grea ter adequacy of feedback the 

president received from the board and more improvemen t in performance. 

J.D.I Improvement and Negative Feedback Seeking. 

The hypothesis that the greater the tendency to seek negative feedback 

th
e greater the improvement in performance, was supported. A significant 

relationship was found between greater negative feedback seeking and more 

irnprovement in performance. Critical performance feedback is an important 

source of information for developing an accurate view of one's performance 

and sensing what has to change to improve it. This is a basic premise of 

Performance appraisal, specifically in regard to it's formative purposes. Not 

surprisingly, then, the hypothesis was supported. 

J.D.2 Improvement and Adequate Feedback. 

There was no support for the hypothesis that the greater the adequacy 

of feedback the president received from the board, the greater the 

iinprovement in the president's performance. Though seeking negative 

feedback and improvement in the president's performance were positively 

related, and receiving adequate feedback and the president's satisfaction with 

th
e review were positively related, adequate feedback and improvement in 

Performance were not found to be related. 
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There may be several reasons why a relationship was found between 

negative feedback seeking and improvement in performance, while none was 

found between receiving adequate feedback from the board and improvement 

in performance. Actively seeking critical performance feedback and being 

satisfied with the performance feedback one receives from the board may 

involve very different kinds of behaviors from presidents and perhaps quite 

different kinds of information. Though feedback is an important source of 

information for self-regulation (Ashford and Tsui, 1991), the quality of the 

information and readiness of presidents to use it to improve performance 

may be greater when presidents specifically seek critical information about 

performance. Perhaps what presidents regard as adequate feedback tends to be 

information which affirms their own perceptions of good performance rather 

than helps to identify ways to improve it. 

Other factors may have obscured the relationship between these 

variables, if one exists. Perhaps the variable used to measure adequate 

feedback failed to distinguish between presidents who received more specific 

and insightful feedback and those who did not. It's also possible that those 

whose performance had the most room for improvement received the 

highest ratings for improvement in performance; this group would not 

necessarily be directly correlated with those who were most satisfied with the 

feedback they received from the board. It might be necessary to use a more 

qualitative measure to capture the quality and specificity of the performance 
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feedback variable or more complex statistical analysis to reveal its 

relationship, if any, to improvement in performance. 

In conclusion, presidential assessment has become a common and 

accepted practice at colleges and universities. Informal annual reviews 

appear to be the norm, and practices for academic presidents share much in 

common with the performance appraisals of corporate CEOs. Academic 

Presidents were generally satisfied with the process used for their reviews and 

found the reviews to be useful. Few reported any negative effects. Previous 

reports that there have been widespread negative experiences with 

Presidential assessment and that there has been a trend toward more formal 

reviews appear to have been exaggerated. 

Important features of reviews were: providing opportunities for the 

President to participate in meaningful ways in the process; providing the 

President with adequate feedback from the board on his or her performance; 

Using previously agreed upon goals to evaluate performance; and using the 

review as the occasion to set specific future goals and benchmarks for 

Performance. These were related to greater usefulness of reviews for 

Presidents or presidents' satisfaction with reviews, or both. Whether 

Presidents tended to seek out critical performance feedback on a regular basis 

also seemed to make a difference. Those presidents who did so had higher 

Performance ratings and greater improvement in performance than those 

Who did not. In contract, those presidents who sought out positive feedback 

on their performance were rated lower. 
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Personal Observa tions and Recommenda tions 

Personal Observations 

My choice of this topic for my dissertation grew out of an assignment I 

received as a graduate research assistant to Professor Richard Chait, at the 

Dniv · 
ersity of Maryland. He wanted me to conduct a review of the literature 

on presidential assessment and any related research in the nonprofit and 

business sectors. My interest was raised when I found a lack of empirical data 

regarding presidential assessment in colleges and universities as well as 

strong · 
b t th· · 

negative views expressed by some a ou 1s practice. There seemed to 

be a great deal of interest in, as well as suspicion about, the consequences of 

Presidential assessment for academic presidents. 

Over the course of the last five or six years, I have observed that there 

seems to be growing acceptance of the practice of presidential assessment. In 

workshops for presidents and trustees sponsored by AGB, at which I was a 

Participant or facilitator, there has been noticeably less suspicion and fear, and 

a more strongly voiced need for information. Whereas considerable time 

Used to be spent addressing questions about whether to conduct presidential 

assessments, increasingly trustees and presidents have wanted to know 

specifically what they can do to ensure a successful, responsible review 

Process. Also, there have been fewer presidents attending these workshops 

With their chairs, and more teams of trustees and chairs. Though I see great 

Value in teamwork between the president and chair, this may be a signal that 
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Presidents have grown more comfortable with being reviewed. These 

observations were shared by a colleague, William Weary, with whom r was a 

co-presenter at the most recent AGB workshop on board and presidential 

assessment (personal conversations, April 1998, Nashville, TN). 

During the several years that I served as the Director of Board 

Education Services for AGB, I received many requests for information and 

advice on this topic, from presidents as well as board members. They wanted 

examples of and information about what was done at other institutions and 

suggestions for improving their own procedures. They also taught me a great 

deal about assessment practices. The recommendations I offer to 

Practitioners, here, come from those years of conversations, as well as from 

this study. 

Recommendations 

I remain an admirer of John Nason and recommend his book, 

Presidential Assessment as a solid introduction to the topic. It's a practical 

handbook and provides advice and options. In addition, I offer a checklist to 

Use in planning reviews and specific suggestions for improving the 

assess ment process. 
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Most of the presidents and trustees with whom I have spoken were less 

interested in research and theory than in advice for best practice that might 

grow out of it. However, as Nason (1984) advised, there is no one best way to 

co
nd uct a review; presidential assessment should reflect the culture and 

trad· · 
Ibons of the institution. 

There are some basic decisions to be made in planning a review, which 

allow th 
f. h · · · 

e process to be tailored to 1t eac umque s1tuat10n. These questions 

ll'lay help shape a process that will be fair, responsible, and suited to an 

inst· · 
Itution's needs: 

1. Timing. What is the schedule for reviews over the course of the 

presidency (e.g. annual, periodic, alternating annual informal and 

periodic formal review, or other)? 

2. Purposes. What are the purposes for conducting a review at this time 

(e.g. improve performance, fulfill board's responsibility, determine 

salary, contract renewal, build consensus on priorities, etc.)? 

3. Responsibility. Who will be responsible for leading the process (e.g. 

board chair, chair of board or ad hoc committee, consultant, other)? 

4. Participation. Who will participate in the process (ranging from 

narrow participation limited to trustees, to broad participation of 

representative constituencies)? 
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5. Confidentiality. What will remain confidential (e.g. documents, 

meetings, reports)? 

6. Self-Assessment. Will the president complete a self-assessment 

statement or report? To whom will it be presented? 

7. Data Collection . From whom will information be collected (narrow 

vs. broad participation) and how (interviews, questionnaires, outside 

consultant)? 

8. Reporting. What information will be reported, to whom, and how 

(to the president, to the board, to the college or university community; 

orally or in writing)? 

9. Follow-up/Decisions. What actions, if any, will follow the review 

(e.g. contract renewat salary recommendation, board resolution, 

monitoring president's goals)? 

10. Assessing Governance. How and when will the performance of the 

board be reviewed (retreat, meeting, study)? How does this relate to 

presidential assessment? 

Prescriptive recommendations for presidential assessments are fraught 

with danger. One need only consider the variety of colleges and universities, 

from seminaries to research universities, to realize that one size won' t fit all. 

In addition, each institution has it's own history, as does the incumbent 
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President. Presidential assessment does not take place in a vacuum; it should 

complement the various other ways in which institutional plans are 

develop d 

• 

e and evaluated---the long range plannmg processes, regional 

accredit t· . . . 
. 

a 10n reviews, presidential searches, restructurmg efforts, board self-

assessm 
ent, and the annual budget process. How well these satisfy the need 

to Plan and evaluate institutional goals may determine how formal or 

informal 

f 'd · 1 

a process the board chooses to use or presi entla assessment. 

With those reservations in mind, these suggestions are offered. They 

are organized around the same themes or variables that were the focus of this 

st
udy· f 

t· . f'd 

· 
0 rmal versus informal reviews, purposes, immg, con 1 entiality, 

Participation, criteria, the role of the president, and board/presidential 

relatio 

b th t· d' 1 d 

ns. They are variously supported y e m mgs, re ate research, or 

Illy experience in this field. 

furmal versus informal reviews. 

Some institutions may find that informal annual presidential reviews 

best m 

1 f th · · · 

eets their needs because setting long range goa s or e mstltution and 

evaluating progress takes place at another time, with other players. Others 

lllay be looking for a way to provide more meaningful feedback to the 

President and governing board and an opportunity to involve more campus 

constituents in a discussion of institutional priorities. 
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In general, I would recommend that the board evaluate the 

Performance of the president on an annual basis, using an informal review 

Process th 
· 

f 1 · 

, en every three to five years use a more orma review process. This 

has 
th

e benefit of providing the president and the board with the opportunity 

to ct · 
Iscuss concerns and make incremental changes on an annual basis. It also 

Provide th 
h h · d. · 

s e opportunity for a more t oroug , peno 1c exammation of the 

insr · 
Itution and its priorities, with input from constituents, though 

constituent involvement remains controversial. The benefits of a formal 

review Would be lost if conducted more often. 

Since the data show that the norm is conducting informal, annual 

reviews, presidents and boards should consider whether adding a more 

for111 1 
a assessment periodically would address needs that are not otherwise 

lllet. 

As most authors have emphasized, presidential assessment should be a 

for111 ti 

· 
f 'd · 

a ve, not summative process; the pnmary purpose o pres1 ential 

assessment should be improving the performance of the president. While 

th
e board may conduct reviews for a variety of other reasons, those 

responsible should try to develop a process that wilt overall, enhance the 

President's performance and support the office of the president. 
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One key to that may be emphasizing the planning function of reviews 

by ens · 
unng that the process includes setting clear goals, agreeing upon the 

criteria b . 
Y Which future performance will be evaluated, and using previously 

agreed 
upon goals as the basis for evaluating performance. This study and 

Othe 
rs revealed that greater use of goals in reviews is related to increased 

Useful 

. 

ness of reviews for presidents and to greater presidential satisfaction 

With th 

. I 

e process. For annual reviews, the presidents self-assessment 

state.zn 
ent should set goals and assess progress over the past year, and serve as 

the ba . . 
sis for discussions with the board. More formal, periodic reviews may 

includ . 
e Input on goals from administrators, faculty, students, and others. 

It appears that decisions regarding compensation and contract renewal 

Were ro . 
Utmely linked to presidential assessment. However, in remains 

Unclear THh h . 
. d . . t f 

. 1 . 

·• et er lmking compensatwn eciswns o per ormance appraisa is 

a good idea; opinion in the literature is divided. In this study, presidents 

Voiced concerns about the amount of increases being both too large or too 

slll.aU; so.me wanted limited increases, comparable to faculty, while others 

found h .. 
t eir increases disappointingly small. 

In practice, separating performance appraisal and pay may appear 

solll.ewhat artificial, especially if both are examined annually. Nonetheless, it 

seelll.s 

ld 
h 

Worthwhile to do so. Separating the two cou serve to emp asize the 

forlll. . 

c 

ative value of reviews: reviews are done to improve per1ormance, not 

iust to 
set compensation. It can also make clear that compensation decisions 

<lre basect on many factors, only one of which is performance. If both are 
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reviewed 
annually, they may be separated by six months, the compensation 

decision t . . . 
. 

o comc1de with the start of the fiscal year or the review on the 

ann · 
IVersary of hire. Since it is questionable whether compensation is an 

effecti 

. 

ve source of motivation for performance, separatmg appraisal and p a 

. 

y 

18 

advisable, at leas t until more data is available. 

£&..nfi den tiali ty. 

Confidentiality reportedly contributes to more candid, meaningful 

discus . 

. 

sions and useful feedback for the president. The literature on 

Presidential assessment and NACD's guidelines for the assessment of 

corporate CEOs strongly endorsed confidential reviews. Privacy is generally 

afford d 

d f 'd . 1 . 

e to such personnel matters an con i entia reviews are the norm in 

Public and private institutions, as well as in the corporate sector. There is also 

legal precedent for holding closed meetings of the governing board for 

Presid · 

· · · b d th · 

ential assessments in colleges and umvers1ties, ase on e pnmacy of 

confid · • 

k 

entiality over the public's need to now. 

Though this study found no difference in the levels of satisfaction 

all'long those presidents whose reviews were confidential and those whose 

~v· 

. 

iews Were not confidential, this should not be mterpreted as an 

endo 

· 
f'd · 

rsement of more public reviews; most reviews were con i ential and 

Presumably should remain so. It has been said already that the process for 

reviews should reflect the culture and values of each institution and, though 
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th
ere may be instances where non-confidential reviews are considered to be 

lllore appropriate, this is the exception among colleges and universities. 

I.iming. 

The literature on presidential assessment strongly advises that reviews 

be regarded as routine events. Reviews should be scheduled on a regular 

basis, as a matter of board policy, never initiated in response to a crisis or 

in ·ct 

. 

ci ent. In addition, how frequently reviews should be conducted depends 

Upon the purposes, though the data shows that most presidents are reviewed 

annually, using an informal process. 

There is empirical support for conducting reviews less often, if the goal 

is lllore useful reviews; this study found that presidents with less frequent 

re · 
views found them more useful than those whose reviews were conducted 

annually. Periodic, formal reviews are, by definition, more comprehensive, 

lllore inclusive, and more public events. While annual reviews may serve 

lllany other purposes, such as fulfilling the board's responsibility to guide the 

In t· · 
s Itution, presidents may get more out of less frequent or presumably more 

thorough reviews. 
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farticipation in the process. 

Participation in the process is a key decision. While informal reviews 

tend t r . 
0 imit participation to board members and rely on more subjective 

inform t· 
1 · · 

a ion about performance, more forma reviews mclude broad 

representation of constituents and use more objective, systematically collected 

data. This study showed that most reviews limited participation to members 

of th . 
e governmg board. Less than one-third indicated that either faculty or 

the exe · 
· · t· f th · 

cutive cabinet were included; participa 10n o o er constituents was 

even less common. As with most aspects of the review, the purposes for the 

review h 
. . t 

s ould help determine who participa es. 

Constituent participation, specifically faculty participation, remains 

controversial. Two arguments can be made for including faculty in reviews: 

l) faculty rely on different criteria and may yield important information about 

Presidential performance and 2) their participation may have useful symbolic 

Value. Constituent feelings about presidential performance may be valid 

criteria for evaluation and including constituents, especially faculty, may 

actu 11 

·f h · · 

a y increase support for the president, even i t e1r ratmg are less 

flatt · 

· · · · h k 

enng: "[F]rom an interpretive perspective, activities t at ma e presidents 

1110re visible on campus, indicate their interest in receiving feedback, and 

Provide greater opportunities for interaction may have positive consequences 

themselves, regardless of the nature of the information collected or the use to 

t,vhich it is put" (Birnbaum, 1992, P· 193). 
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The argument for constituent participation is more persuasive to me 

th
an the opposing view offered by Fisher (1984); he cautions that including 

faculty in · 
· th 'd t' b·1· 

reviews could undermme e pres1 en s a 11ty to lead and signal 

abdicat' 
10n of the board's authority. The concern that constituent participation 

lllay turn into a popularity poll may be addressed by: avoiding rating scales 

a
n

ct questionnaires; using interviews and focus groups; selecting an 

appropriate range of representatives; and focusing input on goals and 

Priorities, not personal qualities of the president. Broad participation should 

not be considered more often than every three to five years; in any case, the 

decisi · 
d d · h 

on to mclude constituents shou1 ma e wit care. 

Goals play an important role in performance appraisal. The findings of 

this t 

1 · · · 1 

s udy (and others) support that using goa s m reviews 1s re ated to greater 

Presidential satisfaction and more useful reviews. Establishing benchmarks 

for 

· · · d f · 

gooct performance, reaching consensus on pnont1es, an con rontmg the 

Problems posed by competing and ambiguous goals could be especially 

Valuable to academic presidents. 

Taking advantage of the review to develop specific goals and agree 

Upon the criteria by which those goals will be measured could prove to make 

th
e Process more useful and satisfying for the president. Each time a review 

is Undertaken, those goals mutually agreed upon at the previous review 
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should be used to evaluate performance. For new presidents, the job 

description or statement of expectations resulting from the presidential 

search, could serve this purpose. 

The role of the president. 

Previous research and the findings from this study support that 

increased participation in the assessment process enhances the satisfaction of 

the person being reviewed. In principle, it also makes sense to develop a 

process collaboratively, rather than imposing an evaluation unilaterally. 

There are several ways the president is typically involved in the 

process, including: participation in developing the review process and 

planning the review; a written self-assessment statement; face-to face

meetings with those conducting the review and the board chair; an 

opportunity to comment on a draft of the written summary, if any; and a 

summary discussion with or final report to the entire board. Participation can 

even start with the appointment process, when goals are established for the 

presidency and when the occasion for the first review should be discussed. 

One thing that presidents can initiate on their own is to actively seek 

out critical or negative performance feedback. Presidents may enjoy better 

relations with constituents if they are more consultive. This study (and 

previous research) found that the tendency to seek negative feedback was 

related to higher performance ratings and greater improvement in 
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Performan W . . . 
. 

ce. hile positive feedback may mdeed seem scarce at times ·t • 
, i is 

even less fk 1 
i e y that negative feedback will be volunteered. Presidents may be 

able t • 
. . 

. . 
. 

0 
improve their image, relationships, and evaluations by finding ways 

to ask h 
ow they can do better. 

lkhl_rd/president relations. 

Reviews are just one part of the relationship between the president and 

the b 
oard. A review cannot make up for or take the place of the ongoing, 

regular feedback and communication needed between the president and 

board Th . 
. d . 

· e literature suggests that presidents nee ongomg, regular feedback 

from the board and this study supports that they find their reviews more 

Useful if they get it. 

It Was surprising that this study found that not all institutions reported 

the re 1 

· b d Th . . 

su ts of presidential reviews to the entire oar · is is an opportunity 

to as 

1 'f · · · 1 1 

sert board support for the president, c an y mstitut10na goa s, and reflect 

on Ways in which the president and board can work together better to achieve 

those 

'd d · 

goals. More boards should cons1 er omg so. 

The board should ensure that high ethical standards and mutual 

resp 

f 'd · 1 · f · f 

ect prevail. This includes protecting the con 1 ent:Ia 1ty o m ormation 

a
nd 

Using the occasion to demonstrate the boards' support for the president. 

The most memorable comments in this study came from presidents who 

complained about trustees who behaved in inappropriate ways, ranging from 
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emotional outburs ts to leaked information. The actions of one p erson can 

spoil the process. 

The literature on performance appraisal and results of this study 

suggest that boards which provide the president with useful feedback on his 

or her performance can enhance the formative purposes of presidential 

assessment. Trustees should try to provide critical comments and clear 

suggestions as well as praise; while negative feedback needs to be delivered in 

a helpful way, more presidents complained that reviews were too superficial 

than too critical. 

Boards should consider how to best coordinate presidential assessment , 

board assessment, and institutional planning. A more comprehensive 

examination of governance can assess the strengths, weaknesses, and goals of 

the institution as well as the performance of the president. A more in-depth 

re · 
View, every three to five years, may be useful to complement more frequent 

informal reviews. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study failed to capture the responses of presidents who left prior to 

reviews or after reviews but before questionnaires for this study were sent 

out, This may have excluded, and thereby underrepresented, those who were 

Potentially the least satisfied with presidential assessment practices. 
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The bivariate correlation analysis in Research Question Three in some 

in
st

ances arbitrarily designated variables as independent and dependent, and 

th
ereby made inferences of causality. In some cases, (e.g. Research Question 

3C) 
. 

reverse causahty may have been a factor (e.g. low performance ratings 

lhay have caused presidents to seek positive feedback). 

Research Question 3C relied upon a single item variable to measure 

th
e president's performance rating, which is less reliable than using multiple 

i
nd icators. Future research should avoid this shortcoming. 

Due to the low response rate among chairs of multicampus systems, 

their d t 

d h ld 

a a was not reported. Future stu ies s ou use a more traditional 

definition of systems (only members of NASH) and anticipate a greater need 

for follow-up with non-respondents. Obtaining support for the study from 

NASH would be an asset. 

The study did not examine the experiences of presidents who had 

never been evaluated (26.1 % of respondents). Though half of this group may 

have been new presidents who had not yet been reviewed (based on the 

number of respondents who had served less than one year) it would be 

interesting to know more about the performance and work life of presidents 

Who Were not ordinarily reviewed. 

This study focused on the practices of accredited, postsecondary 

institutions. It did not include proprietary schools, a growing sector in higher 

education, whose practices may vary. A similar study of this population could 

be of interest. 
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Questions for Further Research 

This study was exploratory and collected basic information about the 

Procedures used to conduct presidential assessments and the outcomes of 

th
ose assessments, according to presidents and board chairs. Many questions 

remain. 

Should performance appraisal and compensation be linked? Whether 

a
nd 

how to link compensation and performance appraisal remains 

controversial. The literature has proponents on both sides of the argument. 

On one extreme, the author of Punished By Rewards provides research that 

demonstrates that intrinsic motivation is destroyed by monetary rewards 

(Kohn, 1993); on the other hand, motivation theory shows that setting goals, 

a
n

ct appropriately rewarding performance, enhances achievement. In 

Practice, it appears that annual reviews and compensation decisions are 

linked for more than half of academic presidents. 

It would be useful to know more about the costs and benefits involved 

in this matter, the various purposes that might be served, and how this 

Pertains to colleges and universities as well as in other settings. Since annual 

Performance reviews are the norm and they may in many cases be motivated 

by the need to set compensation, establishing the appropriateness of this link 

could have important implications for employment practices. 
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How does including faculty as participants in assessing the 

Performance of academic presidents affect the outcomes of the process? 

Rather th 

• · · r 

an concentrating on whether mst1tut10ns use 1ormal or informal 

review 
• I 

L 

processes to assess the presidents penormance, we may learn more 

from lo k. 

· 1 f 

0 mg closely at the most controversia aspect o formal reviews _ 

faculty participation. Does faculty participation tend to undermine 

Preside t· 1 

·d ' b·1 · 1 

n 1a authority and weaken the pres1 ent s a 11ty to ead, as Fisher 

claimed (1984) or does it tend to enhance the president's ratings and faculty 

support, as Birnbaum has found (1992)? What are the circumstances that 

seems to make a difference, including the type of institution and the 

President' 1 
· 

· 1 t d b t ·t f, 

s ength of service? The potent.Ia cos s an ene 1 s or including 

fa.cult · 
Y m reviews remain disputed. 

Do presidents leave office to avoid an impending performance review 

or get driven out shortly after a review is conducted? Several authors have 

speculated that presidential assessment has contributed to shorter presidential 

terms for otherwise successful presidents. This study was unable to capture or 

exam· 

f ·d 

me the experiences of presidents who le t to avo1 an assessment or 

shortly after one occurred. This group could reveal important information 

about the problems reviews create and the concerns reviews raise for 

Presidents. Information from this group would also help to more accurately 

assess the negative impact of reviews. We may be able to learn from these 

exp · 

· 
·d t t 1 

enences and avoid practices which cause pres1 en s o eave prematurely. 
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How should presidential assessment practices be tailored to meet the 

changing needs of presidents at different stages of their careers? It seems 

sensibl th 
e at various aspects of the assessment process (purposes, timing, 

Participation, criteria, and role of the president) should reflect the length of 

tiine th . 
. . 

e president has served m office. It would be useful to examine how 

Preside t · 1 n 1a and institutional needs vary, and could best be addressed, by 

differe t 

. 

n assessment approaches for new and seasoned presidents. 

How do multicampus systems evaluate the performance of system 

heads and institutional presidents? System CEOs and presidents of 

institur · 

· 1 t· h . · 

ions m systems have complex reportmg re a 10ns 1ps, which may 

include the system head, governing board, board of visitors, foundation 

board , and others. It would be useful to trustees, systems heads, and 

Presidents in multicampus systems to know more about practices in that 

sector R 

1 · f · · · 

· esearch might be based on the popu at10n o mst1tut10ns that are 

llleinbers of NASH, to clearly define the institutions in multicampus systems. 

The questionnaire used for the survey of chairs of multicampus system 

boards conducted for this study (from which insufficient data was collected) 

could be used with this better defined population. 

How should the assessment of board and presidential performance be 

related? Board and presidential performance are inextricably linked, but few 

boards (12.8%) evaluate board and presidential performance jointly (Schwartz, 

199Ba, p. 11). Clark Kerr and Marion Gade (1989a, p. 2-3) remarked 11that the 

Perforinance of a president depends on the conduct of the board--above 
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almost all else except for the personality and character of the president him or 

herself--and that the performance of a board almost equally depends on the 

conduct of the president. The relationship, without too much exaggeration, 

may be looked upon as that of Siamese twins." 

The dynamic relationship between the performance of the president 

and the performance of the board was beyond the scope of this study. Further 

research may reveal how coordinating assessment efforts can enhance or 

improve this relationship and the performance of both the president and the 

board. 

What does it mean to be an effective leader or exemplary president? 

How would one rate American college and university presidents? It was 

beyond the scope of this study to examine the relative levels of performance 

of presidents or establish objective or subjective criteria for conducting such 

an evaluation. One approach, reputational ratings, leaves much to be desired; 

it's impossible to determine the extent to which these ratings reflect the 

greatness of institutions rather than the greatness of the presidents who lead 

them. 

American higher education is the envy of the world and most boards 

think the performance of their own president is outstanding. Still, some 

critics claim that our colleges and universities suffer from a crisis of 

leadership. We now know much more about the procedures by which 

academic presidents are evaluated, but there is still no agreed upon yardstick 

by which we can measure their excellence. 
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More complex definitions of effective leadership and better measures 

of those qualities, are needed. Additional studies, like those conducted by 

Birnbaum (1992), which examined presidential effectiveness in relation to 

cognitive complexity, or by Chait, Holland, and Taylor (1991) which identified 

behavioral differences in the way effective boards of trustees function, may 

provide presidents and boards with useful tools for enhancing the formative 

Value of reviews. 
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APPENDIX A 

COVER LETTERS AND QUESTIONNAIRES 

1
· Samp1 1 

· · · 1 ·1· 

e cover etter to presidents, m1trn ma1 mg. 

2
· Sample cover letter to presidents, follow-up mailing to nonrespondents. 

3
· Questionnaire for Presidents. 

4
· Questionnaire for Board Chairs (Single Campus Institutions). 

S. Questionnaire for Chairs of Multicampus System Boards. 
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ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNING BOARDS OF UNIVERSITIES ANO COLLEGES 

One Dupont Circle • Suite 400 • Washington . O.C. 20036-1190 

Tel : 202/296-8400 • Fax: 202/223-7053 . 2021775-8790 

January 17, 1997 

Ms. Merrill Schwartz 

Membership 

B009su go Creek Parkway 

Takoma Park, MD 20912-6304 

Dear Ms. Schwartz: 

We Write to ask your help with a nabonal survey of presidential assessment policies and p "' 

coll 

. . f G 

racuces m 

eges and uruversitles, sponsored by the Assoc1abon o overrung Boards of Universities and C 

_(AGB). This s tudy is prompted by frequent requests from trustees and pr~ident:s for advice d . olleges 

lllformation on presidenhal assessment and the lack of available empmcal data . Your partici an"' 

ens th 

d fl 
. 

pa uon will 

ure at the survey results are accurate, complete, an re ect your views. We have sent ,J 

que O 
-

. , 
- bo d 

a sun ar 

s 011I1a1re to the chair of your msatution s goverrung ar -

This s tudy wrll provide presidents and boards with information on current assessment prac"' th 

ch 

d . 

uces, e 

aracter15tics of the mos t useful assessments, and cand1 suggesbons for unprovmg prachce ,_ 

t,J ad 

GB ill blish 
f 

. u, addition 

octoral d15sertation based on the study, A w pu a summary o thP survey results d 

a co 

th · 11 11 

an send 

P}' to all respondents. The code number on e quesaonnaue wr a ow us to acknowled . 

PMb 

d All ' - ' . . 
ge lour 

· c1pahon and to follow-up with non-respon ents. uuormatJon JS s tnctJv confidential d. 

Will be 

ld k b 1- 20 

an results 

reported only m aggregate fo rm . It shou ta ea out :r minutes to c·omplete thP full 

ques□o11
I1aue . 

We a~k that thJS questionnaire be completed onlv by vou Li you ha ve not had an assessment i.n 

cu 

. 
h 

vo ur 

rrent position, complete onlv questions J-7 It JS 1ust as tmporta.nt to ave data about pre-;ide ..;_ h 

f 

· 

n..,"' ose 

per ormance ha.~ not been assessed. so please respond tn either case 

Please return the completed questionnaire to .vlerrill Schwartz at AGB by February 14, 1997 Jr: the 

envelope provided or use AG B's address on thP fast page. Quesaons about the studv mav be Jir t d 

M 

· , ec e to 

errilJ by mail or fax at AGB, or by e-mail at merrills@wam.umd.edu . 

As you know, AGB's policy is not to burden you wrth surveys except when we believe them to be f 

especial tirneli.ness and importance. Thus , we appreciate your help wrth thJS one. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
President, AGB -If 

~fA 
Merrill P. Schwartz 
~ 

Research Associate 

Q 

P.S. This questio11I1aire should be comple ted by th_e current president, even if this letter was not 

appropriately addressed. Please mark any correcaons _to your name or address directly on a copy of trus 

letter and return it to Merrill separately from the queSbonnaire. 

Enclosures 

1255-l9 
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ASSOC/A TION OF GOVERNING BOARDS OF UNIVERSmEs AND COLLEGES 

One Dupont Circle • Swte 400 • Washington , D.C. 20036-1190 

Tel: 202/296-84()() • Fax: 202/223-7053 

February 21, 1997 

Dear Colleague: 

We write to ask your help with a national survey of pttsidtntfal asKssmtnt policies and practi . 

co/J-..., and · 

· · f Go · Boards f U · 
ces III 

Co -o~~ uruversities, sponsored by the Assoaation o venung o ruversities and 

d . Ueges <AGB). Tiw mailing Is a St!cond rrque,t, which we have sent only to nonrespondents · pl 

isr~.d ... ,_ 

~---' 
. . Thi 

, ease 

-o~ u"" mailing if you have recently re,w Jit:Y your questionnaire. s study is prompted by 

~Uent requests from trustees and presidents for advice and infonnation on presidential assessme t d 

e lack of available empirical data . Your participation will ensure that the survey results are n an 

i:CUrate, c_omp/ete,_ and reflect your views. We have sent a similar questionnaire to the chair of your 

titution s govemmg board. 

cTnis Stud_y will provide presidents and boards with inf?rrrution on current assessment practices, the 

a:;ara_ctenstics of the most useful assessments, and candid suggestions for improving practice. In 

dition to a doctoral dissertation based on the study, AGB will publish a su.mmaiy of the survey 

a':5ults and send a copy to all respondents. The_cod.e number on the questionnaire will allow us to 

0 
knowledge your participation. All informatJOn 1s _stnctly confidential and results_ will be reported 

nly in aggregate form. It should take about 15-20 mmutes to complete the full questionnaire. 

e~e ask that this questionnaire be completed only lzy you. We have incl_uded as "presidents" the chi ef 

1ta:-Utives of systems, institutions in systems, and single campus IIlStituti_ons, regardless of tJtles. u you 

to t not had an assrssment in your current position, complete only questions 1-7. It 1s JUSt as important 

a ha_ve data about presidents whose perforrrunce has not been assessed, even for those recently 

Ppointed, so please respond in either case. 

Please return the completed questionnaire to MerriJJ Schwartz at AGB by March 7, 1997 in the envelope 

provided or use AG B's address on the last page. Questions about the study may be directed to Memll bv 

rna.il or fax at AGB, or by e-mail at merri/Js@wam.umd.edu. 

· 

As You know, AGB's policy is not to burden you with s_urveys except when we believe them to be of 

espeaal timeliness and importance. Thus, we appreciate your help with this one. 

Sincerely, 

701,,, /n_ 
Richard T. In~~ 

President, AGB 

Research Associate 

P.s. Tnis questionnaire should be completed lzy the current president even if thi~ Jetter was not 

appropriate/ ddressed Pl k any corrections to your name or address du-eetly on a copy of this 

1 ....._ ya . easemar 
. 

e,..,r and return it to Merrill separately from the questionnau-e. 

EnciOSUres 
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... ,""
 ~ ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNING BOARDS OF UNIVERSmEs AND COLLEGES 

I -~ 
One Dupont Circle • Suite 400 • Washington , 0 .C. 20036-1190 

Tel: 2021296-8400 

~vey of Presldentlal Aueament Policies and Practices 

Questionnaire for Presidents 

Presidents 

· nJ · di all d th · · 

Pro arc sub;cct to conscant scruony, but o y pcno c Y o cy paroc1pate in a 

and cess they recognize as a performance review, ranging from casual and informal to formal 

lllo comprehensive. Please answer these questions about your current position and your 

sr:n:~ recent experience, if any, with a presidential assessment process. All information is 

tcr . Y confidcnoal and results will be reported only m aggregate form . Although tides and 

mi.nology th 
· · 

" " al · " d " fi. 

re\rj ,, vary, c terms "prcs1dcnoal assessment, cv uaoon, an per ormance 

cu cw arc used interchangeably here. If you have not had a performance review in Your 

~ n t n ~-. . 

--

~1 d cn cy, please answer only gucscions 1-7. 

Persona, Data for the President 

l. NlJ..o:lb 

. 

, 1 er of yea.rs you have served in your current presidency: 

- ess than 1 
' 1 2 year 

- · Years 

·-
2 ·3 Years 

·-
3 ·4 Years 

•- J-5 Years 

·- ::,.9 Years 

·- 1 0 or more 

2- Yo Ur age: 

- less than 30 

,_ 30.39 y years 

, 
cars 

- 40-49 V 

. 50 
. cars 

- -59y 
' 60 cars 

- ·69 Years 

·- 70. 79 ye.,~ 
· Bo .... ., 

- Years or more 

3. YoUr sex• 

·- female · 
,_ lllaJc 

4
· Do You CUrr tl 

d th terms of 3 written contract or agreement? 

•- no 
en y serve un er e 

,_Yes. If yes, number of years covered by concracr/ agrecmcnt? ,_ years. 

(AFFIX LABEL HERE ] 
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Pollcf 
••, Gufdellnea, and Practice• 

,
5

· Is there a written policy requ..i.ring assessment of the president's perfonnan ) 

-no 

~ 

'- yes (if yes, check one): 

·- board policy 

·- legislative/ legal requirement 

·- other written policy 

6
· About how often is your performance supposed to be assessed: 

•- no requiremenr that I be assessed 

•- no schedule 

·- schedule for review varies 

·- scheduled reviews occur at the following interval (indicate below): 

•- more than once a year 

·- annually 

·- every 2 years 

· - every 3 years 

· - every 4 years 

"- every 5 years 

"- every 6 or more years 

"- other 

7
· Wli~~ was your most recent presidential assessment in your current 

, POSJtJon completed: 

. 

- never ( Stop here if you answered "never" and please return th.is 

,_ less th questionnaire to AGB.) 

, 1 2 
an 1 year ago 

. - 2 
· Years ago 

- · 3 Years ago 

·- 3-4 y . ears ago 

,'- 4-5 Years ago 

- more than 5 years ago 

8
· 

1
!:11o was primarily responsible for conducting the assessment? 

oose one ) 

,•- thtbe board chair 

- e . 
, entlre governing board 

- a St-"~din 
, .....,

1 g committee of the board 

, - an external consultant 

- a special committee including 

( check all thar apply) 

·- alumni 

' - external consul rant 

•- faculty 

·- staff 
"- Students 

"- trustees 

.. Oth "- others 
- er: ------------

2 
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---

9
· Fro~ whom was information collected as part of the most recent 

presidential assessment? 

(chcd: all that apply ) 

·- no one 

·- alumni 

·- college/ university foundation board members 

·- college/ university advisory board members 

·- donors 

·- faculty 

,'- iovernment officials (legislators, legislative staff, governor, local officials) 

. - ther college presidents 

- president's executive cabinet 

"- president's staff ( other than executive cabinet) 

"- staff - nonprofessional clerical, maintenance 

I J 5~ .. cr 
' 

- L4JI - professional 

"- srudenrs 

"- trustees (governing board members) 

"- others: 
··- don't kn_o_w ____________ _ 

lO. Indicate whether, for your most recent as~cssment, the following items were 

COnfidentiaJ, not confidential, or not applicable: 

confidential 
not nor 

confidential applicable 

(a) your self-assessment st1tement 

( b) summary of information from others 

using written questionnaires 

(c) summary of information from others 

using interviews 

( d) summary report of assessment results 

( e) discussions/ meetings with you 

l l. !low thoroughly were the following aspects of presidential performance covered 

10 Your most recent assessment? 

( a) academic I~dership an~ management 

( b) administraave leadership and management 

( c) budget and .finance 

( d) fund raising . 

( e) external relaaons . . 

( f) personal charactensacs 

3 
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12 - Was th "d · 
ed th · 

0 
. e_ presi ential assessment process us as e occasion for either diseussi 

r decisions regarding any of the foUowing? 

ons 

no or nor 

applicable yes 

( a) contract renewal 

(b) bonus pay 

(c) salary adjusonent 

( d ) benefirs adjusonenrs 

( e) sabbatical leave 

( f) vacation or other leave 

(g ) participation in seminars or conferences 

(h) family considerations 

,
1 

\ About how long did the entire process for the most recent assessment last? 

- ess than a month 

•- 1-3 months 

·- 4 -6 months 

·- 7-9 months 

•- 10-12 months 

·- more than a year 

Role of the Prealdent 

14
· Were you informed about the prouss for presidential assessment before 

or at th · 

' 

, e tune of, your appointment? 

•= ~i (there was no process in place ) . , . . 

( there was a process in place but 1t wasn r discussed with me) 

·-res 
, 

ls W th 

'al 
. . . 

, ·an as __ c process used for your presidenn assessment existmg, reVJscd, or new? 

•= an e~stmg process was used, without_changes 

existmg process was used with revrnons 

, a 
, 

. - .. ~cw process was used or developed 

- Ouier 

16 Un_· 

· d l . th 

· '" mch statements best describe your involvement m eve opmg c process 

Used for your presidential assessment? 

, j'hc:cJc all char apply) 

, - 1 h
ad no role in determining the process. 

, - 1 ;as consulted regarding the process . 

. - C Pproved the process. 

, - hanges in an existing process were made at my requesr. 

-
1 

contributed to creating or selecting a new process. 

• I 

I . th 

, - Was primarily responsible for creating or sc ccang c process. 

- Other 
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17. If a .,,,_;tt 
d, . 

~~, en report was prepare were you given an opportunity to comm 

on the final draft: 

cnt 

·- no Written report 

,_no 

·- yes 

18· Did_ you receive a written report or summary of the results of the 

presidential assessment: 

•- no Written report 

,_no 

·- yes 

19- Were face-to-face meetings held with you and any of the following to discuss 

the results of the assessment? 

·-no 

•- yes (checJc all thar apply): 

'- board chair, alone 
. 

·- chair of committee conducting the reVJew, alone 

·- some or all of the members of the committee conducting the review 

·- entire g overning board 

·- other 

The President and The Board 

The_ relationship between the president and th e board can be of special significance in a 

presidential performance review. Thi s sec tion foc uses on board/ presidential relations. 

lO. How satisfied arc you with the following: 

( a) The quality and specificity of the performance feedback 

you received from the board m regard to the presidential 

assessment process? 

(b) The quality and specificity of the performance feedback 

you receive from the board m the regular course of your 

work? 

( c) The current level of crust and openness in your 

relationship with the board? 

5 
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Summary Comments 

2
1. Rate your agreement with the following statcroCDt< u> tcnos of bow wdl they describe your most recent experience with prcsidential assessment: 

( a) Specific future: objectives were: sc:t .. ( b) I left with a clca«dca of. the cnrcn.a of good performance. 
(c) My performance was rcv.ewed agauist previously agreed 

upon goals. (d ) The appraisal helped me learn how I can strengthen my 
effectiveness. 

( c: ) I 1c:arnc:d a lot from the: appraisal. ( 0 Th< appraisal helped me ro see some of my shorrcomings 
(g) I have a dearer i.dea of what the board expects from me. · 
( h ) I was satisfied W1th the reVIew. (i) I fed good abour th< .way th< appraisal was conducted. 
(j) Ther< are manY ways ,n which I would have liked the 

appraisal to be different. 

2
2. What was th< unpact of your most recent presidential assessment! 

( a) my compc:nsa~on. and bc:ndits 
( b) my rc:lacions~P with the: board 
( c) mY rc:larionshiP with the: faculty . 
( d) my relationship with the: community 
( c:) mY ability ro !cad . (0 my sense of being .valued and app~watcd 
( ) my perfonnancc: smcc the: last rc:VICW 
(~) th< qualitY off«dback I get from the board 

6 
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23
· Was the process used for your most recent performance review typical f . 

you have had ( or expect to have) in your current position? 
0 revtews 

,_yes 

'- no If no, please choose the best explanation: 

,_ There is no typical review process. 

,_ The process was recently changed. 

,_ The process is expected to change . 

. _ The review process is informal for several years, then a more 

formal review is done. 

,_ This was an unusual year. 

, other 

·- don't know/ can't say 

2 4, What was the most significant change you made, as a result of the last revie > 
w. 

lS. What was the least usefu.J part of the review process or the most important thin 

you would like changed? 

g 

26 - What assistance if anv would be helpfu.J to you or your board for 

, n 

future assessments? 

(~ccJc all char apply ) 

•- literature on presidential assessment . . 

'- sample checklist of presidential perf~rmanc~ cntena 

·- sample evaluation forms from other msaruaons 

·- sample evaluation policies from other institutions . 

•- Workshop or training on presidential assessment for presidents_ 

·- Workshop or training on presidential assessment for board chairs and trustees 

' - presidential assessment consulting serVJces 

•- informal counsel from practitioners by telephone 

· - summary data from this survey 

"-Other: ---------
27 Co 

. 

· nunents or suggcsnons: 

7 
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-

Thank ~ou for your valuable: time and information. Please re~m the completed 

questionnaire by February 14, 1997 m the envelope proVJded or mail ro: 

Merrill Schwartz, &search Associate 

Association of Governing Boards of U niversicies and Colleges 

One Dupont Circle:, Suire 400 

Washington , DC 20036 
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Survey of Board and Presldentlal Assessment Policies and Practices 

Questionnaire for Board Chairs 

SECTION I: PRESIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT 

Presidents are subject ro constant scrutiny, but only periodically do they participate in a 

process they recognize as a performance review, ranging from casual and informal to fo rmal 
and comprehensive. Please answer these questions about the current president and your 

most recent experience, if any, wi th a presidential assessment process . All information is 
srnctly confidential and results will be reported only in aggregate form . Although titles and 

termin~logy vary, the terms "presidential assessment," "evaluation ," and "performance 
review are used interchangeably here . If the current president has not had a performance 

review, [>lease answer only ciuestions 1-3 and proceed to page 6, Section II, 

Board Self-Assessment. 

Pollciea, Guldellnea, and Practices 

l. Is there a written policy requiring assessment of the president's performance? 
,_no · 

,_ yes (if yes, check all that apply): 
,_ board policy 
•- legi.slative/ kgal requirement 
,_ president 's contract/ agreement 
._ other written policy 

2- About how often is the president's performance supposed to be reviewed? 
•- no reqwrement 
' - schedule varies 
•- no schedule 
·- more than once a year 
•- annually 
·- every 2 years 
, _ every 3 years 
•- every 4 years 
· _ every 5 years 
"- every 6 or more years 
"- other 

1

3· When was the m?st recent assessment of the current president completed? 
- never ( Stop here if you answered "never" and go to Section II, page 6.) 
'- less than I year ago 
·- 1-2 years ago 
•- 2 -3 years ago 
•- 3-4 years ago 
•- 4-5 years ago 
,_ more than 5 years ago [AFFIX LABEL HERE ] 
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4 · Who was primarily responsible for conducting the assessment} 

( choose one ) 

' - the board chair 

•- the entire governing board 

·- a standing committee of the board 

·- an external consultant 

·- a special committee including: 

( chcclc all char appl y) 

•- alumni 

·- external consultant 

•- faculty 

•- staff 
.. _ srudents 

"- trustees 

"- others 

"-other: --------------

5. From whom was information collected as part of the most recent 

presidential assessment: 

( checJc all char apply ) 

•- no one 

·- alumni 

•- college/ university foundation board members 

·- college/ university advisory board members· 

·- donors 

·- faculty 

. 

' - government officials (legislators , legislative staff, governor, local officials) 

·- other college presidents 

· - president 's executive cabinet 

"- president's staff ( other than executive cabinet) 

"- staff-nonprofessional, clerical, maintenance 

"- staff-professional 

"- srudents 

•·- trustees (governing board members) 

"- others: _____________ _ 

··- don 't know 

6 · Was a final report presented to the entire board: 

·-no 

•- Yes . If yes, was it ( check one ): 

•- oral? 

•- written? 

•- both oral and written? 

2 
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7. !-nd.icate whether, for your president's most recent assessment, the following 

items were confidentiaJ, not confidentiaJ, or not applicable: 

not not 

confidential confidential applicable 

I 
I _ 

( a) president 's self-assessment statement 

( b) su.mm_ary of information from others using 

wntten quesaonna.ires 

( c) su~mary _of information from others using 

mternews 

( d) summary report of assessment results 

( e) discussions/ meetings with the president 

8. !Jow thoroughly were the following aspects of prcsidcntiaJ performance covered 

m the president's most recent assessment:' 

( a) academic leadership and management 

(b) administrative leadership and management 

( c) budget and finance 

( d ) fund raising 

( e) external relations 

( f) personal characteristics 

9. Was the presidential assessment process used as the occasion for discussions 

or decisions regarding any of the following:' 

no or nor 

applicable yes 

(a) contract renewal 

(b) bonus pay 

(c) salary adjusonent 

( d) benefits adjustments 

( e) sabbatical kave 

( f) vacation or other leave 

(g) participatio_n in s~mmars or conferences 

(h) family cons1deraaons 

3 
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lO. About how long did the entire process for the most recent assessment last> 

·- less than a month 

· 

'- 1-3 months 

·- 4-6 months 

·- 7-9 months 

•- l 0-12 months 

·- more: than a year 

Summary Comment. on the ...._ument Proceu 

l l. What was the impact of the most recent presidential assessment: 

' 

c5 
'b",;:; 

" 
o(' "" 

.:;. 0~ 
.:;. 

~" 

" 

( a) prc:sidc:nr 's compensation and bc:nc:fits 

( b) rc:lationship bc:twc:c:n the: president and the: board 

( c) rc:lationship bc:rwc:c:n the: president and the: faculty 

( d) relatio nship bc:twc:c:n the: prc:sidc:nt and the 

community 

( c:) prc:sidc:nr 's ability to lc:ad 

( f) prc:sidc:nr's performance: 

(g) quality offc:c:dback the: prc:sidc:nt gc:ts from 

the: board 

( h) prc:sidc:nr 's understanding of what the board nc:c:ds 

ro fun ction more: c:ffc:ctivc:Jy 

12. If you were to translate the president's most recent performance review into 

an overall rating, how did the board (or designees) rate the president's 

performance: 

·- outstanding 

•- very satisfactory 

·- saosfactory 

·- unsatisfactory 

•- very unsatisfactory 

·- don't know/ can't say 
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13. D · 
t; ~g the: past 6 months how frequently did the president directly ask you 

. 6
°r c:c:dback concerning his or her performance: 

- a our once a day 

, sev 1 
- era times per week 

· ab 
- o ur once per week 

' seve 1 . 
- ra times per m onth 

- labo ur once per mon th 

. css th 

.- an o nce per month 

, - dnor ,a r all dunng past six months 

- on r know 

l4. Think.i b 

h . . fth 

ng a out the: past six months, how c aractenstJc o c: president was it to: 

( a) Ask ochers co be critical when they gave him or her 

feedback ) 

( b ) Prefer derailed, critical appraisals even though they mighr 

hurt) 

( c) Tend co seek good news abour himself or herself? 

(d) Ask for feedback if he or she knew ir would be positive 

rather than negative> 

Is. Was th 

·d ·a1 . . __ , f 

c: '2rocc:ss used for the most recent pres1 entJ review typ1 ...... o 

prc:sidc:ntiaJ reviews conducted (or that will be conducted) at your institution? 

- Yes 

·- no If no , please explain: 

,_ There is no typical review process . 

•- The process i"vas recenrly changed. 

,_ The process is expected co change . 

. _ The review process is informal fo r several years, then a more 

formal review is done. 

·- This was an unusual year. 

. d , •- ocher 

- on r know/ can't say 

5 
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16 · What assistance, if any, would be helpful to you or the board for 

future assessments? 

·- literature on presidential assessment 

' - sample checklist of presidential performance criteria 

·- sample evaluation forms from other institutions 

·- sample evaluation policies from other institutions 

•- workshop or training on presidential assessment for presidents 

· - workshop or training on presidential assessment for board chairs and trustees 

·- presidential assessment consulting services 

· - informal counsel from practitioners by telephone 

· - summary data from this survey 

"-Other: --------------

SEcr,oN II: BOARD SELF-ASSESSMENT 

;
0 mc governing boards periodically _cake time to reflect on the ways in which the board 

r onduccs its own business, the concnbuaons of individual ITicmbe_rs, and the leadership 

"oles of board officers. Although sometimes an outside facilitator 1s used, we refer to thi 

board self-assessment" because these activities arc generally initiated and conducted bs as 

:;:em_bers of the board. Board self-asscssmcm may occur, for example, as part of a rcguJ; 

ect.mg, as a special event, or through a wnttcn survey Please answer the following 

quesnons regarding your board's self-assessment ac□ VJ□es . If your _board ha_s nor engaged 

~f-assessmenr activities within the past five years , please start with QUesaon one and 

.fulJQ.w the directions carefully ( certain sections will be skipped l. 

Policies, Guldellnea, and Practl~• 

l. Who is primarily responsible for initiating board self-assessment activities:> 

•- no one 

•- board chair 

·- executive committee 

·- nominating, board affairs, or other board committee 

•- president of institution 

·- other 

'- don't know 

2 0 

. . . . .. cd> 

· n what basis arc board self-assessment activitlcs trutJat · 

•- board policy requires periodic board self.assessment (Please ~nclose copy) 

•- by tradition the board evaluates its own performance penodically 

' 
·- no policy or tradition of board self-assessment 

·- other 

·- don't know 

6 
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3· Either b • 

assess Y written board policy or tradition, about how often arc board 

, no ments supposed to be conducted? 

- re · 
, on quiremem or tradition of board self-assessment 

- ce a year 

·- every 2 o 3 
, ev r years 

.- , ery 4 or S years 

- ess ofre .L 

. pe . . n uian every five years 

- no~c~ 
. 

· o ►L 
Y, no t a set rune 

- u1er 

·- don 't know 

4
· Piias the goverrting board conducted a board self-assessment within the 

ast five years> 

·- no (S • · 

,_ Yes kip to question 18) 

·- don 't kn ow (Skip to question 18) 

5. Did the b d 

"d f th . . . 

th oar use a facilitator from outs1 e o e msntunon to conduct 

, n e last assessment> 

- 0 

• 

•- Yes 

·- don 't kn ow 

6
" 11::1 trustees participate in either interview; or a written survey as part of the 

, n assessment: 

- 0 

'- Yes 
·- don 't kn ow 

7. Wb 
, 6 

at was the setting for the last discussion of the board's performance: 

- a Oard 
, b retreat 

, - a Oard meeting 

, - ~thllleeting of board leaders or a board commirree 

- er· ( 1 
, d , · Pease elaborate )1 ____________ _ 

- on t know 

7 
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8
· What issues or topics received the roost attention in the board's roost 

recent self-asscssroent? 
\ check all that apply) : ' - ~stirutional mission and education policy 

'- msarutional and srrategic planning 
'- physical plant 
· - financial management 
' - financial support and/ or fund raising 
·- board membership or composition 
· - board organization or committee scrucrure 
'- board orientation and education 
· - board information needs 
"- board/ chief e~curive relations 
"- board/ faculty relations 
"- board/ student relations "- performance of individual board members "- group process/how board functions as a group 
"- board goals 
'·- board bylaws 
"- other: ---------
9

· W~rc previously agreed upon goals for the board's pcdonnancc used as 
cntena for evaluating the board? 

,_no 

lO. Were any indicators of institutional pc.-fonnancc used as criteria for evaluating 

'- yes 

board performance? · 
,_no 
,_ yes 
l l. What was the ilDpact of th• last board sclf•ass"sdlcntl 

about 
b the not 

c:ttc:r worse: same applicable 
( a) crustee commionent . (b) rdarionshiP between board and president 

( c) board scructur~ . 
( d) board compos1oon 

(
e) content of board agendas how board mecrinS' arc conducted 

( f) orientation or educaoon 
(g) 

crustee . . . . f board pooooes (h) ciarttY of .. ctees' roles and responsibilities 
(i) claflt)'O tr..., 
(i) use of board's rime 

8 



12
· 1H

ow satisfied do you think the board was with the process for the 

ast board assessment? 

•- very unsatisfied 

'- unsatisfied 

•- satisfied 

·- very satisfied 

•- don 't know, can 't say 

13
· In You.r opinion, what would improve the board's self-assessment process? 

( check ~J thar apply/: 

•- greater commitment from board higher rate of participation 

, n b 
, 

, - b cw oard_ policy on board assessment _ 

- etter faci11tation or assistance from an expenenced consultant 

·- ;;ntten materials, such as self-study criteria 

•- on ' t know, can 't say 

·- other 

14
· What was the most signific.ant change made as a result of the last board 

self-assessment? 

is un._ 
· n nat was the least useful part of the last board self-assessment? 

l'he President and the Board 

16- In what ways, if any, was the last board self-assessment related to assessment 

, of th_e president's performan~? 

, - ther_e 1s no process for prcsidenaal assessment 

- presidential and board assessment arc done to~cchcr 

•- presidential assessment takes place at another amc 

·-
0 ther 

9 
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17· b'What aspects of board and presidential relations arc included in the 

0 ard assessment: 

( enc.de all char apply ) 

'- policy making and management responsibilities 

'- fund raising responsibilities 

·- board support for the president 

·- board information needs 

•- trustee selection 

·- board orientation and education 

·- presidential succession planning 

·- ocher: (please elaborate ) ____________ _ 

·- none of the above 

Board leadership 

18 · Does the board or a board committee, assess the performance of board leaders? 

·- no 
' 

'- yes 

19- Within the past year, were board members asked to provide feedback on how 

board meetings can be improved? 

•-no 

'- yes 

1nd1~iduaf Board Members 

20 D 

· · th -.r 

· ?cs the board have a process for revtewmg e pcnormancc 

of Uldividual members? 

•- no (Skip to question 23) 

'- Yes 

21 · When is individual trustee performance assessed? 

( ch cc.le all char apply ): 

•- as Part of an overall board self-assessment 

'- When prompted by a problem or need . 

•- at the end of terms or when considered for reappomanent 

·- annually 

•- 0 ther 

IO 
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22 · What arc the criteria for individual trWtee assessment: 

( chcdc all that apply I 

•- attendance: 

,_ committee: work 

•- personal financial support 

· fund · · 
- raising assistance: 

·- public relations efforts 

·- varies according to individual 

·- other 

· do ' kn 
- n t ow/can't say 

Summary Comments on Board Self-.taeament 

23 · What are the greatest barriers to board assessment? 

( chccJc a.JI tha c apply J 

•- lack of good models for an assessment process 

'- lack of clear benchmarks for "good" board performance 

•- lack of interest in board assessment among trustees 

·- lack of interest in board assessment by the president 

•- lack of time 

·- expense 

·- Other 

,2
4 · Overall, how would you rate your board's performance: 

- outstanding 

•- very satisfactory 

·- satisfactory 

·- unsatisfactory 

' Ve 
- ry unsatisfactory 

· don' kn 
- t ow/ can'tsay 

25 · What assistance, if any, is of interest to you: 

/ check all that apply ) 

' - Jtc:rarure on board assessment 

'- sample trustee position descriptions 

' - sample board evaluation forms 

:- sample board evaluation policies 

- Workshop or training for presidents 

,' - Workshop or training for board chairs and trustees 

- names of consultants 

' bo ct 
· 

, - . ar assessment consulting semces 

.. - lilformal counsel from practictioners by telephone 

- summary data from this survey 

11 
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Perso,. 
al Data for the Board Chair 

26. Town 

,_ less than i;mber of years you have served on this governing board: 

' 1 2 year 

- · Years 

,_ 2-3 years 

·- 3-4 years 

·- 4-5 years 

·- 5-9 

·- 10 or more 

27. Tota1 
,_ less .. L number of years you have served as the chair of this governing b 

, 1 u1an 1 year 

oard: 

- -2 years 

·- 2 -3 Years 

·- 3 -4 Years 

·- 4 -5 }'can 

·- 5-9 

·- 10 or more 

28 Yi 
' . OUr age: 

- less than 30 
,_ 30.39 years 

, years 

- 40-49 Years 

·- 50.59 y' 
' 60 can 
- -69 years 

·- 70-79 y 
. 80 ears 

- Years or more 

29 Yi 
· 0 Ur sex· 

,_ fernaJe . 

,_ rnaJe 

30. Co 
lllments or suggestions: 

Thank you for your valuable time and information. Ple~e return the completed 

questionnaire upon receipt in the envelope provided or mail to: 

Merrill Schwartz, &search Associate 

Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges 

One Dupont Circle, Suire 400 

Washington, DC 20036 
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.aXJ:a ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNING BOARDS OF UNIVERSmES AND COUEGES 

I 
One Dupont Circle• Suite 400 • Wuhington , D.C. 20036-1190 

Tel: 202/296-8400 

~urvey of Board and Presidential Aueament Policies and Practices 

Questionnaire for Chairs of Multicampus System Boards 

This q ucstionnairc is designed for the chair of a governing board of a multicampus 

~crn. "System" refers to rwo or more campuses with subsr.antial institutional authority 

eadcd by a chief executive, under a single governing board. This should describe the ' 

govemancc of your "system" even if it is not referred to as such. 

Though tides and terminology do vary, here "system head" refers to the chief 

executive officer of the system and "president" refers to the head of each institution or 

campus belonging to the system. Please observe this convention and interpret these terms 

as they apply to your own system, regardless of the titles you use. 

he The questionnaire has rwo sections. Section One concc~s the evaluation of the system 

ad and presidents. Section Two concerns the system board s own sclf-cvaluatmn 

acovities. All information is strictly confidential and results will be reported only in 

aggregate form . 

SEcrroN I: ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM HEADS AND PRESIDENTS 

Pres_idencs and system heads arc subject to constant scrutiny, but only periodically do they 

Participate in a process they recognize as a performance rcVJcw? ranging fr?m casual and 

lllfonnaJ to formal and comprehensive. There arc several qucsaons regarding the policies 

for assessment of the system head, followed by similar questions re~arding assessment of 

th e presidents of each institution in the system . Please answer these m regard to a~ 

~, if you can, or in regard to the intent of the policies, as appropriate. 

Aaa...,.._nt of tfle System Head 

l. Is there a written policy requiring assessment of the system head: 

•-no 

'- yes (if yes, check all that apply): 

•- board policy 

·- legislative/legal requirement 

•- system head's contract/ agreement 

•- other written policy 

l. A.bout how often is the system bead's pcrfomwicc supposed to be reviewed} 

•- no requirement 

•- schedule varies 

' - no schedule 

·- more than once a year 

·- annually 

. - every 2 years 

, - every 3 years 

' - every 4 years 

• - every S years 

"- every 6 or more years 

"- other 

[AFFIX L-\BEL HERE) 
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,
3

· ~en was the most recent assessment of the current system head completed} 

- 1 
ever ( may include recent appointees) 

:- ess than 1 year ago 

- l-2 years ago 

·- 2-3 years ago 

•- 3-4 years ago 

·- 4 -S years ago 

·- more than 5 years ago 

4. Who, typically, is primarily responsible for conducting the assessment 

of the system head's performancer 

( choose one) 

•- the chair of the system's governing board 

•- the entire governing board 

·- a Standing committee of the governing board 

·- an external consultant 

•- a special committee including: 

( check all char apply) 

·- alumni 

· _ external consultant 

•- faculty 

·- institutional presidents 

"- institutional staff 

"- system staff 

"- students 

"- trustees (system governing board members) 

"- others 

"- other: 
··-don 't ;-lcn_o_w ___________ _ 

5
· From whom is information typically collected as part of the assessment 

of the system head? 

(ched; all char apply) 

•- no one 

·- alumru 

·- coUege/universiry foundation board members 

:- coUege/universiry advisory board members 

- donors 

·- faculty 

. 

:- !ovemmenr officials ( legislators, legislative staff, governor, local officials) 

. - th~r college presidents 

- president's executive cabinet 

"- president's staff (other than executive cabinet) 

" S"~a 

. 

- '4JI-nonprofessional clerical mamtenance 

u S"~a 
' ' 

- '"llr-professional 

"- Students 

•·- trustees (system governing board members) 

"- others: 
•·- don't kn._o_w ____________ _ 

.~ !~ a final report typically presented ro the entire board} 

•- Yes . If yes, is it typically ( choose one): 

•- oral? 

•- written? 

•- both oral and written? 2 
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7. I.nd.i 
"t catc whether, for the system head's assessment, the following 

1 
ems arc typically confidential, not confidential, or not applicable: 

not 
not 

confidential applicable 

(a) system head's self-assessment statement 

( b) summary of informati~>n from others using 

wntten quesoonnaires 

( c) s~mary_ of information from others using 

interviews 

( d ) summary report of assessment results 

( e) discussions/ meetings with the system head 

8
· Iiow thoroughly were the following aspects of performance covered in the 

sys
tem head's most recent assessment? 

(a) academic leadership and management 

(b) administrative leadership and management 

(c) budget and finance 

( d) fund raising 

( e) exremal relations . . 

( f) personal charactensocs 

!· ls the assessment process for the system bead typica.lly used as the occasion for 

SCU.ssioos or decisions regarding any of the following: 

no or n::-:o:-:t-r----

app/.icable yes 

-
(a) cona-acr renewal 

(b) bonus pay 

(c) salary adjustment 

( d) benefits adjustments 

( e) sabbatical leave 

(f) vacation or other leave 

( g) participation in seminars or conferences 

(h) family consideraoons 

3 
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Aaaeaam.nt of Prealdentlal Pertormance In Multlcampus System Institutions 

l O. !s there a written policy requiring assessment of the presidents of institutions 

UJ the system? 

·-no 

•- yc:s (ifyc:s, check all that apply): 

·- board policy 

·- lcgislativc:/ lcgal requirement 

·- prc:sidenr's contract/agreement 

·- othc:r wrinen policy 

l l. About how often arc presidents typically supposed to be reviewed] 

·- no rc:quirc:menr 

'- Yaric:s 

·- no schedules 

·- more: than once a year 

·- annually 

·- c:vc:ry 2 vears 

·- c:vc:ry 3 years 

·- c:vc:ry 4 yc:ars 

·- c:vc:ry 5 yc:ars 

" c:vc: 6 
- ry or more yc:ars 

"-Othc:r: ------------

12. Iiow m . . . uses beaded by presidents, are there in 

th 
any mstrtutrons or camp , 

c system: 
,_ 3 or /c:ss 

·- 4-6 
•-7-9 

·- 10-14 

•- 15-19 

·- 20-29 
,_ 30-39 

·- 40 or more 
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l3. Who typ·--11 · 
· r d · 

f ' t'-4Uy, JS primarily responsible ,or con ucnng an assessment 

0 the president of an institution in the system? 

/choose one) 

· the h · 
, - th c ~r of the system's governing board 

,- a e en~re governing board of the system . 

. - Staoding committee of the system's governing board 

- _tbe system chief executive officer 

·- tnstirutional (local ) advisory boards 

·- in
st:iruaonal faculty committees 

·- an external consultant 

· as ·al 
- peci committee including: 

( check .11 rhar apply J 

·- alumni 

"- external consultant 

"- faculty 

"- staff 

"- students 

"- system chief executive officer 

"- system governing board members (trustees) 

•·- institutional (local) advisory boards 

"- others: ____________ _ 

"-
0 ther: 

"-don't kn;-o-w ___________ _ 

14
· From whom is information coUcctcd, typi'4lly, as part of a 

Presidential assessment? 

, /check ~I rhar apply) 

- no one 

·- alumni 

·- college/ university foundation board members 

:- college/ university advisory board members 

- donors 

·- faculty 

. 

.-- government officials (legislators, legislative sraff, governor, local officials) 

- President's executive cabinet 

·- President's staff (ocher than executive cabinet) . 

" I.I1 · · 

· al amtenance 

- . 
st1 tuoonal staff-nonprofessional, clenc , m 

" I.I] . 

- Stltutional staff-professional 

" Otn 
- er presidents in che system 

"- Students 
,, sy 
-

stem chief executive officer 

.. _ system staff 

'• tr 

b ) 

,, - ustees ( system governing board mem ers 

-
0 thers: 

"- don't kn._o_w ___________ _ 

l 5. I fin 
_,J the entire board/ 

,_ nos a al report typically presentcu to 

•-Yes.If yes, is it typically (choose one): 

•- oral? 

·- written? 

•- both oral and written? 

5 
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i!~ Indicate ~&ether, for a presidential assessment, the following 

s arc typically confidential, not confidential, or not applicable: 

nor not 

confid enriaJ confidential applicable 

( a) presidenr's self-assessment statement 

(b) summary of information from ochers using 

wnrten quesoonnau-es 

( c) summary_ of information from ochers using 

111temews 

( d) summary report of assessment results 

( e) discussions/ meetings with the president 

17
· I-Io~ thoroughly are the following aspects of performaoa: covered in a typical 

presidential assessment? 

(a) academic leadership and management 

(b) adminisrrative leadership and management 

( c) budget and finance 

( d) fund raising 

( e) external relations . . 

( f) personal charactensacs 

18
· I~ the {?residential assessment proa:ss typically used_as ~e occasion for 

diseuss1ons or decisions regarding any of the folloWIIlg. 

no or not 

applicable yes 

-
( a) contract renewal 

(b) bonus pay 

( c) salary adjustment 

-
( d) benefits adjusrment.s 

( e) sabbatical leave 

( f) vacation or other leave 

( ) 
. . . • seminars or conferences 

g paroc1paoon 111 . 

( h) family consideraoons 

6 
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Su111111a,y Commem. 

19- What · 
assistance, if any, would be helpful to you or the board for future 

assessments of the performance of system beads or presidents/ 

j
(diecJc all thar apply ) 

'- Jtcraturc O 
·d ·al 

, d . n prcs1 en □ assessment 

- cscnptions of how other institutions conduct assessments 

·- sample job descriptions 

,' - sample evaluation forms or policies 

. - Workskshop or training on presidential assessment for system heads 

. - wor hop or training on presidential assessment for presidents 

, - workshop or training on presidential assessment for board chairs and trustees 

. - P~sidcntial assessment consulting services 

- lil 
0 rmal counsel from practitioners by telephone 

" sum 
,, - o·L mary data from th.is survey 

- u1cr: 

SEcr,oN II: BOARD SELF-ASSESSMENT 

Some gov . 

f1 .L 
. hi 

co d _crnmg boards periodically take time to re cct on u1c ways 1.n w ch the board 

roi° ucrs its own business, the contributions of individual members, and the leadership 

"b cs of board officers. Although sometimes an outside facilitator is used, we refer to this as 

rnc 
0

~d self-assessment" because these activities arc generally initiated and conducted bv 

rnc m_ crs of the board. Board self-assessment may occur, for example, as part of a regular 

qu CtJng, as a special event, or through a written survey. Please answer the following 

in sc:i~_ons regarding your board 's self-assessment activities. If your _board has not engaged 

~css_mcm activities within the _past five years, _please Start with gucsoon one and 

~c dircc□ons carefully (certain sections will be ski.P,Pcd). 

Po11c1 
es, Guidelines, and Practice• 

,l. Who is Primarily responsible for initiating board self-assessment activities/ 

- no one 

•- board chair 

' exc · 
- cutive committee 

· no · · 

· 

, - Illlnating, board affairs, or other board committee 

- president of institution 

·- Other 

,_ don 'r know 

2. On h 

. . . . .. -·" 

, b w at basis are board self-assessment aCOVJtJCS IOJtJatc:ur 

, - b Oard ~~licy requires periodic board self-assessment ( Ple~e ~nclose copy) 

, - y tradition, the board evaluates its own performance penodically 

- no policy or tradition of board self-assessment 

•-
0 ther 

•- don't know 

7 
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3
· Either by written board policy or tradition, about how often arc board 

asscssm.ents supposed to be conducted? 

•- no requirement or tradition of board self-assessment 

•- once a year 

,_ every 2 or 3 years 

·- every 4 or 5 years 

•- less. often than every five years 

·- penodically, nor a set time 

·- o ther 

·- don 'r know 

4 · Has the governing board conducted a board self-assessment within the 

past five years? 

·- no (Skip to question 18) 

'-Yes 

·- don't know (Skip to question 18) 

S. Did the board use a facilitator from outside of the institution to conduct 

the last assessment? 

•-no 

·- yes 
·- don't know 

6 - Did trustees participate in either interviews or a written survey as part of the 

last assessment: 

·-no 
•- yes 

·- don't know 

7· What was the setting for the last discussion of the board's performance: 

•- a board retreat 

·- a board meeting 

. 

·- a meeting of board leaders or a board committee 

·- other: (please elaborate), ____________ _ 

•- don't know 

B. What issues or topics received the most attention in the board's most recent 

self-assessment: 

( chc<:k all char apply): 

. 

•- msotutional mission and education policy 

·- institutional and strategic planning 

·- physical plant 

·- financial management 

•- financial support and/or fund raising 

·- board membership or composition 

' - board organization or committee structure 

' - board orientation and education 

· - board information needs 

"- board/ chief executive relations 

"- board/faculty relations 

"- board/student relations 

"- performance of individual board members 

"- group process/how board functions as a group 

"- board goals 

"- board bylaws 

"- other:. ____________ _ 

8 
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9 - Were · 1 
. _PreVJous y agreed upon goals for the board's performance used as 

cntena for evaluating the board: 

•-no 

'- yes 

lO. Were any· di f · · · al _r 
ed · · 

b Ul cators o mstJtutJon pen:ormance us as cntena for cvaJuatio 

oard performance: 

g 

·-no 

'- yes 

11 
· What was the impact of the last board self-assessment} 

about 

b 
the not 

etter Worse same applicable 

(a) trustee commionent 

( b) relationship between board and president 

( c) board structure 

( d) board composition 

( e) content of board agendas 

( f) how board meetings are conducted 

(g) trustee orientation or education 

( h) clariry of board priorities 

(i ) clarity of trustees' roles and responsibilities 

(j ) use of board's time 

12
· l-Iow satisfied do you think the board was with the process for the 

last board assessment: 

·- very unsatisfied 

'- unsatisfied 

'- satisfied 

·- very satisfied 

•- don 't know, can't say 

13
· In Your opinion, what would improve the board's self-assessment process} 

( ched: all char apply): 

·- greater commitment from board higher rate of participation 

, n b 

' 

, - b ew oar~-policy on board assessment . 

- e~er facilitation or assisr.ance from an c:xpenencc:d consult.ant 

·- written materials such as self-study criteria 

, d ' 
' 

- on t know, can't say 

·- Other 

14
· What was the most significant change: made as a result of the last board 

self-assessment} 

9 
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21 · When is individual trustee perfonJWJa assessedl 

( chcd:: all thar •pply ): 

·- as{art of an overall board self-assessment 

:- -;' en prompted by a problem or need 
. 

- t the end of terms or when considered for reappomonent 

·- annually 

•- other 

22. What are the criteria for individual trUStee assessment: 

( chccJc a.JI that apply J 

'- attendance 

'- committee work 

_'- personal _financial support 

- fund raising assistance 

•- public relations efforts 

·- Varies according to individual 

·- other 

•- don't know/ can't say 

Surnrna,y Comments on Board Self-Assessment 

23. What arc the greatest barriers to board assessment! 

( chccJc a.JI thar •pply) 

•- lack of good models for an assessment process 

•- lack of clear benchmarks for "good" board performance 

·- lack of interest in board assessment among rrustees 

·- lack of interest in board assessment by the president 

•- lack of time 

·- expense 

·- other 

24· Overall, how would you rate your board's perfonJWJa? 

'- 0Utstanding 

•- very satisfactory 

·- satisfactory 

·- unsatisfactory 

·- very unsatisfactory 

·- don 't know/ can't say 

25 · What assistance, if any, is of interest to you? 

(checJc all that apply) 

•- literature on board assessment 

•- sample trustee position descriptions 

·- sample board evaluation forms 

·- sample board evaluation policies 

•- Workshop or training for presidents 

• - Workshop or training for board chairs and trustees 

' - names of consultants 

•- _board assessment consulting services 

· - mformal counsel from pracricrioners by telephone 

"- summary data from this survey 

11 
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PePaA.._. 
---.., Data for the Bo.cl Chait 

26. Tow numb 

, less ~1. 1 
er of years you have served on this govemino- board· 

- uian year 

D 
• 

·- 1-2 r ears 

·- 2 -3 Years 

·- 3-4 years 

·- 4-5 Years 

·- 5-9 

,_ 10 or more 

27. Town b 

._ less th uml er of years you have served as the chair of this goveroino- bo d· 

, 1 
an year 

o ar . 

- -2 Years 

·- 2 -3 Years 

·- 3 -4 r ears 

·- 4 -5 Years 

·-5-9 

,_ 10 or more 

28 Yi 
· 

0 u.r age: 

•- less than 30 

, 30 
years 

- -39 years 

·- 40-49 years 

·- 50-59 years 

·- 60-69 rears 

·- 70-79 r ears 

' 80 
- Years or more 

29 Yi 
· 

0 u.r sex: 

·- female 

•- ll'lale 

30,Co 
rnrnents or suggestions: 

Thank You for your valuable rime and information. Please return the completed 

questionnaire upon receipt in the envelope provided or mail to: 

Merrill Schwartz, Research Associate 

Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges 

One Dupont Circle, Suite 400 

Washington, DC 20036 
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APPENDIX 13 

Table B-l 

Evaluation Method b 

e of Institution (Nason, 1984, P· 2) 

Method of Evaluation 

Private 

universities (23) 

Public 

colleges (173) 

junior colleges (6) 

total private (202) 

four-year (49) 

multicampus (23) 

formal 

% 

13 

33 

33 

43 

64 

coordinating boards (6) 17 

community colleges (33) 58 

2-year multicampus (5) 40 

total public (116) 

Totals f or public and private 

four-year (274) 

two-year (44) 

overall total (318) 

35 

52 

38% 

302 

Informal 

% 

61 

54 

66 

55% 

33 

27 

83 

33 

60 

49 

41 

48% 

None 

% 

26 

13 

14% 

24 

9 

9 

15% 

16 

7 

14% 



Table B-2 

Assessm 
~ e

nt Procedures by Type of Institution (Hubert, 1986, p . 145). 

Assessment Procedure 

Formal 

~ 
Uc 9 

csu 19 

ccc 5 

Inct ependents 5 

Total 38 (20%) 

Table B-3 

Informal 

0 

0 

75 

17 

92 (49%) 

0 

0 

10 

47 

Casual 

57 (31 %) 

~entation by Type of Institution (Hubert, 1986, p. 145). 

Instrumentation 

Rating 
Ad Hoc MBO Growth 

Scales 
Committee 

Contract 

~ 
Uc 0 

9 
0 

0 

csu 0 
19 

0 
0 

ccc 41 
6 

43 
0 

Inct ependents 5 
62 

2 
0 

Total 46 (25%) 
96 (51 %) 

45 (24%) 0 (0%) 
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Table B-4 

Institutions Which Formally Assess the President (Ingram, 1993a, p. 377; 

1993b, p . 392) 

Total Public Institutions Private Institutions 

All 2 yr 4yr Mult Spec All 2 yr 4yr Theo 

Population 

(n) 685 214 47 87 75 5 471 29 349 38 

(%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Yes 

(n) 349 123 30 55 36 2 226 15 154 24 

(%) 51 % 58 64 63 48 40 48 52 44 63 

No 

(n) 331 91 17 32 39 3 240 14 192 13 

( % ) 48 43 36 37 52 60 51 48 55 34 

No Response 

(n) 5 5 3 1 

Note.: "mult" = multicampus, "spec" = specialized, and "theo" = theological. 

Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding. 
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Spec 

55 

100 

33 

60 

21 

38 
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F 

Table B-5 

Frequency of Chief Executive Evaluations by Type of Institution 

(AGB, 1991) 

Total 

Public Institutions 
Private Institutions 

All 2 yr 4yr Mult Spec All 2 yr 4yr Theo Spec 

Population 349 123 30 55 36 2 226 15 154 24 33 

Blank 33 13 2 8 3 0 20 3 14 1 2 

Answering 316 110 28 47 33 2 206 12 140 23 31 

Years 

Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Maximum 6 5 3 5 5 1 6 2 6 6 5 

Median 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 

Mean 1.8 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.9 1.0 2.0 1.1 2.0 2.3 1.8 

Note: "mult" = multicampus, "spec" = specialized, and "theo" = theological. 
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Table B-6 

Board Chairs' Years of Service on the Governing Board of Their Institution 

Total Public 
Private 

Years % 
% 

% 

<1 

1-2 0.7 0.6 
0.8 

2-3 3.2 4.8 
2.4 

3-4 6.9 10.8 
5.1 

4-5 6.9 10.8 
5.1 

5-9 28.8 33.l 
26.8 

10+ 51.0 38.6 
56.6 

NA 2.4 1.2 
3.0 

Total 99.9% 99.9% 99.8% 
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Table B-7 

Years of Service as Chair of the Governing Board 

Total Public Private 

Years % % % 

<1 11 .2 14.5 9.8 

1-2 25.8 31.9 23.0 

2-3 16.8 17.5 16.5 

3-4 12.5 15.1 11.4 

4-5 10.5 5.4 12.7 

5-9 14.8 9.0 17.3 

10+ 6.2 6.0 6.2 

NA 2.2 0.6 3.0 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 
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Table B-8 

Age of Respondent Board Chairs 

A e 

<30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+ NA TOTAL 

% % % % % % % % % 

~ectQI 

Public 1.2 21.7 25.3 35.5 14.5 1.2 0.6 100.0% 

Private 13.0 35.5 40.9 6.5 1.1 3.0 100.0% 

Total .04 15.7 32.3 39.3 9.0 1.1 2.2 100.0% 
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Tabl B-9 

Presid nts and Chairs: Are These Typical Reviews? 

Presidents Board Chairs 

% % 

Yes 
72.0 69.2 

NA 
11.2 10.8 

No 
16.8 20.0 

Total 
100.0% 100.0% 

If no: 

No typical review 
38.3 33.0 

Process recently changed 16.2 28.6 

Process expected to change 19.8 18.7 

Alternates between 

formal and informal 13.8 8.8 

Unusual year 
7.2 5.5 

Other 
2.4 4.4 

NA 
6.6 1.1 

Total a 
104.3% 101.1 % 

" Total exceeds 100% due to multiple responses. 
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Table B-10 

Assis tance of Interes t to Presidents, by Sector 

Total Public Private 

% 

Sample checklist of performance criteria 59.3 52.8 64.1 

Sample evaluation forms 
53.2 48.1 57.0 

Literature on presidential assessment 45.8 41.5 49.0 

Sample evaluation policies 45.3 38.9 50.0 

Summary data from this survey 38.4 34.1 41.5 

Workshops for chairs or trustees 21.0 25.6 17.6 

Workshops for presidents 14.4 17.3 12.2 

Informal counsel by phone 10.4 8.8 11 .7 

Presidential assessment consulting services 6.3 7.3 5.6 
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Tabl e B-11 

Assistance of Interest to Board Chairs, by Sector 

Sample checklist of performance criteria 

Sample evaluation forms 

Literature on presidential assessment 

Sample evaluation policies 

Summary data from this survey 

Workshops for chairs or trustees 

Workshops for presidents 

Informal counsel by phone 

Presidential assessment consulting services 
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Total Public Private 

% % % 

68.3 63.8 70.5 

59.0 59.2 58.9 

56.2 46.1 61.3 

47.8 44.7 49.3 

47.6 44.7 49.0 

17.0 21 .7 14.6 

8.4 11.2 7.0 

9.3 7.2 10.3 

3.5 3.3 3.6 



Table B-12 

Overall Im act of Most Recent Presidential Assessment in Ei ht Areas 

Comparing Responses of Presidents and Board Chairs 

Positive 
Negative 

Pres Chair Pres Chair 

% % 
% % 

Compensation & Benefi ts 57.0 59.7 0.1 0.2 

Relations With Board 49.6 45.8 1.6 2.9 

Performance 43.8 46.5 0.6 2.0 

Ability to Lead 42.5 43.2 1.7 1.8 

Feedback From Board 40.1 50.4 2.9 1.3 

Relations With Community 17.3 23.6 0.8 1.3 

Relations With Faculty 15.1 22.5 1.3 2.0 

Note. Scale: Positive = generally or somewhat increased and improved and 

Negative= generally or somewhat decreased or became worse; responses of 

stayed about the same, not applicable, or no answer were omitted. 
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